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SUSTAINABILITY ASSESSMENT
INTRODUCTION

Sustainable Pittsburgh and its partners have enjoyed working with and thank the team at
Cranberry Township for their enthusiasm and many accommodations throughout the conduct of
this sustainability assessment. We commend Cranberry Township for seizing the opportunity of
applying the principles of sustainable development during the process of updating its
comprehensive land use and development plan -- The Cranberry Plan.
From the initial process of community stakeholder engagement to explore what sustainability
can mean for a municipality, to crafting and adopting the Principles for Cranberry's Sustainable
Development, to collaborating in this intensive sustainability assessment, Cranberry Township is
well on its way to becoming a model for integrating the process of sustainability as the new
business as usual for municipal governance. By continuing to explore and apply the Principles
and implementing recommendations found herein, Cranberry Township is sure to take greater
control of its destiny where economic, social, and environmental priorities are simultaneously
advanced for the benefit of the community today and well into the future.
This sustainability assessment is the result of a collaborative process, whereby Cranberry
Township opened its doors and records to a thorough review of both the many ways in which
the Township is already implementing sustainable solutions and for analysis of opportunities to
go further. The composition of the assessment team itself is tribute to the partner approach
intended to build Cranberry's internal capacity for applied sustainability. The multi-disciplinary
team was afforded opportunity and access to a wide range of municipal facilities, personnel, and
data. We appreciate the spirit of open cooperation and genuine desire to transform Cranberry
to a sustainable municipality.
This unique project, utilizing a multi-disciplinary team of consultants, shown in Appendix A,
focused on a whole systems approach. Our charge was to provide specific recommendations,
including expected costs and benefits, with a focus on actions Cranberry can take to now and in
the future that will save or make money and increase efficiencies, while becoming better
stewards of the environment and community and increasing Cranberry‘s public profile.
Accordingly, the recommendations in this report focus on opportunities to create a culture of
innovation, conserve resources, achieve cost savings, maximize human creativity, and infuse
sustainability in municipal policies, programs, and management so to realize the Principles for
Cranberry's Sustainable Development. Indeed, the team process leading up to this report has
been a model of cooperation and the spirit of continuous improvement which is a core requisite
of sustainable development. See Appendix B for more information on what sustainable
development is.
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This Sustainability Assessment is intentional in its wide breadth of issues addressed. We have
examined a wide range of issues to provide insights to Cranberry's sustainability program and
give many specific recommendations Cranberry can implement to save money, build internal
capacity to implement and maintain its sustainability program, and gain good public relations.
The many areas reviewed, while seemingly independent, under a whole-systems perspective,
work closely together and are all interlinked. For example, the analysis on Municipal Fiscal
Health has many parallels to community scenarios of long term growth and development
planning, per recommendations and observations found in the section on Land Use. The
section on Human Resources would not typically be found in most sustainability reviews.
However, like ways in which long term fiscal health and land use planning are linked, so too is
the administration of Cranberry Township's most precious municipal asset - it excellent
personnel. A trained, motivated, and productive work force is certainly key to the Township's
ability to implement recommendations across all the suggestions in this assessment from
energy conservation, green procurement, waste reduction, recycling, etc. to and the very
process of setting annual departmental goals and budgets in step with Cranberry's Principles for
Sustainable Development.
The focus of this sustainability assessment is on the internal workings of the government side of
Cranberry Township, limited to municipal facilities, operations, and management. We
endeavored to list and acknowledge the many progressive sustainability steps Cranberry is
already taking in the course of providing the myriad of recommendations included here relative
to the functions of the municipality. As an aside, Sustainable Pittsburgh is confident that as
Cranberry implements the recommendations and further adjusts to the profound influence its
newly adopted Sustainability Principles will have on day-to-day decision making, it will become
apparent that the sustainability program and assessment is well-suited to be extended to the
community at large. There are many opportunities whereby Cranberry can embark on a
community-wide sustainability program to bring savings to taxpayers, inspire business
innovation, and contribute to public health and equitable access to opportunity while
accelerating sustainable development. We applaud Cranberry's resolve to begin within the
government walls first, leading by example in the areas evaluated through this assessment. In
doing so, Cranberry is well on its way to addressing the many pay-offs of the whole-community
approach to sustainability depicted in the following schematic.
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As this assessment demonstrates, much of what it takes for Cranberry to be more sustainable
does not require intensive capital investment. Rather, integrating sustainability into day-to-day
management and operations translates into inexpensive modifications to practices including:
policies and procedures, monitoring, purchases, training, etc. that will pay off in terms of cost
savings, employee morale, and positive community relations.
The southwestern PA region is at the forefront of the sustainability movement. Concepts
associated with sustainability are quickly becoming integral to the region's economic agenda,
whereby prosperity is recognized as dependent on human and environmental health. Moreover,
the region is being recognized internationally for its ―
green‖ renaissance. The established
regional sustainability movement and current trends provide Cranberry Township with unique
opportunities in which to participate and distinguish itself in terms of resources for assistance,
commitment to sustainability, and prospects for public attention.
Both within and outside the region, more and more businesses and institutions are embracing
strategies to minimize the environmental and health impacts of daily operations. There is
mounting evidence that as increasing numbers of individuals worldwide aspire to ways of life
common in the United States, there will be escalating strains on global material and energy
resources. These trends will in all likelihood create new constraints on current business
practices. In turn, they also represent new opportunities for businesses and institutions that
build the capacities for responding to them. Building such capacity for change and innovation is
at the heart of sustainability.
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SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY SOLUTIONS TEAM
PHYSICAL PLANT
Energy Efficiency & Conservation – G. A. Wozniak & Associates
Municipal Center Parking - Clear View Strategies
Stormwater & Sewer & Water planning/budgeting - Collective Efforts, LLC
Waste & Recycling - Pennsylvania Resources Council
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing - Pennsylvania Resources Council
Renewable Energy - Strategic Energy, Inc.
Communications - Sustainable Pittsburgh
Systems Integration - Sustainable Pittsburgh
Carbon Dioxide Mitigation Strategies - Wozniak & Associates & Sustainable
Pittsburgh
Certifications and Evaluation Systems (ISO 14001, LEED, and Audubon International
Certifications) - Sustainable Pittsburgh
MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS, POLICY, & PLANNING
Municipal Fiscal Health & Operating Budget & Preferred Scenario Fiscal
Considerations - Local Government Academy
Human Resources - PGHR Consulting, Inc.
Land Use Management Program - Reaves & Associates
Affordable Housing - Reaves & Associates
Capital Improvement Program - Reaves & Associates
Sustainability Goals & Measures - Reaves & Associates & Sustainable Pittsburgh
Evaluate Comp Plan Alternate Scenarios - Reaves & Associates & Sustainable
Pittsburgh
Public Education - Sustainable Pittsburg
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POSITIONING CRANBERRY TO
BECOME A RECOGNIZED LEADER
Cranberry's current process of updating its comprehensive plan is a model on many levels.
Civic engagement, a sober assessment of past and future trends, use of technology for
alternate scenarios, visualization, and forecasting all contribute to excellence in planning.
Cranberry is further to be commended for taking this opportunity to commit to applying the
principles of sustainable development to the long term future growth and development of the
community. As Cranberry builds and expands its sustainability program and implements
recommendations in this report, it is well on its way to writing a new destiny, enjoying the
payoffs, and earning recognition as a leader in the process of sustainable community
development. On the latter, it is noteworthy that Cranberry is likely the first municipality in the
Commonwealth to formally adopt guiding principles for sustainable development. Having done
so center to the process of updating the comprehensive plan demonstrates vision and
leadership.
As preface to the many specific, quantified recommendations presented in this report,
Sustainable Pittsburgh offers several top level suggestions for Cranberry leadership to consider.
These build on and will serve to institutionalize the recommendations in this report, moving
Cranberry toward sustainability.

Sustainability Investment Fund
Implementation of many of the recommendations in this assessment will lead to cost savings.
To institutionalize, create incentive, and grow the potential for continuing the process of
continuous improvement it is recommended that Cranberry create a fund whereby savings can
be accumulated and plowed back into underwriting implementation of other recommendations
and new opportunities that arise.

Sustainability Coordinator
As highlighted throughout this assessment, sustainable development is a process of continuous
improvement that transcends the traditional silos of municipal departments for a whole systems
approach. To ensure cross department coordination and vision, and to advance Cranberry's
Principles for Sustainable Development, it is recommended that Cranberry formally appoint a
sustainability officer and office of sustainable development. This need not be a new staff
position. Either way, the essential necessity is to secure responsibility for day-to-day municipal
commitment to sustainability within the duties of high level staff. For that matter, it is further
suggested that all Cranberry personnel specifically be invited to commit to advance Cranberry's
new Principles and be trained in the policy and practice of sustainability.
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Sustainability Education
Cranberry's sustainability program is dependent on all personnel being involved and skilled at
advancing sustainability in their work. Teamwork and communication is indeed a prerequisite.
Toward increasing organizational capacity a sustainability education and training program
should be designed and implemented to reach staff and officials across all departments and
functions. An education program should focus on creating a culture of innovation, common
language, case studies from within the Township, Cranberry's Principles, developing action
plans, evaluation, and team building. Inviting key community organizations and leaders to
participate would also be a worthy step toward beginning to extend the program to the
community.

Sustainability Task Force
This is a large document with lots of information and suggestions. We recommend for the initial
task of evaluating this report, and more importantly, for long term application of sustainability in
the municipality, that an interdepartmental task force be appointed. A Sustainability Task Force
would be charged to assess and implement recommendations in this sustainability assessment,
continually evaluate new opportunities, develop a sustainability training program for municipal
personnel, and formulate plans and a process for taking the sustainability program out to the
community at large. The Task Force may be initially comprised on municipal staff but in short
order would be ideal to be enhanced with a mix of civic leaders representing different sectors of
the community. As a community sustainability program is embarked upon, it may well be smart
to create a Community Sustainability Team to oversee development and implementation.

Sustainability Indicators
The old saying "we are what we measure" is relevant to development of Cranberry's
sustainability program. Having adopted the Principles for Cranberry's Sustainable
Development, Cranberry has set a new course and expectations for the future. To continually
gauge whether the Township is headed away from or toward fulfillment of the Principles, it is
recommended a set of sustainability indicators be established, tracked, and reported. Indeed,
measures are imbedded throughout this report. However, selection of the measures presents a
wonderful opportunity for community involvement where citizens are invited to help determine
what counts in step with the Principles and new comprehensive plan. The process itself can be
profound. The best sustainability indicators lead to actions and progress for simultaneously
addressing social, economic, and environmental needs in the community. They should be tied
to the Cranberry Principles and other overall goals for the community and government
operations.

Taking Credit, Inspiring Action, Leading by Example
Throughout this report, we have attempted to list the many things Cranberry has already been
doing that are unique and demonstrate leadership for sustainability. Cranberry is well-know in
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professional circles for its excellence in government administration, internal controls, innovative
planning and zoning, and solid finances. We found many additional sustainability-aligned
achievements that deserve attention. As these are accentuated and more are realized through
implementation of recommendations found in this report, Cranberry surely deserves to garner
high recognition for its process of internalizing sustainability and in time becoming a more
sustainable community.
In preparing to take good public credit for its progress, Cranberry should take care to track and
measure its progress. Careful collection of data will be key to verify claims and not fall into a
trap of being labeled for "green washing". The science of substantiating sustainability gains is
complex and ever-changing. For example there are many instances where well-intended efforts
to make progress in one area end up making matters worse through unintended consequences
in another. Regardless, quantifying results will be key. Be sure to have supporting data in hand
before making claims. Also, feel free to report that the process of sustainability is just that, a
process, and Cranberry is working hard to lead by example and experiment. Again,
implementing a sustainability indicators program, as recommended above, is central to telling
the story and having the numbers to support claims of progress or more work to be done. In
terms of publicity, Cranberry has great internal staff capacity.
The recommended Sustainability Task Force can be a valued partner in helping to craft the
story and keep specific supporting data. With the global embrace and necessity of sustainability
on the rise, it is certain the media and residents will be increasingly interested in Cranberry's
accountable progress.

Additional communications recommendations
Review the scope of projects that are confirmed for implementation as a result of the
sustainability assessment and identify concise core messages with the strongest news
value for each of them. Keep these messages at the center of communications efforts.
Because the sustainability program has potentially many stories to tell, a danger exists
that too many ideas will crowd for attention and the information will become unwieldy to
all but the most ardent. Keep in mind that print space is limited, and broadcast coverage
is measured in seconds. Know in advance the key message points that you want to
convey about this project and design media materials accordingly.
Ensure that each core message is backed with supporting data and expert sources that
are comfortable speaking with the press and can confirm the accuracy of the message.
Identify milestones and plan proactive media relations efforts in chronological phases,
with supporting materials and fact sheets developed in advance for each phase.
Make sure that media fact sheets are concise and easily scanned for key information.
Avoid industry jargon unless directed to industry trade publications.
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Identify visual opportunities for each media event and announced milestone. Be
prepared to stage and/or offer photo opportunities to print and broadcast media via
media events such as a press conference or ribbon-cutting, as well as through personal
story pitches and invitations to individual reporters and media outlets.
Note: If a particular milestone doesn‘t have full story potential, it may still have great appeal as a
photo opportunity. Direct calls to the photo desk at any of the local dailies often result in a photo
and cutline, which in some cases generates more attention than an article.
Recognize that the media will be circumspect. Pre-empt media speculation by
proactively communicating messages about sustainability developments. Have concrete
supporting facts ready to back up any sustainability claims. Use the media‘s initial
skepticism to your advantage by showing that Cranberry is looking to turn the tide, and is
investing considerable resources to become a regional and possibly national
sustainability leader.
Develop the business case for this effort and be prepared for questions that may include
the following: Does Cranberry anticipate increased savings as a result of these
changes? What costs are associated with these changes, and how are they being
absorbed into operating costs? Are costs being passed on the community
Seek out community partnerships that give further opportunities for building visibility for
the program. Concentrate on partners who may be willing to pass on news releases and
announcements to their members, supporters and customers.
Capture quality, high-resolution photographs and digital video footage of progress
throughout for use in story pitches to trade publications and other media outlets. A
photo journalist with experience in working for media outlets could be contracted to
cover the project.
Create an on-line pressroom with press materials, fact sheets and photos of the program
that can be accessed and downloaded by journalists.
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BUILDING AND COMMUNICATING A
CULTURE FOR SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
One of the main reasons organizations are increasingly embracing the practice of sustainability
is that it addresses the complexities of managing an extensive enterprise.
Large-scale organizations continually struggle in today‘s business environment to anticipate and
respond to rapidly-changing market conditions, to align and focus the necessities of what makes
that enterprise profitable and functional, and to discover new ways of distinguishing themselves
from their competitors. Sustainability is what happens as a result of the choices that an
organization makes and how it operates. Sustainability follows from the culture of practice
within an organization that allows that organization to continue, adapt, and thrive, despite
continuous challenges. The ultimate goal for an organization that embraces the concept of
sustainability is therefore creating this culture of practice—an integrated functioning of
resources (such as material items), energy, people, ideas, and information, all aligned to ensure
that the organization may continually adapt to complex changes. For example, many
enterprises lack capacity to handle the growing challenges associated with environmental
factors that impact their businesses. Too often they lack the ability to continually discover
where resources are not being productive, measuring such items, integrating them into a
framework to compete with the many other complex decisions that need to be made for that
enterprise, and making changes to how the business operates, and then communicating these
ideas.
The hard part is building the culture of practice in the organization to handle sustainability
concerns so that they too are part of how that organization operates. Organizations that
accomplish this feat will build the capacity to adapt and shape the competitive landscape with
respect to sustainability issues in addition to the many other dimensions in their industries.
This sustainability assessment for Cranberry is organized by topic areas, such as waste and
recycling, energy, human resources, and others. However, each of these dimensions
represents a starting point to building a culture of practice. The recommendations should not
just be implemented piecemeal and sequentially with the expectation that the organization has
achieved ―
sustainable‖ status. Instead, a more strategic use of this report involves working to
find ways to make operational changes that begin with the recommendations and build to
enhanced capacities for recognizing and acting, so that sustainability emerges from the
changes in both the visible and hidden actions associated with the operation of the enterprise.
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OPTIONS FOR COMMITMENT
As noted, this sustainability assessment is organized by topic areas. Within each,
recommendations are generally provided in 3 tiers.
Tier 1: "Money Hanging on Trees" - changes that will save money or generate revenue with
short payback period.
Tier 2: "No Regrets" - changes that bring substantial benefit to the environment and
community, enhancing the Cranberry's public profile, at no net economic cost to Cranberry over
a medium-length payback period.
Tier 3: "Principles Leadership" - changes that are more visionary changes and costly in
traditional economic terms, but may either (1) be more feasible in the relatively near future with
changes in technologies and markets, or (2) be worth investing in now because of their
environment and community benefits, and the enhanced leadership profile that they will bring.
These tiers relate to how immediate the financial payback would be from implementing a
particular recommendation and how much risk and effort would be required on the part of
Cranberry. These tiers are de facto scenarios, or visions, for how Cranberry might proceed. In
other words, they outline a tacit overall goal or vision, against which all future actions can be
integrated regarding Cranberry‘s vision and identity with respect to sustainability.
Following are some ideas as to how these different tiers of recommendations can be integrated
into 3 different scenarios. This discussion represents a point of departure for the process of
creating a culture of practice with respect to those different scenarios.

SCENARIO 1: COST AND RESOURCE EFFICIENCY AND IMPROVED
PROFITABILITY
The Tier 1 recommendations were compiled from the perspective of low-hanging fruit—in other
words, financial payoffs in the short term without a lot of time and resource investment to bring
about those payoffs. From the perspective of an overall goal, these recommendations, done
together, will allow Cranberry to craft an identity for which a substantial amount of resource
reduction can occur, thereby reducing the cost of operations a modest amount through the
reduction of energy usage and waste disposal costs. These actions mostly add-up to a story
that achieves its credibility mostly in-house. In other words, management, employees, and
active residents, will be interested in the fact that Cranberry has embraced sound business
practices by reducing costs, eliminating wastes, and promoting efficiency. Perhaps some of
these cost savings can be passed along to residents which could translate into a greater sense
of satisfaction and inspire sustainability practices in the community. The community will be
able to relate to the values of efficiency of operations. This scenario requires minimal changes
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to operational practices, so that the amount of new skills and learning within the organization is
not too demanding on personnel.
Advantages of this scenario are that this outcome requires minimal risk, changes and demands
on the time of people in the enterprise. It produces a nice story about the efficiency of
Cranberry, which will mostly play well locally. Some risks to this strategy are that it lacks the
capacity for building a long-term culture of practice because the vision and goals are kept
narrowly upon cost reduction. The risk of this outcome is that the savings are only a one-time
event, and Cranberry misses opportunities to leverage these changes for creating a greater
capacity for sustainability that can play to a wider array of stakeholders.

SCENARIO 2: LEVERAGED RESOURCES AND MODEST IDENTITY CHANGE
In this situation, Cranberry will use some of the savings generated from cost reductions from the
Tier 1 recommendations to begin to leverage some changes that have longer payoff periods.
This scenario also involves having the Cranberry make some modest investments in some
aspects of their operations so that the signal of sustainability becomes stronger both internally
and externally to the enterprise. For example, energy savings can be redirected to purchasing a
portion of electricity from wind power generation and for transitioning equipment to higher
efficiency devices, such as automatic sensors, timers, meters, and natural lighting sources that
create greater opportunities for energy impact reduction. Some of these items involve
monitoring on the part of Cranberry personnel, and some of them involve customers and
tenants witnessing or participating in the operation of these devices. Such participation sends a
signal that Cranberry values environmental issues and has made an investment in an identity
that embraces sustainability.
Advantages of this scenario involves creating a more credible story for Cranberry about
sustainability that others can witness and relate to, although at this level the vision is secondary
to the main identity of Cranberry. In this case there is evidence that sustainability matters mean
something to Cranberry; however, these ideas barely emerge from the background of other
aspects of Cranberry‘s perceived identity. Disadvantages are that residents and outsiders may
mistake these efforts as ―
greenwashing,‖ in other words, doing the minimum to make others
believe that environmental matters are important, when they really are not.

SCENARIO 3: TRANSFORMATIVE IDENTITY AND LEADERSHIP
This scenario involves implementing all tiers of recommendations, in addition to discovering
other creative ways to embody ideas about sustainability. In other words, Cranberry in this
scenario develops the capacity to come up with bold ways to assemble new ideas around the
ideas of sustainability and communicate them openly to customers. Examples of activities that
embody a bold spirit of sustainability involve:
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Retro-commissioning the Municipal Center‘s HVAC system to assess its current
performance with its original design intent so that it operates as efficiently as possible.
Installing LED lighting in the Municipal Center‘s Parking Lot to cut back on electricity
usage to maintain nighttime lighting on-site
Constructing a Cranberry composting facility for accepting yard wastes and the disposal
of organic materials from the Township‘s operations
Pursing a broad Environmentally Preferred Purchasing Program (EPP) that includes a
vast set of goods and services, including the use of alternative fuel vehicles in the fleet
Procuring 100% electricity usage from renewable sources for all of Cranberry
Township‘s electricity consumption and subsequently eliminate the emission of over 16
million pounds of carbon dioxide emissions
Implementing a public transit system
Incorporating pervious pavements into future parking lot additions or renovations
Implementing a modular green roof
Adding more HR metrics to provide a more complete analysis of employee satisfaction
Incorporating a reward strategy that supports sustainability in future labor agreements
Creating an Environmental Management System (EMS) and pursue ISO 14001
certification
Pursuing LEED certification of operational facility buildings
Using the Principles to Guide Cranberry‘s Sustainable Development in its annual
operating budget and capital improvement program processes
Such ideas demonstrate how it is possible to generate hypotheses about actions that Cranberry
can take to send clear signals about its identity that embraces sustainability. In order to make
any of these ideas happen, Cranberry will have to generate the internal capacities to generate
such ideas, test them out, evaluate them, and then implement them. This level of
implementation involves coordination among stakeholders, shaping of residents‘ and others‘
perceptions about Cranberry and the meaning of sustainability, and for changing of internal
practices. The advantage of this scenario is that it truly involves the creation of a culture of
practice that will clearly communicate to a very public story of sustainability. The risks involve a
substantial commitment to changing practices and revisions to a public identity as new ideas are
tried out, some achieving great success, whereas others have limited impacts.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Listed below are recommendations from this report, by topic and by tier. These items have
been brought to the foreground, as they represent opportunities for short-term savings and
paybacks, cost reductions, and actions that can be achieved in the short term. Cranberry
Township should consider implementing these recommendations as soon as possible. The set
of recommendations are grouped according to their main topic areas. Each can be explored
further in those sections of this report. The numbers for each listing correspond with the
recommendation number in that section of the report for the sake of easy reference.

Energy
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: ENERGY
1. Turn unneeded electrical appliances OFF.
2. Increase employee awareness.
3. Provide Facilities Manager with a copy of utility bills.
4. Read your own natural gas meters.
5. Turn off coffee makers at the power source.
6. Turn off computers when not in use.
7. Reduce number of dorm style refrigerators.
8. Deter over illumination of combined fixed/dimmable lighted spaces.
9. Eliminate incandescent lighting where possible.
10. Continue locking out electric baseboard heaters and radiant panels during the cooling
season.
11. Continue installing occupancy sensing lighting controllers.
12. Incorporate aggressive night set-back temperature control strategies.
13. Install low flow aerators and shower heads.
14. Limit water consumption due to leaks.
15. Reduce unnecessary weight in department trucks and vehicles.
16. Instruct employees on energy efficient use of food preparation appliances and
equipment, i.e. bar grill, kitchen hood.
17. Turn off finger printing equipment in police station.
18. Incorporate a sleep mode function or motion detection device on the DVR security
monitors.
Cranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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19. Control ceiling fans in garages.
20. Install programmable thermostats in Sewage Treatment Master Control Building.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: ENERGY
1. Provide formal training to energy management system (EMS) operators.
2. Organize a complete set of ―
as-built‖ drawings for each building.
3. Evaluate compressed air systems and needs.
4. Upgrade all exit signs to LED lighting technology.
5. Upgrade T12 Fluorescent lighting.
6. Evaluate vending machine needs.
7. Control garage overhead unit heaters and install garage door interlock switches.
8. Upgrade dimmable fixtures in Club House.
9. Install a timer on ice machine.
10. Do not run exhaust equipment during unoccupied periods (except where necessary)
11. Lock out metal halide down lights in administration atrium area with a time delayed photo
cell or timer.
12. Incorporate daylight harvesting in police station stairwell.
13. Control temperature in PW training room.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: ENERGY

1. Remove all electric reheat systems.
2. Control kitchen exhaust hoods.
3. Separate Banquet Room from the rest of the Club House building.
4. Solve cold floor problem in Club House.
5. Install task lighting and reduce overhead lighting in Squad Room.
6. Replace metal halide light fixtures with T5 HO fluorescent fixtures in the gymnasium.
7. Retro-commission Municipal Center HVAC system.
8. Install LED parking lot lighting at Municipal Center.
9. Install bi-level lighting and daylight harvesting controls in PW garage (#2 bay) and other
garages.
Cranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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10. Install tail pipe exhaust system in PW garage.
11. Consider converting areas of the old PW garage to truck and equipment storage only.
Move human activities to parks end of the building or out of building entirely.
12. Evaluate PW building exhaust system.
13. Install new HVAC system in locker/weight room/lunch room at the sewage treatment plant.
14. Use waste water effluent for cooling.

Waste & Recycling
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE & RECYCLING
1. The Township should contact their waste hauler to obtain specific instructions on
whether the hauler can handle single stream recycling.
2. All facilities should, at a minimum, have recycling containers for all co-mingled, paper,
and corrugated cardboard materials.
3. The infrastructure for waste reduction rapidly becomes ineffective unless there are
knowledgeable and invested participants.
4. Providing waste reduction training to staff and employees will familiarize them with
proper recycling techniques and cultivate concern for the issue.
5. It is imperative that those responsible for building maintenance and cleaning be informed
of Cranberry‘s efforts and given guidelines for dealing with recyclables.
6. Tenants renting space in the Municipal Building should be provided with educational
materials and instructions similar to those given to Cranberry employees.
7. Establishment of a rewards or incentive program for Township employees would
encourage participation and build a sense of ownership among employees.
8. Establishing an internal ―
Green‖ team to review waste reduction, monitor proper
separation of the waste stream from recyclables, and encourage employee recycling is a
low-cost yet effective way to address problems of low participation and contamination..
9. Installing compact fluorescent light bulbs throughout all buildings will result in less
frequent replacement (not to mention energy savings) and less waste.
10. The Township should consider offering the recycling of batteries, cell phones, and
printer/toner cartridges as a service to its employees and the public.
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11. The potential of trimming operating costs by renegotiating the waste contract should be
considered after examination of the data regarding the collection of Old Corrugated
Cardboard (Cf. Analysis section).

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE & RECYCLING
1. The Township should consider the possibility of expanding its collection of hard to
recycle materials.
2. Cranberry should consider encouraging recycling at special events.
3. For the golf course, investigation of the companies that recycle golf balls is
recommended.
4. The restaurant and banquet facilities at the golf course, depending on the scale to which
they are developed and marketed, could potentially generate volumes of organic waste
that would render composting on a larger scale worthwhile.
5. Installation of a low maintenance compost or worm composting (vermicomposting) bin to
handle food waste (fruit and vegetable scraps, coffee grounds, paper napkins, etc.) at
the Municipal Building could prove a low-cost way to deflect employee-generated food
scraps from the waste stream.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE & RECYCLING
1. The disposal of yard waste (leaves, lawn cuttings, weeds, non-woody shrubs and tree
prunings) offers opportunity for the Township to further embody principles of
sustainability.
2. Windrow composting would require land, equipment, and labor to maintain. However,
money saved on disposal of organics or funds generated from the sale of the product
could possibly be used to hire an individual to maintain the site.
3. Cranberry should consider future expansion of recycling drop-off locations.
4. Recycling markets for Old Corrugated Cardboard (OCC) are well established.

Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP)
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: EPP
1. The most critical yet straightforward step Cranberry Township can take to promote
sustainable purchasing is to finalize, introduce, and enact a formal written EPP policy.
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2. Adopt a general Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) policy and reference it in
any employee training manuals.
3. Adopt a green cleaning products policy and reference it in any training manuals and in
bids for cleaning related products and services.
4. Include a statement in all bid specifications (RFP‘s) that Cranberry Township has an
EPP policy in place and that vendors should highlight any environmentally friendly
aspects of their products in bid specifications.
5. Following the enactment of a written EPP policy, Cranberry should appoint a Green
Team to conduct the following:
a.

Develop and maintain information about environmentally preferable products
and recycled products containing the maximum practicable amount of recycled
materials.

b.

Promote and recommend the purchasing of these products whenever possible.

c. Inform other entities and departments within the Township of their responsibilities
under this policy and provide implementation assistance.
d. Disseminate information on recycled and environmentally preferable product
procurement opportunities, specifications, and performance, to various
departments
e.

Communicate with Township entities to review policy requirements and new
procurement opportunities.

f.

Monitor and publicize the progress and status of the policy implementation.

g. Submit reports as required to the Township on the procurement program.
6. Once Cranberry Township adopts an EPP policy they must decide which product
categories will be targeted by their initiative.
7. Once it is decided which EPP product categories to focus on, Township officials must
decide which environmental or sustainability attributes will be included in their efforts.
8. The selection of product categories and attributes, while important, is only an initial step
in EPP implementation.
9. Once the EPP policy is implemented, it is imperative to be able to track the results of
certain activities.
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Renewable Energy
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
1. At this time it is recommended that Cranberry Township consider procuring renewable
energy certificates (RECs) from local or national renewable energy resources to offset
electricity consumption from the traditional fossil-fueled electricity supplied through the
grid at a level so that the Township can be recognized as a participant in the EPA Green
Power Partnership Program.
2. A thorough evaluation and review of current commodity electricity supply agreements
may yield additional savings by switching to another competitive supplier or moving to a
new type of retail electricity product that may provide savings over current rates the
Township is paying today.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
1. Procurement of renewable energy certificates (RECs) at a level so that the Township
can be recognized as a participant in the EPA Green Power Leadership Program.
2. Installing PV solar panels on Township building roofs have a significant should be
considered.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
1. Procurement of bundled ―
green power‖ which includes sourcing traditional (brown)
commodity electricity supply along with (green) RECs generated in the local region in a
single retail agreement for all Township electricity consumption.
2. Enter into a power purchase agreement (PPA) for direct off-take of renewable energy
from a local renewable resource within the region for all or a percentage of the
Township‘s electricity consumption.

Municipal Center Parking
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: MUNICIPAL CENTER PARKING
1. Encourage Cranberry employees to change their parking habits, require them to park in
St. Ferdinand‘s lot and provide incentives to do so.
2. Examine the schedule of activities held at the Municipal Center and implement new
program start and end times to alleviate overcrowded conditions and traffic conflicts.
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TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: MUNICIPAL CENTER P ARKING
1. Ride-share programs like carpool and vanpool take drivers off of the road, thereby
alleviating traffic congestion and improving air quality.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: MUNICIPAL CENTER P ARKING
1. Another potential solution, costly but worth the investment, is the implementation of a
public transportation system in Cranberry.

Sanitary
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: SANITARY
None. The Brush Creek Treatment Plant currently has excess capacity and the Township
enforces a pro-active stance on addressing I&I, one of the most common reasons for treatment
plant inundation during wet weather.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: SANITARY
1. We recommend that the Township continue addressing I&I issues in the form of revised
ordinances.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: SANITARY
1. In terms of long range environmental benefit, Cranberry Township could review the
sludge disposal costs (testing, hauling, and landfill fees) and potentially explore a more
beneficial use of the sludge from the Brush Creek Treatment Plant.

Stormwater
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER
1. Cranberry Township‘s management of their stormwater program appears to be
progressive for the region.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER
1. Changes that Cranberry Township could consider implementing, while not significant,
could have impact on the stormwater practices of future development in the Township.
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TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER
1. We have no specific recommendations with the stormwater management regulations
that would require a costly investment for a long term community and environmental
benefit.

Stormwater Management at the Municipal Center
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
1. A quick and relatively inexpensive method to deter some of the overland flow that is
reaching the municipal center from the upgradient parking area would be to enhance the
green space with additional planting.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
1. Another inexpensive method of stormwater management is to implement rain barrels at
the school house building.
2. Cranberry Township could also consider a stormwater infiltration area in the green space
north of the front parking lot.
3. A Final ―
No Regrets‖ solution is to eliminate raised parking islands and replace them with
sunken infiltration areas.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
1. Incorporate previous paving into future parking lot additions or renovations.
2. Implement a modular green roof.

Human Resources
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Involve the HR Manager in planning for Cranberry‘s sustainability program.
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2. Develop a written specific HR policy for the required participation of employees in the
sustainability program and activities.
3. Develop an HR Strategic plan including aspects of recruiting and hiring employees who
will support the sustainability program and use the social responsibility aspect as a
recruiting tool.
4. Consider having the HR Department report directly to the Township Manager.
5. Work with HR to plan for involvement of bargaining unit employees in the sustainability
program taking into consideration limitations that exist because of NLRA regulations
related to incentives into consideration.
6. Build on the current process to include sustainability including hiring individuals who are
likely to support and work well within a culture that is sustainable.
7. Develop better, more consistent communication approaches about pay and benefits.
8. Start communicating more now about sustainability and the impact of the initiatives on
individuals and their jobs.
9. Plan now for engaging the collective bargaining units in the initiative taking into
consideration the terms of the current collective bargaining agreements.
10. Some unions, particularly those in other countries, have embraced a positive view of
sustainability.
11. Build on the current state by gathering data on safety records.
12. Revive the Orientation program and include information on sustainability.
13. Consider more coordination between Departments and HR to make sure training is
consistently offered as appropriate for all employees.
14. Develop a formal Employee Development Program for use with all employees to support
sustainability of Human Resources.
15. Develop a more formal employee development program to plan and track development
and training for all employees.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Increase the HR staff by an HR Intern position for the summer season.
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2. Develop a hiring policy that includes a focus on sustainability in hiring strategies so that
employees are selected based on their prior involvement in sustainability program and/or
their willingness to embrace change and support these programs.
3. Tie compensation to performance measures that include sustainability goals. Reward
Managers and Supervisors for support of sustainability and enforcing behaviors with
their employees.
4. Include sustainability in the work of the existing Safety Committee.
5. Consider offering alternative work arrangements like telecommuting and flexible
scheduling both support positive environmental impacts by reducing the carbon footprint.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Add more HR Metrics measures to do a better analysis of employee satisfaction and
morale.
2. Develop and implement a formal orientation process for all employees (a shortened
version could be used for seasonal employees).
3. Plan for incorporation of a reward strategy that supports sustainability within future labor
agreements.
4. Plan for continued engagement of retiring Baby Boomers possibly using more part time,
telecommuting, or flexible work schedules.
5. Get involved in Workforce Readiness programs working with local schools (high schools,
technical and trade schools, 2 and 4-year colleges) to create a pool of qualified workers
that can be hired in the future.
6. Consider including health and safety topics in labor agreements.

Staffing
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: STAFFING
1. Build on the current process to include sustainability including hiring individuals who are
likely to support and work well within a culture that is sustainable.
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TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: STAFFING
1. Develop a hiring policy that includes a focus on sustainability in hiring strategies so that
employees are selected based on their prior involvement in sustainability program and/or
their willingness to embrace change and support these programs.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: STAFFING
1. Develop and implement a formal orientation process for all employees (a shortened
version could be used for seasonal employees). It is critical that employees be educated
about a sustainability focus from their first day. With the volume of seasonal hires, it is
critical that they be included even though they have a shorter tenure.

Total Compensation
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: TOTAL COMPENSATION
1. Develop better, more consistent communication approaches about pay and benefits.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: TOTAL COMPENSATION
1. Tie compensation to performance measures that include sustainability goals.
2. Consider offering alternative work arrangements like telecommuting and flexible
scheduling both support positive environmental impacts by reducing the carbon footprint.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: TOTAL COMPENSATION
1. Plan for incorporation of a reward strategy that supports sustainability within future labor
agreements.
2. Plan for continued engagement of retiring Baby Boomers possibly using more part time,
telecommuting, or flexible work schedules.
3. Get involved in Workforce Readiness programs working with local schools (high schools,
technical and trade schools, 2 and 4-year colleges) to create a pool of qualified workers
that can be hired in the future.
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Employee & Labor Relations
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS
1. Start communicating more now about sustainability and the impact of the initiatives on
individuals and their jobs.
2. Plan now for engaging the collective bargaining units in the initiative taking into
consideration the terms of the current collective bargaining agreements.
3. Some unions, particularly those in other countries, have embraced a positive view of
sustainability.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS
1. Publish and distribute an Employee Handbook, which includes up-to-date policy
information and a specific policy on sustainability.
2. Create a better formal communication process so that information can be more effective
and timely.
3. Invest in sustainability reminder templates, permanent job process signs, more access to
computers and e-mail (include more training for employees who don‘t have desk jobs
and for whom e-mail may not be as intuitive).

Health & Safety
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Build on the current state by gathering data on safety records.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Include sustainability in the work of the existing Safety Committee.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Consider including health and safety topics in labor agreements.
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Training & Development
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
1.

Revive the Orientation program and include information on sustainability.

2. Consider more coordination between Departments and HR to make sure training is
consistently offered as appropriate for all employees.
3. Develop a formal Employee Development Program for use with all employees to support
sustainability of Human Resources.
4. Develop a more formal employee development program to plan and track development
and training for all employees.

Environmental Management System (EMS)
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: ENVIRONMENTAL MAN AGEMENT SYSTEM
(EMS)
1. It is recommended that Cranberry use the included checklist to begin taking the
necessary steps for crafting and implementing an environmental management system
for its vehicle operations as a pilot site.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: ENVIRONMENTAL MAN AGEMENT SYSTEM
(EMS)
1. Cranberry should consider engaging an ISO 14001 certification consultant after the
checklist items have been put into operation.

LEED Certification
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: LEED CERTIFICATION
1. From this assessment, Cranberry will need to address 5 of the prerequisite conditions
required before any credits can be granted towards certification.
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TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: LEED CERTIFICATION
1. The Township has a wide leeway in deciding how far they wish to go to achieve
certification.
2. Specifically, the Township has the potential to achieve about 8 LEED points though
energy efficiency and renewable energy purchasing practices.

Golf Course Audubon International Certification
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: GOLF COURSE AUDUBON
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION
1. The golf course should continue to document and pursue its Audubon certification as it is
already doing many of the required practices to achieve certification.
2. Cranberry should also be proactive in telling the story of its achievement of this
certification.

Municipal Programs, Policy & Planning
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS, POLICY &
PLANNING
1. It is recommended that the departments be asked to indicate which and to what extent
the Principles to Guide Cranberry’s Sustainable Development, adopted by the governing
board, are addressed in their requests.
2. It is recommended that selection of those requests to be funded be consciously
evaluated against the Principles.
3. Overall, the annual operating budget and capital improvement program budgeting
process are opportunities for Cranberry management to use the Principles to Guide
Cranberry’s Sustainable Development to inform these processes.
4. Clearly, given the adoption of the principles by the governing body, budgeting requests
to be funded should be consciously evaluated against the Cranberry Principles.
5. Use the following questions to evaluate the requests using the Cranberry Principles:
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a. Which if any of the principles adopted by the governing body does the request
address?
b. How does it address this/these principle(s) in qualitative and/or quantitative terms?
c. How does the proposed expenditure preserve or enhance the natural environment?
d. How does the proposed expenditure promote social equity?
e. How does the proposed expenditure promote quality economic development? (Here,
quality means at least living wage jobs that provide benefits and the opportunity to
move up the ladder, plus diversification of Cranberry‘s economy.)
f.

How does the budget address implementation of recommendations found in the July
2008 Sustainability Assessment?

Land Use Management Program
TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: LAND USE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
1. It is critical that a consensus vision be identified to define the community‘s future
character and quality of life.
2. Following a vision that is reflected in the comprehensive plan all else is implementation
using tools such as zoning and subdivision/land development ordinances and public
investment through capital programs and budgets.
3. Regardless of the level of desired development, the first step should be to identify those
places that should be protected. Currently the Township‘s zoning map shows all land
available for development. Instead, woods, farms, stream valleys, wetlands, steep
slopes, unique vistas, historical and cultural assets all of which define a community
should be reserved for future generations.
4. Growth would then be directed to existing developed areas or as logical extensions of
them. Such development should be denser and reserve more open space (often called
conservation subdivision or green subdivision) than most Township development to
date. This has the added benefits of reducing the private and public cost of additional
infrastructure and its future maintenance and insuring that existing public investments
are used most efficiently.
5. Efficient stewardship of public investments would be enhanced by developing an intracommunity transit service and expanding inter-municipal service through negotiations
with the Butler and Allegheny County transit providers. This could reduce auto use and
its attendant ills plus provide access to jobs in an expanding employment base.
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6. A multi-year capital program should be developed. Those who are proposing projects
and programs for capital funding should address how they further the Principles adopted
by the Cranberry board.
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CRANBERRY‘S PHYSICAL PLANT

ENERGY
Like many municipalities and consumers across the country, Cranberry Township is faced with
raising energy prices and the desire to continue towards smart, sustainable governing and
sustainability. The Municipal Center, Golf Course Club House, Public Works Facility and
Sewage Treatment Plant‘s contribution to municipal energy cost is $644,500. Energy
conservation and efficiency upgrade potential of these four sites provide an opportunity for the
Township to reduce energy costs and contribute to the sustainability of the region. For every
5% of energy cost reduction at these facilities the Township can reduce their annual energy
budget by $32,225 or even more as energy prices continue to climb. Additionally, this same
energy consumption reduction will reduce the emissions of greenhouse gasses and other
pollutants shown to contribute to global warming and environmental degradation.

Scope and Approach
The focus of this project is to assess the electric, natural gas and heating fuel usage of the
Municipal Center, Public Works Facility, Golf Course Club House and Sewage Treatment Plant.
Energy conservation opportunities will be explored at the Municipal Center, Public Works
Facility and Golf Course Club House concentrating on the lighting, HVAC and domestic hot
water systems in these buildings. The Sewage Treatment Plant, being of an industrial
processing nature, will receive a cursory review of its lighting and HVAC systems attributing to
basic human comfort, (i.e. operator and crew areas.) Information from the consumption and
cost analysis at the plant will help determine if a comprehensive energy study should be
pursued.

Existing Conditions
Municipal Center
The Municipal Center, located at 2525 Rochester Road, is of an open area design with a large
centrally located common area and wide corridors connecting the various building-in-building
structures. The interior structures house the Public Safety Department, Municipal Offices,
Council Chambers, Chamber of Commerce, State Legislature‘s Offices, Senior/Teen Center,
Library, Gymnasium and a host of activity rooms. The Municipal Center is open to the public 7
a.m. to 10 p.m. most days of the week with varying schedules for individual offices and actives.
The 94,000 square foot building is slab-on-grade, of combined masonry/steel construction. The
built-up flat roof is insulated and houses several roof top air conditioning units. Skylights
provide natural lighting to the open areas below. The windows are generally double pane,
insulated and account for approximately 30% of the exterior vertical surface. The main
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entrances have near full-view insulated glass doors, paired to create an airlock. Service doors
are generally insulated steel with minimal glass. There are three garage doors for maintenance
and police use. Although not verified, it is assumed that wall insulation was provided during
initial construction.
Energy systems are feed though five electric and one natural gas utility meters. Space heating
and cooling is primarily provided by approximately thirty roof top units, seven heating/ventilating
units, two split systems, 2 electric convectors, 6 electric wall heaters and 3 electric radiant
panels. For the most part the heating, ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) is controlled by a
Barber Coleman Network 8000, energy management system (EMS) however, interviews with
maintenance personnel indicate that the system has been cut in many locations and is not being
used as designed. Night temperature set-back where activated, is being provided through
individual programmable thermostats and the EMS controller. Twelve power exhaust fans
exhaust air from the restrooms, locker rooms and various special purpose areas. Exhaust fans
are controlled by timers, manual switches or occupancy sensors. The gymnasiums HVAC
system is equipped with a heat recovery wheel. Domestic hot water throughout the facility is
provided by five natural gas water heaters having a combined input rating of 405,000 Btu.
The lighting in the library, activity and work areas is a combination of energy efficient T8
fluorescent, compact fluorescent, T12 fluorescent and incandescent. The gymnasium and
common area have metal halide fixtures. Accent lighting for artwork and signage is a variety of
standard incandescent and quartz halogen. Motion detecting controls have been installed in
areas such as restrooms and conference rooms. Outdoor lighting for walkways, building accent
and parking areas are mainly metal halide with some compact fluorescent.
Meaningful food preparation is limited to the kitchen facilities located in the public safety,
administration, and senior/teen areas. There are however, several small appliances such as
coffee makers, microwave ovens and toaster ovens throughout the building. Additionally there
are approximately five full-size refrigerators and ten dorm style units.
Office equipment is wide spread. There are over 120 computers in use at this facility.

Utility Consumption & Cost Analysis
Based on the findings below, this facility‘s electric and natural gas consumption are around the
national average. The U.S. Department of Energy statistics for electric and natural gas are 12.5
– 17.3 kWh per sq. ft. and 0.032 - 0.036 Mcf per sq. ft.
Period and Weather Data
Usage Period

May ‘07 – April ‗08

Heating Degree Days (HDD)

5,290 HDD

Cooling Degree Days (CDD)

885 CDD
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53oF

Average Daily Mean Temperature
Electric
Account Number(s)

(Public Safety) 11-00-35-8423-1-6
(S&W Unit) 11-00-05-4569-2-3
(Library) 11-00-05-4570-1-2
(NG) 11-00-05-4570-8-7
(Tenant) 11-00-05-4568-5-7

Estimated Square Footage Serviced (does not include Parking Lot)
Estimated Parking Lot Consumption
Annual Electric Consumption (includes Parking Lot)
Annual Electric Intensity
Annual Electric Cost (includes Parking Lot)
Annual Electric Cost Intensity

94,000 s.f.
25,830 kWh

1,424,600 kWh
14.88 kWh per s.f.
$120,020
$1.26 per s.f.

Natural Gas
Account Number(s)

1317961-002-000-4

Estimated Square Footage Serviced

94,000 s.f.

Annual Gas Consumption

2,838 Mcf

Annual Gas Intensity
Annual Gas Cost
Annual Cost Intensity

0.03 Mcf per s.f.
$34,242
$0.36 per s.f.

Natural Gas and Electric
Annual Cost (includes Parking Lot)
Annual Cost Intensity
Annual Energy Intensity

$154,262
$1.62 per s.f.
81.88 Mbtu per s.f.

Notes:
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Because the parking lot square footage is not part of the building, the intensity figures
above do not include the consumption and cost associated with the parking lot lighting.
Building accent and walkway lighting is included.

End-Use Analysis
End-use analyses represented in the following tables use logical inferences based on utility
data, U.S. Department of Energy statistics, energy engineering principles, and site survey
observations to estimate energy end-use intensity and costs. Continued investigation of energy
end-users will increase the accuracy of these findings.
Note that the table identifies ―
lighting‖ as a major contributor to the energy costs of this facility.
Additional investigation may reveal that a small portion of the lighting costs could be
redistributed over the heating and air conditioning end-uses. However, lighting in this facility
poses a favorable opportunity for energy conservation measures.

Energy End-Use Intensities For Sum of Major Fuels

End-Use Energy Intensity
Analysis

D.O.E. Facility Group

(thousand BTU per sq. ft. per year)

Total

Public Assembly / Office

Cranberry Township
Municipal Center

Space
Ventila- Water
RefrigCooling
Lighting Cooking
Heating
tion
Heating
eration

Office
Equipment

Other

82.8

29.2

7.6

4.3

1.9

28.3

2.4

0.7

5.1

3.6

100%

35%

9%

5%

2%

34%

3%

< 1%

6%

4%

100.1

40.8

5.5

3.3

13.2

22.5

1.6

1.2

5.1

3.6

-17.3

-11.7

2.1

1.1

-11.3

5.7

0.8

-0.6

-1.9

-1.4

National Averages
(adjusted)
Variance

Estimated Annual Energy Costs by End-Use
End-Use Cost Analysis
(total dollars spent)
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Total

Cranberry Township
Municipal Center

$159,573
100%

Primary Fuel

Space
Heating

Office
Ventila- Water
RefrigEquipCooling
Lighting Cooking
tion
Heating
eration
ment

Other

$32,439 $18,320 $10,486 $2,140 $68,158 $5,481 $1,576 $12,337 $8,635
20%

12%

7%

1%

43%

3%

1%

8%

5%

NG/E

E

E

NG

E

E/NG

E

E

E

Public Works Building Descriptions
Public Works Facility
The Public Works Facility, located at 20729 PA State Route 19, is comprised of three main
buildings; the Operations Building, the Old Garage Building and the Salt Storage Building. The
main concern of this study is the Operations and Old Garage Buildings, however historical
energy use of the Salt Building is addressed. Energy systems to all three buildings are feed
though two electric and one natural gas utility meter.

Operations Building
The Operations Building houses two stories of office, shop and locker room space along with
two large garages and a single width wash bay. Of the two multiple truck bays, one is dedicated
to maintenance and repair, while the other is mainly used for truck storage and field crew
preparation. Generally the Operations Building is operated 5 days a week between 7 a.m. and
4 p.m. The Operations Building is a 45,000 square foot, slab-on-grade structure of combined
masonry/steel construction. The gabled roof is raised seamed metal with blanket insulation
attached to the underside. A few skylights provide some natural lighting to the truck bays. The
windows are double pane, insulated and account for approximately 20% of the exterior vertical
surface in the office section of the building. The garage and man doors are insulated steel with
minimal glass. Although not verified, it is assumed that wall insulation was provided during
initial construction.
Space heating to the office section of the Operations Building is primarily provided through a hot
water loop connected to the main boiler plant, located near the center of the building. The hot
water is circulated to a central air handler located above the tool room. Air conditioning is
provided to the office section of the building by a dx coil in the air handler. The air handler is
equipped with an economizer. Temperature control in the office spaces is accomplished by a
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LonStat DDC system. There is a split system air conditioning unit dedicated to the server room.
The garage bay areas have in-floor radiant heat also supplied by the central boiler plant. There
are also hot water unit heaters above the bay areas. The central boiler plant is made up of five,
Caravan-SlantFin, 399,000 btuh, hot water boilers, with efficiency ratings of 82%. Boilers are
controlled by a SlantFin SC2000 energy saving modular boiler controller. Pumps circulate hot
water through four heating zones. Night temperature set-back is accomplished by the LonStat
controller. A powered heat recovery unit exhausts air from the restroom and locker room areas.
A separate exhaust fan is used to exhaust the Volatile Storage area however the make-up air is
delivered through the heat recovery system. Enhanced garage exhaust is controlled by CO/NO
sensors which activate the garage exhaust fans and make-up air unit. Maintenance personnel
indicate that these fans seldom turn on. Domestic hot water throughout the facility is provided
by a 100 gallon, 199,900 btuh natural gas water heater.
Lighting throughout the offices, shops and training room is primarily energy efficient T8
fluorescent, and dimmable, incandescent, recessed fixtures in the lunch room. The garage
bays have metal halide fixtures. Motion detecting lighting controls has been install in some
areas. Outdoor lighting is mainly metal halide.
Meaningful food preparation is limited to the kitchen facilities located in the lunchroom. There
are two vending machines with cold beverages and snacks.
Typical office equipment is common in the office section with approximately 15 computers in
use.

Garage
The Old Garage now houses the sewage sampling, grounds, signs and streetlight operations.
The building has a rest room, sewage sampling area, several truck bays and small storage and
shop areas. Generally this building is unoccupied, except for the beginning and end of the work
shift. The Old Garage is a10,000 square foot, slab-on-grade structure of combined
masonry/steel construction. The gabled roof is raised seamed metal with blanket insulation
attached to the underside. The garage and man doors are generally insulated steel with
minimal glass. Although not verified, it is assumed that wall insulation was provided during
initial construction.
Space heating in the rest room and sewage sampling area is provided by an oil fired forced air
furnace. This furnace is in poor repair and a natural gas replacement is being considered. The
truck bays and shop areas are heated by oil fired ceiling mounted radiant tube furnaces or
natural gas unit heaters. There is a 500 gallon heating oil tank that it is set to be filled every two
weeks throughout the cold months. Domestic hot water throughout the facility is provided by a
40 gallon, natural gas water heater.
Lighting in this building is a combination of T12 fluorescent and metal halide. The exterior of the
building has 16 metal halide fixtures to illuminate the area around the building.
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There is a 3 hp air compressor used for general maintenance and cleaning purposes.

Salt Building
The salt building is 8,160 square feet and is not heated. Lighting is provided by six metal halide
high bay fixtures.

Utility Consumption & Cost
(Does not include the Salt Building)
Based on the findings below, this facility‘s electric intensity is better than national averages, but
natural gas intensity is slightly higher. The U.S. Department of Energy statistics for electric and
natural gas are 7.6 – 17.3 kWh per sq. ft. and 0.023 - 0.032 Mcf per sq. ft. The U.S. D.O.E.
does not publish statistics for this type of facility use. These national averages and the ones
shown in the table below are derived from statistics associated with warehouse and office use.
This fact may contribute to the disparity between the estimated current and statistical intensities.
However, space heating is responsible for 41% of this facility‘s energy costs, and poses an
opportunity for savings.
Period and Weather Data
Usage Period

May ‘07 – April ‗08

Heating Degree Days (HDD)

5263 HDD

Cooling Degree Days (CDD)

885 CDD

Average Daily Mean Temperature

53oF

Electric
Account Number(s)

(Operations Center & Old Garage) 11-00-06-0830-2-3
(Salt Storage, not included*) 11-00-06-0830-8-0

Estimated Square Footage Serviced
Annual Electric Consumption
Annual Electric Intensity
Annual Electric Cost
Annual Electric Cost Intensity

55,260 s.f.
424,160 kWh
7.76 kWh per s.f.
$39,816
0.72 per s.f.

Natural Gas
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Account Number(s)

14404054-001-000-9

Estimated Square Footage Serviced

55,260 s.f.

Annual Gas Consumption

2,014 Mcf

Annual Gas Intensity
Annual Gas Cost
Annual Cost Intensity

0.04 Mcf per s.f.
$24,466
$0.44 per s.f.

Heating Oil
Estimated Square Footage Serviced

10,000 s.f.

Average Annual Oil Consumption

1586 gals.

Average Annual Oil Intensity
Average Annual Oil Cost
Average Annual Oil Intensity

0.16 gals per s.f.
$4,014
$0.40 per s.f.

Heating oil is used to heat portions of the Old Garage. Consumption and costs
are averaged over a three year period.
Electric and Natural Gas and Oil
Annual Cost
Annual Cost Intensity
Annual Energy Intensity

$68,296
$1.24 per s.f.
67.76 Mbtu per s.f.

*The Salt Storage Building is not included in this analysis; it is separately metered
and had an annual consumption of 7,133 kWh or less than 0.2% of the total Public
Works Center electric consumption.

End-Use Analysis
End-use analyses represented in the following tables use logical inferences based on utility
data, U.S. Department of Energy statistics, energy engineering principles, and site survey
observations to estimate energy end-use intensity and costs. Continued investigation of energy
end-users will increase the accuracy of these findings.
Note that the table identifies ―
office equipment‖ as a major contributor to the energy costs of this
facility. Additional investigation may reveal that a portion of the office equipment consumption
costs could be redistributed to the ―
other‖ end-uses.
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Energy End-Use Intensities For Sum of Major Fuels

End-Use Energy Intensity
Analysis

D.O.E. Facility Group

(thousand BTU per sq. ft. per year)

Total

Warehouse/office

Cranberry Township
Public Works

Space
Ventila- Water
RefrigCooling
Lighting Cooking
Heating
tion
Heating
eration

Office
Equipment

Other

67.8

36.7

4.1

0.8

1.1

14.2

0.3

0.3

3.1

3.2

100%

54%

6%

1%

2%

21%

< 1%

< 1%

5%

5%

37.9

16.5

0.7

0.3

2.1

9.0

0.0

1.9

3.6

3.8

29.9

20.1

3.4

0.5

-1.0

5.2

0.3

-1.6

-0.5

-0.5

National Averages
(adjusted)
Variance

Estimated Annual Energy Costs by End-Use
(total dollars spent)
End-Use Cost Analysis

Cranberry Township
Public Works

Primary Fuel

Total

Space
Heating

Cooling

Office
Ventila- Water
RefrigLighting Cooking
Equiption
Heating
eration
ment

Other

$68,298

$28,224

$6,232

$1,160

$718

$21,540

$411

$349

$4,729

$4,881

100%

41%

9%

2%

1%

32%

<1%

<1%

7%

7%

NG/E/O

E

E

NG

E

E/NG

E

E

E

Cranberry Highlands Golf Course Clubhouse
The Cranberry Highlands Golf Course is located at 5601 Freshcorn Road. The Clubhouse
building is one story tall with a golf cart storage and charging garage underneath. Housed on
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the main level are a pro shop, banquet hall, grill room, commercial kitchen and rest rooms. The
golf course is open year through, weather permitting. The clubhouse itself is open daily for
general public use of the restaurant and pro shop. The banquet hall is scheduled for meetings,
receptions and other events throughout the year.
The 18,876 square foot club house building is of masonry construction with stone exterior
facing. The hipped design roof is asphalt shingle with substantial overhangs around the entire
building. The structural flooring between the golf cart garage and the main level is precast
concrete planking. The windows are generally double pane, insulated and account for
approximately 80% of the exterior vertical surface. The main entrances have near full-view
insulated glass doors paired to create an airlock. The attic floor is insulated with fiberglass batt
insulation. Although not verified, it is assumed that wall insulation was provided during initial
construction.
Energy systems are feed though one electric and one natural gas utility meter. Space heating
and cooling to the main level is provided by two natural gas furnaces with dx cooling and one dx
cooling air handler with a natural gas duct heater. These units are controlled by digital
thermostats located in various locations on the main level. Hot water throughout the facility is
provided by a 60 gallon 125,000 btuh natural gas water heater.
Major food preparation takes place in the commercial kitchen which serves the general public.
There is a variety of commercial grade kitchen equipment, including gas ovens and ranges,
deep fryers, dishwasher, refrigerator, ice machine, walk-in freezer and walk-in cooler.
Commercial exhaust hoods remove smoke and heat during food preparation.
The golf cart garage accommodates 80 electric golf carts for storage and charging. The
individual charging units are sequenced by an integrated ―
WattMizer‖ controller. Potentially
dangerous fumes are exhausted by a 24‖ fan and make-up air is provided by a gas fired unit
located outside. Normal space heating is provided by an explosion proof electric unit heater
Lighting in this building is a combination of energy efficient T8 fluorescent, compact fluorescent,
and incandescent. The use of dimmable incandescent fixtures is wide spread.

Utility Consumption & Cost Analysis
Based on the findings below, this facility‘s electric intensity is better than national averages, and
natural gas intensity is about the average. The U.S. Department of Energy statistics for electric
and natural gas are 22.5 – 38.4 kWh per sq. ft. and 0.068 – 1.412 Mcf per sq. ft. The U.S.
D.O.E. does not publish statistics for this type of facility use. These national averages and the
ones shown in the table below are derived from statistics associated with food service and other
uses. This fact may contribute to the disparity between the estimated current and statistical
intensities. However, space heating, cooling and lighting are major contributors to this facility‘s
energy costs, and may pose opportunity for savings.
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Period and Weather Data
Usage Period

May ‘07 – April ‗08

Heating Degree Days (HDD)

5,094 HDD

Cooling Degree Days (CDD)

890 CDD

Average Daily Mean Temperature

54oF

Electric
Account Number(s)
Estimated Square Footage Serviced
Annual Electric Consumption
Annual Electric Intensity
Annual Electric Cost
Annual Electric Cost Intensity

11-00-05-3453-4-0
12,500 s.f.
185,040 kWh
14.80 kWh per s.f.
$14,800
$1.18 per s.f.

Natural Gas
Account Number(s)

1317961-003-000-3

Estimated Square Footage Serviced

12,500 s.f.

Annual Gas Consumption

1,010 Mcf

Annual Gas Intensity
Annual Gas Cost
Annual Cost Intensity

0.08 Mcf per s.f.
$13,141
$1.05 per s.f.

Natural Gas and Electric
Annual Cost
Annual Cost Intensity
Annual Energy Intensity
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End-Use Analysis
End-use analyses represented in the following tables use logical inferences based on utility data, U.S.
Department of Energy statistics, energy engineering principles, and site survey observations to estimate
energy end-use intensity and costs. Continued investigation of energy end-users will increase the
accuracy of these findings.

Energy End-Use Intensities For Sum of Major Fuels

End-Use Energy Intensity
Analysis

D.O.E. Facility Group

(thousand BTU per sq. ft. per year)

Total

Food Service/Other

Cranberry Township
Golf Club House

Space
Ventila- Water
RefrigCooling
Lighting Cooking
Heating
tion
Heating
eration

Office
Equipment

Other

133.7

71.3

20.6

1.9

4.8

14.5

10.3

6.6

0.6

3.4

100%

53%

15%

1%

4%

11%

8%

5%

< 1%

3%

207.5

32.2

9.3

3.6

9.8

29.9

4.1

109.7

1.3

7.7

-73.8

39.1

11.3

-1.7

-5.0

-15.5

6.2

-103.1

-0.7

-4.3

National Averages
(adjusted)
Variance

Estimated Annual Energy Costs by End-Use
(total dollars spent)
End-Use Cost Analysis
Total

Space
Heating

Cooling
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Cranberry Township
Club House

$27,949

$11,290

$6,026

$546

$760

$4,228

100%

40%

22%

2%

3%

15%

7%

NG/E

E

E

NG

E

E/NG

Primary Fuel

$2,027 $1,914

$168

$992

7%

<1%

4%

E

E

E

SEWAGE TREATMENT
Building Descriptions
The Brush Creek Sewage Treatment Plant, located at 2306 Powell Road, is a 4.5 million gallon
per day treatment facility comprised of several buildings, tanks, and processes integrated
through a complex network of piping, pumping and electrical systems. The focus of this report
is to examine the energy conservations opportunities of the Master Control Building and STP
Maintenance Garage. The processing operations of the plant are outside of the scope of this
study however, total annual energy consumption and costs are included to illustrate the
magnitude of the sewage treatment operations on the Township‘s energy spending. All of the
energy systems to this facility are fed through two electric and one natural gas utility meter.

Master Control Building
The Master Control Building houses the master control room, three offices, a lab, meeting room
and small service garage. This building has the potential; manned 24 hours per day. The
building is 3,225 square feet, slab-on grade, of masonry construction with a flat roof. There is
188 square feet of exterior glass in this building comprised of a combination of single and
double pane units. The doors are full glass. Although not verified, it is assumed that roof and
wall insulation was provided during initial construction.
Space heating and cooling to the master control room is provided by a 5 ton unit with electric
heat. The lab has one 3-ton AHU with three stages of electric heat. Both systems are
controlled by manual thermostats. The offices and meeting room are equipped with thru-wall
heat pumps including electric resistance heat. The garage has an overhead electric unit heater.
Domestic hot water throughout the facility is provided by an 80 gallon, electric water heater.
Lighting throughout the building is primarily energy efficient T8 fluorescent and compact
fluorescent.

STP Maintenance Garage
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The STP Maintenance Garage houses the garage, locker room and lunch room. Work crews
assemble here and prepare for daily work activities. The building is 7,500 square feet, slab-on
grade, of steel construction with a gabled raised seam steel roof. The walls and roof are
insulated with blanket insulation fastened to the inside surface. There is 71 square feet of glass
in this building comprised of a combination of single and double pane units. The garage doors
are generally insulated steel.
Space heating in this building is generally provided by natural gas radiant heat pipes. The lunch
room and locker room have older thru-wall air conditioning units. Domestic hot water
throughout the facility is provided by a 100 gallon, btuh, gas water heater.
Lighting throughout the building is primarily energy efficient T12 fluorescent however; the
garage area has been upgraded with T5 HO fluorescent fixtures, except for five metal halide
fixtures that are for emergency use only. There are 15 wall sconce type light fixtures on the
outside of the building housing a variety of lamp types.
Limited food preparation takes place in the lunchroom, where there is a gas stove, two
refrigerators and vending machines.

Utility Consumption & Cost
(includes the entire plant)
The following is a tabulation of the entire Sewage Treatment Plant‘s annual energy use and
costs. This information has been reported to identify the total energy use and cost associated
with running the plant. Later in this report are recommendations to reduce energy costs
associated with the Master Control and STP Maintenance Garages. The majority of the energy
used at the plant is for the treatment process. The following information suggests that even a
2% increase in efficiency of the treatment process can yield near $3,400 in utility savings per
year. Additional investigation is required to identify energy conservation opportunities in the
treatment process.
Period and Weather Data
Usage Period

May ‘07 – April ‗08

Heating Degree Days (HDD)

5,519 HDD

Cooling Degree Days (CDD)

890 CDD

Average Daily Mean Temperature

53oF

Electric
Account Number(s)

(Plant Back) 11-00-05-7217-5-5
(Treatment Plant) 11-00-05-7218-0-5
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Annual Electric Consumption
Annual Electric Cost

4,860,840 kWh
$155,359

Natural Gas (Dominion Peoples)
Account Number
Annual Gas Consumption
Annual Gas Cost

0-5000-1381-0897
1,269 Mcf
$15,085

Electric and Natural Gas
Annual Cost

$170,444

Cost per day

$465.70

Annual Energy Use

17,897.4 MMbtu

Review of Positive Advances
Although there exists opportunity for energy conservation at the municipal facilities addressed in
this report, Cranberry Township has already incorporated meaningful energy saving measures.
Township management‘s positive attitude towards energy conservation, coupled with a good
knowledge base, has contributed to the installation of energy efficient lighting and controls, heat
recovery systems and a maintenance program geared towards equipment preservation and
energy optimization.

Brief Review of Potential Solution/Paths to Take
Energy Conservation Opportunity Summary
The following table is a summary of the energy conservation opportunities sited in this report.
Preliminary savings are estimated using 7¢ per kWh, available data and assumptions, and are
listed to help illustrate the potential economic benefits of each project type. In many cases, the
savings figures are the results of one of several potential scenarios for that particular project
type. Total savings will increase with the implementation of additional similar projects. Detailed
cost/savings analysis must be performed prior to the implementation of any energy reduction
project. This table must be worked with the detailed descriptions that follow.
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Item

Estimated
Annual
Savings1

Description

TIER 1

CO2
Reduction
(1,000 lbs)

CO2
Balance2
(1,000 lbs)

Baseline CO2 contribution of the four sites reviewed →16,636.0

1

Turn things OFF

note 3

note 3

note 3

2

Increase employee awareness

note 3

note 3

note 3

3

Provide Facilities Manager with a copy of utility bills

note 3

note 3

note 3

4

Read your own natural gas meters

note 3

note 3

note 3

5

Turn off coffee makers at the power source

$200

4.5

16,631.5

6

Turn off computers when not in use

$400

13.1

16,618.4

7

Reduce number of dorm style refrigerators

$560

16.0

16,602.4

8

Deter over illumination of combined fixed/dimmable lighted spaces

$100

2.9

16,599.5

9

Eliminate incandescent lighting where possible

$600

12.5

16,587.0

10

Continue locking out electric baseboard heaters and radiant panels
during the cooling season

note 3

note 3

note 3

11

Continue installing occupancy sensing lighting controllers

note 3

note 3

note 3

12

Incorporate aggressive night set-back temperature control strategies

note 3

note 3

note 3

13

Install low flow aerators and shower heads

note 3

note 3

note 3

14

Limit water consumption due to leaks

note 3

note 3

note 3

15

Reduce unnecessary weight in department trucks and vehicles

note 3

note 3

note 3
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Item

Description

Estimated
Annual
Savings1

CO2
Reduction
(1,000 lbs)

CO2
Balance2
(1,000 lbs)

16

Instruct employees on energy efficient use of food preparation
appliances and equipment, i.e. bar grill, kitchen hood

note 3

note 3

note 3

17

Turn off finger printing equipment in police station

note 3

note 3

note 3

18

Incorporate a sleep mode function or motion detection device on the
DVR security monitors

$112

3.2

16,583.8

19

Control ceiling fans in garages

$70

2.0

16,581.8

20

Install programmable thermostats in Sewage Treatment Master
Control Building

$1,600

45.7

16,536.1

21

Provide formal training to energy management system (EMS)
operators

note 3

note 3

note 3

22

Organize a complete set of “as-built” drawings for each building

note 3

note 3

note 3

23

Evaluate compressed air systems and needs

note 3

note 3

note 3

24

Upgrade exit signs to LED lighting technology

note 3

note 3

note 3

25

Upgrade T12 Fluorescent lighting.

$2,000

4.6

16,531.5

26

Evaluate vending machine needs

$150

4.2

16,527.3

27

Control garage overhead unit heaters and install garage door
interlock switches

note 3

note 3

note 3

28

Upgrade dimmable fixtures in Club House

$425

12.0

16,515.3

TIER 2
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Item

Description

29

Install timer on ice machine

30

Do not run exhaust equipment during unoccupied periods (except
where necessary)

31

Estimated
Annual
Savings1

CO2
Reduction
(1,000 lbs)

CO2
Balance2
(1,000 lbs)

$200

0.0

16,515.3

$2,000

47.0

16,468.3

Lock out metal halide down lights in administration atrium area with
a time delayed photo cell

$50

1.4

16,466.9

32

Incorporate daylight harvesting in police station stairwell

$70

2.0

16,464.9

33

Control temperature in PW training room

note 3

note 3

note 3

34

Remove all electric reheat systems

note 3

note 3

note 3

35

Control kitchen exhaust hoods

note 3

note 3

note 3

36

Separate Banquet Room from the rest of the Golf Club building

note 3

note 3

note 3

37

Solve cold floor problem in Club House

note 3

note 3

note 3

38

Install task lighting and reduce overhead lighting in Squad Room

$300

8.6

16,456.3

39

Replace metal halide lights with T5 HO fluorescent in the
gymnasium

$400

11.2

16,445.1

40

Retro-commission Municipal Center HVAC system

note 3

note 3

note 3

41

Install LED parking lot lighting at Municipal Center

note 3

note 3

note 3

42

Install bi-level lighting and daylight harvesting controls in PW garage
(#2 bay) and other garages

$200

5.7

16,439.4

TIER 3
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Item

Description

Estimated
Annual
Savings1

CO2
Reduction
(1,000 lbs)

CO2
Balance2
(1,000 lbs)

43

Install tail pipe exhaust system in PW garage

note 3

note 3

note 3

44

Consider converting areas of the old PW garage to truck and
equipment storage only. Move human activities to Parks end of the
building or out of building entirely

note 3

note 3

note 3

45

Evaluate PW building exhaust system

note 3

note 3

note 3

46

Install new HVAC system in locker/weight room/lunch room at the
sewage treatment plant

note 3

note 3

note 3

47

Use waste water effluent for cooling

note 3

note 3

note 3

Notes:
1

Estimated savings are based on several assumptions and may represent the implementation of
one of several similar projects...See details of each recommendation in the descriptions that
follow.

2

The baseline annual CO2 level was calculated using energy consumption data from the utility
accounts of the four sites addressed in this report. This baseline is not the CO2 emissions
level for all of the municipal utility accounts. All CO2 amounts are estimated.

3

Savings and CO2 descriptions for this recommendation do not fit the parameters of this table.
See the detailed descriptions that follow.

SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Energy Conservation Opportunities
The primary objective of the following Energy Conservation Opportunity (ECO) explanations is
to provide details that will help Cranberry Township understand the requirements and benefits of
addressing each ECO. Each ECO is explained, and a reasonable action or Energy
Conservation Measure (ECM) is recommended. Each numbered opportunity is headlined with a
descriptive title then typically followed by the existing condition, recommendations and benefits.
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The economic benefits, when presented, are general in nature to provide support for quick
consideration of proven measures. An average kWh price of 7¢ is used in the savings
calculations. Many of the measures below are of low or no cost to implement when using inhouse resources, resulting in favorable pay-backs. Other suggested recommendations require
project design development and pricing to calculate pay-back periods. To accurately determine
their economic benefit, these recommendations require more detailed investigation, which is
outside of the scope of this study; however, cost-benefit analysis can be performed on a caseby-case basis.
The Municipal Center has an Energy Management System (EMS). Time restrictions limit the
investigation needed to fully understand its current operation and capabilities. Some
assumptions are made in identifying energy conservation opportunities during this study. The
EMS‘s condition and current functionality needs evaluated and either repaired or replaced.
Training should be provided to municipal maintenance operations to fully utilize the EMS.
Future EMS expansion may provide additional energy conservation features.
Verification of compliance with all codes, standards, local ordinances and/or procedures must
be performed prior to the implementation of any recommendation listed below and/or throughout
this document. Qualified personnel familiar with the specific equipment installation and
operation should accomplish energy conservation measures listed throughout this report.

TIER I RECOMMENDATIONS: ENERGY
1. Turn things OFF.
This simple strategy can save a significant amount of energy. Installing friendly, concise
placards as reminders or describing the proper operation of equipment will increase its ―
off
time.‖
Energy savings from this measure is dependent on human behavior and the effectiveness of
your placard program.
2. Increase employee awareness.
Energy conservation should be a part of every employee‘s daily work experience. Short
discussions during regularly scheduled meetings will heighten awareness and encourage
positive behaviors. Dedicate a telephone extension and/or email address to accept energy
wasting observations by employees and facility users. Automate the system to limit additional
work load.
Energy savings is unpredictable; however, human behavior is a major contributor to energy
waste.
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3. Provide Facilities Manager with a copy of every monthly utility bill.
The Facilities Manager should receive and track monthly utility consumption and expenses.
Tracking this information is essential in identifying waste and measuring energy reduction
program effectiveness. One individual should be assigned as the Energy Manager and be in
charge of tracking and implementing an energy reduction program. If in-house resources are
not available, outside Energy Management services can be contracted.
Although direct energy savings from this recommendation cannot be determined, a command of
utility data and quick identification of energy waste will minimize unnecessary costs.
4. Read your own natural gas meters.
Avoid estimated natural gas billings and increase the accuracy of monthly billing by reading your
own natural gas meter and submitting readings to the utility company (presently the facility is
experiencing many estimated natural gas billings.) Many utilities are installing Automated Meter
Reading (AMR) systems. Contact your utility company to verify your meter reading procedure.
Monthly AMR readings can eliminate the need for ―
customer readings.‖
Although there is not a direct dollar savings associated with this measure, accuracy of monthly
natural gas use is critical in utility consumption and cost analysis.
5. Turn off coffee makers at the power source.
There approximately 12 coffee makers in these facilities, some of which heat water
continuously. Evaluate usage of these machines and instruct users to unplug coffee maker over
night, or install a timer.
Losses from coffee makers may be small but can be minimized. Controlling overnight and
weekend water heating of 3 coffee makers can save $200 per year and reduce CO2 emissions
by 4,462 lbs.
6. Turn off computers when not in use.
It is estimated that there is over 150 computers in use in these facilities. Many of which are left
on when not in use, such as in the training room. If acceptable by your I.T department, instruct
users to turn off computers during off hours and/or when not in use.
One computer station may draw 60-100 watts in sleep mode. Assuming on average 100
computers can be turned off instead of sleeping three hours per day, then approximately $450
per year could be saved, and 13,140 lbs. of CO2 emissions reduced.
7. Reduce the number of dorm style refrigerators.
These facilities have over 10 dorm style refrigerators, some of which are for convenience only.
Evaluate the need for each of these refrigerators and eliminate as many as possible.
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Annual savings for each refrigerator eliminated is $140. Assuming elimination of four
refrigerators would be an annual savings of $560, CO2 reduction would be 16,000 lbs.
8. Deter over illumination of combined fixed/dimmable lighted spaces.
Many conference, lunch and training rooms have a combination of fixed fluorescent lighting and
dimmable incandescent lighting. Using both of these systems at the same time may over
illuminate the room. Dimmable switching is generally used for special lighting situations. Install
flip-up switch guards (over dimmer switch) and placards to encourage proper use of dimming
systems.
One savings example is the PW training room. This room has 12, 120 watt halogen dimmable
recessed fixtures. Assuming over illumination occurs 1,000 hours per year. Annual saving
would be approximately $100 and 2,880 lbs. of CO2 per year for this space alone.
9. Eliminate incandescent light where possible.
Fixtures housing incandescent lamps can be retrofitted or replaced with energy efficient
compact fluorescent lamps. See ―
Potential Lighting Upgrades Summary‖ for areas using
incandescent fixtures.
Annual savings will depend on total hours of use per fixture, however, assuming the 16.5 kw of
incandescent lighting in these facilities burn an average of 500 hrs per year, annually savings
could be $600 per year with a CO2 reduction of 12,500 lbs. In addition to lighting, energy
savings cooling cost is reduced due to lower operating temperatures of the newer fixtures.
10. Continue locking out electric baseboard heaters and radiant panels during the
cooling season.
Continue the practice where any electric heat via baseboard or radiant panel is turned off at the
breaker during the cooling season. This type of standalone system may come on
unnecessarily, especially during unoccupied times.
Savings from this precautionary measure depends on the total time these components would
have run unnecessarily. Since there is no cost to continue this practice, this is a prudent
measure.
11. Continue installing occupancy sensing lighting controllers.
Several occupancy sensors have been installed throughout these facilities. Continue this
practice concentrating on higher wattage areas with consistent long periods of vacancy. Other
candidates for occupancy sensing include: PW lunch room, server rooms and training room.
Depending on location, occupancy sensors can reduce energy use 10% - 40% for the fixtures
being controlled.
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12. Incorporate aggressive night set-back temperature control strategies.
Evaluate the night set-back strategies and settings for all areas and HVAC equipment.
Immediately implement aggressive strategies in areas with supporting controls. In areas not
having set-back capabilities, consider installation of appropriate controls.
Temperature control incorporating temperature set-back during unoccupied times has the
potential for considerable energy savings. Savings will depend on current control strategies,
control equipment capabilities, occupied/un-occupied times and thermal characteristics of the
space.
13. Install low flow aerators and shower heads.
Some of the fixtures in these facilities do not have low flow aerators. In conjunction with general
maintenance of the facility, verify installation of low flow devices and upgrade fixtures were
absent.
Savings for this measure is dependent on fixture upgrades and annually water consumption of
each fixture. However, this is a prudent measure based on the low cost to implement through
regular fixture maintenance.
14. Limit water consumption due to leaks.
Incorporate inspection of faucets and other water consuming devices into a monthly preventive
maintenance program. This can be coupled with your lamp burn-out replacement program
and/or the cleaning staff can be instructed to report all leaks.
Although water leaks were not prominent in these facilities, vigilance about limiting water waste
through a strict maintenance program will detect problems early. One faucet dripping once per
second can waste 3,154 gallons of water per year
15. Reduce unnecessary weight in department trucks and vehicles.
Excess vehicle weight can decrease gas mileage by 1% or more per 100 pounds per vehicle.
Equating gas mileage to fuel cost represents a 1% -2% reduction in municipal fuel costs.
16. Instruct employees on energy efficient use of food preparation appliances and
equipment, (i.e. bar grill, kitchen hood).
There is a variety of cooking equipment in the commercial kitchen at the Club House.
Instructing and/or reminding users of proper effective use is necessary for minimal energy
consumption.
Savings from this measure is indeterminate, however, good habits, such as limiting warm-up
and idle times, can result in tremendous savings.
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17. Turn off finger printing equipment in police station.
Consider turning off fingerprinting equipment in police station. Use an electric power strip to
ease operation.
Savings may be minimal, but the low cost of implementation makes it a prudent measure.
18. Incorporate a sleep mode function or motion detection device on the DVR monitors.
DVR securities monitor are on continuously. These monitors should be turned off when not
being used.
One monitor can consume 200 watt per hour. Removing 8000 hours of unnecessary use will
save $112 per year and reduce CO2 emissions by 3,200 lbs.
19. Control ceiling fans in garages.
A study on the use of ceiling fans in aircraft hangers conducted by the US Navy reports that
ceiling fans produce no significant changes in a building‘s stratification characteristics. Consider
turning them off.
A 2,000 hour reduction for five fans will yield $70 annual savings and 2,000 lbs. of CO2
emissions.
20. Install programmable thermostats in Sewage Treatment Master Control Building.
Install programmable thermostats that allow for a four temperature, seven day schedule.
Currently no temperature set-back is being done. Setting back temperatures in this building
may produce $1,000 to$1,600 of heating energy savings and 45,700 lbs of CO2 per year. If 24
hour occupancy of the master control desk is required, savings will be less. When performing
temperature set-back with an electric heating system, caution should be taken not to energize
more stages of electric heat then necessary during warm-up.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: ENERGY
1. Provide formal training to energy management system (EMS) operators.
The EMS that controls the HVAC equipment in the Municipal Center and Public Works Garage
may be underutilized. Formal training will assure use of the system in an effective and timely
manner. The functionality of the existing EMS in the Municipal Center is questionable, training
should occur after this system‘s operation is verified, repaired or replaced.
2. Organize a complete set of “as-built” drawings for each building.
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A complete set of ―
as-built‖ drawings that is well organized should be readily available to the
Facilities Manager.
Although there is not a tangible energy savings related to this measure, organized ―
as-built‖
drawings enhance the effectiveness of facility and maintenance personnel.
3. Evaluate compressed air systems and needs.
There are four compressors totaling 25.5 HP in these facilities. It appears that these
compressors are mismatched for their needs. Evaluate compressed air needs at all locations
and redistribute existing units to more appropriate locations. Other factors that affect
compressed air cost include pressure settings, air leaks and inlet temperature.
Savings is dependent on exact redistribution of compressors, final arrangement and pressure
setting of equipment. A 7.5 hp compressor could add 3kW of demand over a 3 hp compressor,
resulting in $500 of avoidable annual electric cost. However, this occurrence is unpredictable.
4. Upgrade all exit signs to LED lighting technology.
These facilities have a mix of energy efficient LED, incandescent, and florescent lighting
technologies. Consider upgrading all fixtures to LED technology. The 24-volt system in the
municipal center needs additional investigation to determine proper remedy.
Savings from LED technologies is achieved through reducing consumption of existing exits from
7.5 – 30 watts to less than 2 watts per exit sign.
5. Upgrade T12 Fluorescent lighting.
Fluorescent fixtures housing T12 lamps and magnetic ballasts can be retrofitted or replaced with
energy efficient T8 lamps and electronic ballasts. See ―
Lighting Survey Summary‖ for areas
using T12 fixtures.
Annual savings will depend on total hours of use per fixture, however, assuming the 52 kW of
T12 fluorescent lighting in these facilities burn an average of 2000 hrs per year, annually
savings could be $2,000 per year with a CO2 reduction of 45,700 lbs. In addition to lighting,
energy saving cooling cost is reduced, due to lower operating temperatures of the newer
fixtures.
6. Evaluate vending machine needs.
Evaluate needs for cold drink vending machines and eliminate any machine that has low usage
or limited convenience and economic benefits.
Estimated annual savings is $150 - $200 per machine. This saving may be lower if lights have
already been disabled. CO2 emissions can be reduced 4,200 lbs.
7. Control garage overhead unit heaters and install garage door interlock switches.
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Garages are primarily unoccupied, at which time temperatures should be reduced via
temperature set-back control. Also, the over head convector heaters should not operate when
the garage doors are open. Interlock the heaters with the doors via a time delayed switch.
Savings from this measure depends on unnecessary opening of garage doors. An example is,
if operation the 15kW heater in the golf cart garage can be reduced by 500 hours, there is the
potential for $500 and 15,000 lbs of CO2 annual savings. Other areas, such as the old garage,
have potential for greater savings.
8. Upgrade dimmable fixtures in Club House.
There are several dimmable fixtures using incandescent lamps in the Club House. Consider
upgrading to lamps using dimmable CFL technology.
Savings is dependent on use; however, there is approximately 4,000 watts of incandescent
lighting that can be reduced by 70%-80%. Assuming 2,000 annual hours at full power, savings
can be $425 per year, and CO2 reduction of 12,000 lbs.
9. Install a timer on ice machine.
The ice machines may be candidates for control timers that limit ice making to overnight and
allow ice depletion during the day. An override can be incorporated for high volume days and/or
bagged ice can be stored in the freezer as an emergency back-up. Generally, larger machines
are inherently more energy efficient and should produce adequate ice overnight, provided the
storage bin is big enough.
Reduced demand charges can save $200 per year.
10. Do not run exhaust equipment during unoccupied periods (except where necessary)
Turn off all exhaust fans during unoccupied times or when exhausting is not necessary. Fan
control can be done through timers, occupancy sensors or tied into lighting circuits.
There is an estimated 15,000 cfm (3 hp) of exhaust equipment in the Municipal Center alone.
Trimming operation of these fans by one hour a day can result in $2,000 per year in savings and
47,000 lbs of CO2 reduction.
11. Lock out metal halide down lights in administration atrium area with a time delayed
photo cell or timer.
The atrium is well lit during the day without the additional lighting from the metal halide at the
ceiling. These lights can be controlled with a daylight sensor. Time delay the sensor to avoid
on-off switching from temporary cloud cover.
Considering saving 1,000+ hours per year; annual savings can be $50 or more. CO2 savings
1,400 lbs.
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12. Incorporate daylight harvesting in police station stairwell.
This stairwell receives plenty of natural lighting through the glass block windows. Install daylight
harvesting controls.
Annuals savings for this measure can be $70 or better, plus over 1,900 lbs of CO2 reduced.
13. Control temperature in PW training room.
The PW training room is an intermittently used space. Consider aggressive temperature setback in this room. This room should be scheduled so that occupancy periods can be as
contiguous as possible allowing for longer unoccupied times.
Savings will depend on the amount of additional hours this room can be unoccupied and how
aggressive the temperature set-back setting.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: ENERGY
1. Remove all electric reheat systems.
HVAC reheat systems are energy inefficient. Consider redesign of all reheat systems.
This can be a major undertaking. Savings depends on existing conditions and final design.
2. Control kitchen exhaust hoods.
Install variable-speed, demand-based exhaust controls, which use sensors to monitor cooking
and vary the exhaust fan speed to match your ventilation needs.
Demand ventilation controls typically reduce the cost to operate an exhaust system by
anywhere from 30% to 50%.
3. Separate Banquet Room from the rest of the Club House building.
The Banquet Room is a special purpose room that may witness more unoccupied hours than
the rest of the facility. Consider ways to thermally isolate this room and allow for aggressive
temperature set-back and reduced air conditioning.
4. Solve cold floor problem in Club House.
There are complaints that the floor in the club house is cold. If this problem is solved by raising
the temperature in the garage below, energy may be wasted. Consider remedying this problem.
5. Install task lighting and reduce overhead lighting in Squad Room.
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The squad room is rarely fully occupied; individual workstation task lighting will allow reduction
of overhead lighting.
Additional design of lighting system needs completed. Reducing overhead lighting by 30% can
save $150 - $300 or more per year, and reduce 8,600 lbs in CO2 emissions.
6. Replace metal halide light fixtures with T5 HO fluorescent fixtures in the gymnasium.
The existing metal halide lighting in the municipal center gymnasium can be replaced with T5
HO fluorescent fixtures.
Assuming 2,000 annual burn hours, savings of $400 and 11,200 lbs, CO2 per year may be
seen. Additional saving can result if occupancy sensing, bi-level lighting controls are also
installed.
7. Retro-commission Municipal Center HVAC system.
The HVAC system in the Municipal Center should be evaluated to assess its operation with
respect to the original design intent. This is an early step in the retro-commissioning of the
system. Deficiencies should be corrected. If consideration is given for a new EMS,
understanding the current condition and operation of the HVAC is pinnacle.
This can be a major undertaking. Savings from this measure is dependent on the final design
and operation of an upgraded HVAC system and controls.
8. Install LED parking lot lighting at Municipal Center.
As LED technologies grow, the use of LEDs for parking lot lighting is increasing as well.
Consider replacing the existing metal lamps in the Municipal Center parking lot with LED
technology.
Savings from this measure requires more investigation of the available LED parking lot lighting
products available now and as they come to market.
9. Install bi-level lighting and daylight harvesting controls in PW garage (#2 bay) and
other garages.
This garage sees little daylight activity and is a good candidate for reduced lighting levels during
the day. Also, during the summer months with the doors open, adequate lighting may be
supplied naturally near the door areas.
There is 9.6 kW of metal halide lighting in the #2 bay. Daylight harvesting controls may save
$200 or better per year and reduce CO2 by 5,700 lbs. Savings from bi-level lighting is
dependent on use of building.
10. Install tail pipe exhaust system in PW garage.
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If it is noticed that the existing area exhaust system comes on often, then a tail pipe exhaust
system may reduce the number of air changes experienced in this building.
Building air changes have a direct effect on energy costs. Minimizing unnecessary air changes
will save energy. Additional investigation is needed to determine the cost benefits of this
measure.
11. Consider converting areas of the old PW garage to truck and equipment storage
only. Move human activities to parks end of the building or out of building entirely.
This building may eventually be able to be used as truck and equipment storage only. Consider
moving all human activities to the PW new garage.
Savings from this measure requires further investigation. However, if this building were used for
storage only, then the heating costs could be reduced significantly.
12. Evaluate PW building exhaust system.
The exhaust system in the PW offices incorporates a heat recovery unit. This system may be
running 24 hours because of the volatile storage room. Determine exhaust needs and
reconfigure exhaust system if warranted. Savings from this measure requires more
investigation.
13. Install new HVAC system in locker/weight room/lunch room at the sewage treatment
plant.
The sewage treatment plant lunch/locker room areas are conditioned using thru-wall units.
Consider installing a high efficiency VAV system. Savings from this measure requires more
investigation.
14. Use waste water effluent for cooling.
Effluent from the sewage treatment plant may be available for geothermal heating and/or
cooling systems. This option needs additional research.

ANALYTIC TOOLS
Appendix C contains a matrix, which are listed opportunities for the Township to upgrade its
lighting. The matrix can be used to set priorities as to which lighting elements should be
upgraded, based on a wattage usage per square area of space, a measure of lighting density.

COMMUNICATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
Most energy conservation measures in this report, while reducing Township energy
consumption and cost, are not visual to the general public. The Township can communicate
their effort through signage, newsletters and demonstration models. Demonstration models
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should not only explain the technology but also boast where it has been used in the Township
and its impact on reducing energy, costs and CO2 emissions. Use of demonstration models
should be publicly displayed and offered as educational tools.

REFERENCES/RESOURCES
Project design and implementation of energy conservation recommendations in this report vary
in intensity from simple human behavior or equipment adjustments to complex system designs
and modifications. Using in-house personnel to implement many of the recommendations will
minimize the capital expense required. Cranberry‘s Engineering Department should review the
more complex recommendation and with the help of vendors, equipment manufactures and
other outside professional services, develop a preliminary scope and cost estimate, prior to the
start or awarding of any project. Energy costs saving calculations in this report are estimated
based on available data and assumptions. Recalculation of energy savings is recommended
using project specific data and conditions, once the design options have been explored.

WASTE & RECYCLING
The most basic component of any program aiming to increase sustainability is in the area of
waste management/recycling. The proper management of a facility‘s waste stream can provide
numerous benefits, including reduced operating costs, increased efficiency, minimization of
environmental impacts and positive public perception. Understanding and controlling the waste
stream helps build a foundation upon which a comprehensive evaluation of all aspects of
operations can be based.
In the case of Cranberry Township, the evaluation of current waste management/recycling
efforts at Township facilities will provide a benchmark of the current level of sustainability
achieved, as well as a roadmap to the attainment of a more comprehensive level of future
sustainability.

SCOPE AND APPROACH
The scope for this project element was to focus on current waste management/recycling efforts
at the following locations:
1. Cranberry Township Municipal Center
2525 Rochester Road
Loren Meeder, Environmental Programs
2. Cranberry Highlands Golf Course
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5601 Freshcorn Road
Jon Shuster, Director, Golf Operations
3. Brush Creek Wastewater Treatment Facility
2306 Powell Road
Mike Sedon, Manager, Plant Operations
4. Public Works Administration offices/Garage/Maintenance Facility
20729 Maintenance Building Drive, Route 19
Jason Dailey, Director
The analysis of Cranberry Township‘s waste minimization/recycling efforts is based on
information compiled through pre-assessment meetings, on-site interviews, site analysis,
general observations, and documentation pertaining to waste disposal supplied via electronic
medium.
In an effort to look more critically and thoroughly at the waste stream generated by each facility,
all aspects of the outgoing waste stream are at least nominally noted. The waste minimization
initiatives currently in place are reviewed and analyzed. Reform and expansion ideas are
outlined, with emphasis placed first and foremost on waste solutions that can be economically
and feasibly enacted. Recommendations with higher economic costs are given in Tiers 2 and 3.
Suggestions and resources are offered for motivating the staff and guests of the facilities to
actively participate in recycling efforts. Possible marketing techniques are suggested, coupled
with resources that can be utilized to further pursue greening options.

SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
The Township‘s current efforts at the four locations evaluated are a combination of the collection
of three primary materials: corrugated cardboard, co-mingled containers (plastics numbered 1 &
2, clear and colored glass, aluminum and bi-metal) and a variety of mixed paper (newspaper,
office paper, magazines, etc.). Weekly pick-up of waste and recycling occurs at all facilities,
with seasonal fluctuations in pick-up at Cranberry Highlands to account for variations in activity
levels. The quantities and type of materials currently collected at each location varies as
follows:

(I) Municipal Center
Newspaper
Mixed paper
Corrugated cardboard
Co-mingled containers
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(II) Cranberry Highlands Golf Course
Corrugated cardboard
Co-mingled containers

(III) Brush Creek Wastewater Treatment Facility
Corrugated cardboard

(IV) Public Works Administration Offices/Garage/Maintenance Facility
Newspaper
Corrugated cardboard
Co-mingled containers
In addition to the basic materials listed above, additional materials are currently being
collected/diverted on a case-by-case basis. These additional materials include, but are not
limited to:
Pallets (used for firewood)
Scrap metal
Automotive parts
Automotive fluids
Computer equipment
Food (donated to local shelter)

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE &
RECYCLING
Municipal Center
The Municipal Center has a solid infrastructure in place for visitor and public recycling.
Containers are strategically placed and readily identifiable as recycling units. Recycling bins
clearly marked as to the materials they can receive. While it is unclear whether the waste
hauler requires separation of materials, the front-of-the-house recycling efforts for paper,
plastics, and aluminum are good. The Municipal Center‘s public drop-off for cardboard is
obviously a service to Cranberry residents – during site visits they were found to be well
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frequented. The municipal center currently offers no disposal or drop-off of magazines and
catalogs.
Back-of-the-house recycling in the municipal building is less organized. Placement of bins in
conference rooms is sporadic. Where recycling bins are in place, their color and signage are
not consistent. For example, a bin in one location that is intended for paper recycling may be
blue, while one in another location is gray. Some bins are labeled regarding the materials that
should be placed inside while others are not. With few exceptions, paper-recycling bins are not
present at individual desks.
The Municipal Center, with its copious amount of office personnel and rented office space,
generates a fair amount of e-waste. Cranberry currently stores e-waste, discarded chairs,
desks, and office equipment until enough is generated to hold a public auction. While this is an
innovative way to re-use equipment that is no longer useful to the Township, Cranberry may
want to consider using a professional e-waste recycler to dispose of old computers or hard
drives. Properly clearing data from these materials is imperative, as information can be
harvested and compromised. Using a professional service to dispose of hard drives eliminates
this threat. See Appendix E: References and Resources for local e-waste disposal services.

Cranberry Highlands Golf Course
Positive activities are already being undertaken at Cranberry Highlands. The presence of
recycling bins on the golf course encourages patrons to properly dispose of waste. Employees
gather waste left by guests in the golf carts and separate recyclables from trash. Compact
fluorescent lighting is in partial use within the facilities. Excess food from the small on-site
restaurant is donated to a local food pantry. Use of disposable dishware is minimal.
Co-mingled recycling receptacles are currently present on the golf course but absent from the
insides of buildings. It is unlikely that an employee or patron who has come inside would walk
back out to the course to deposit their recyclable. It is advisable to either (a) discover if there
are low usage receptacles on the course which could be brought inside, or (b) obtain new
containers to install within the buildings. Further, while the visit of PRC could have occurred at
an unusual time, those performing the waste audit found most recycling containers to be empty.
This suggests either that their visit came immediately following a pick-up, or that recyclables are
not being kept separate from the waste stream.
Corrugated cardboard recycling is in place, yet chances for contamination by employee error
are heightened by the lack of differentiation between the cardboard receptacle and the trash
receptacle.
Also, there are no recycling units in place for various types of other paper products (office
paper, mixed paper, phone books, catalogs, junk mail, etc.) Office paper, cardboard, and
newsprint are all materials generated on site. It is also likely that many patrons of the golf
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course either bring a newspaper or purchase one while on the property, pointing to the need for
paper recycling containers at the facility.
Data obtained regarding current waste and recycling contracts indicates frequency of pick-up,
the number of recycling containers (corrugated dumpsters and co-mingled toters), and the
number of trash dumpsters used at the golf course. However, the data does not reveal how full
the recycling and trash containers are upon pick-up.

Brush Creek Wastewater Treatment Facility
The Wastewater Treatment Facility receives chemicals for water treatment in 55-gallon plastic
barrels. Currently, these barrels are just discarded when empty. However, plastic barrels are
products that can be re-used in innovative ways. They can be converted into rain barrels, or cut
in half to serve as planters or storage containers. Plastic barrels could be thoroughly rinsed of
any chemical residue and offered to the public for general use. (The containers should be
examined to make sure they did not formerly hold chemicals that could be deemed a health
hazard). If the Township faces difficulty in giving the barrels away, they should be recycled.
Also, providing bins for co-mingled recyclables and mixed paper is recommended for the site to
help maximize recycling capture rates.

Public Works Administration Offices/Garage/Maintenance Facility
In addition to the materials already outlined above, the Public Works Facility currently recycles
batteries and ferrous steel. Paper receptacles are in place next to some desks. Paper recycling
is set up in a central place next to the copier. There is a recycling unit for co-mingled materials
in the lunchroom. The recycling infrastructure in the offices is good. Concurrently, the waste
produced in the garages and the maintenance facility are properly recycled or disposed of.
Tires, automotive fluids, and batteries are collected and recycled.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE & RECYCLING
While valuable waste reduction efforts are undergoing, there are multiple avenues in which
more material could be diverted. A few of the major changes that could be easily and
inexpensively implemented are as follows:

Recycling Receptacles: Quantity, Placement, and Visibility
1. The Township should contact their waste hauler to obtain specific instructions on
whether the hauler can handle single stream recycling. Residential recycling in
Cranberry is single stream, meaning residents have become accustomed to placing all
materials in one bin. Materials are currently being separated at the four facilities
examined, which could be unnecessary. The contractor should be contacted to
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determine the guidelines. Recommendations relating to acquiring bins and proper
signage are dependent upon the responses obtained from the contractor. If the
Township is not planning on staying with their current waste hauler, consideration should
be given to obtaining receptacles that could meet the source stream requirements of
future haulers.
2.

All facilities should, at a minimum, have recycling containers for all co-mingled, paper,
and corrugated cardboard materials. It is recommended that co-mingled recycling be
present in all lunch areas and inside all buildings. Small receptacles for paper recycling
should be placed next to desks in all offices, with a larger paper bin in a central area that
employees can easily empty their desk-side recycling bins into. (Placing employees in
charge of emptying their own small bins into a central one eliminates extra work for
cleaning crews). Highly visible public newspaper recycling is recommended for the golf
course. Again, the containers the Township chooses to acquire should reflect what the
waste hauler recommends in terms of mixing recycling streams. The Township could
possibly offset the cost of additional containers by applying for a DEP 902 grant. For
further information on this grant, as well as resources on container models and pricing,
see Appendix D: Major Recycling Manufacturers/Suppliers of Containers and
Equipment. Some general guidelines for choosing and placing receptacles are as
follows:
a. Recycling bins should have a specialized opening, such as a small slot or hole to
discourage contamination by general trash.
b. Recycling bins should not have any flat surfaces that can be used as a table, which
could reduce the visibility of the bin.
c. Containers acquired should be appropriate to the space they are serving, easily
recognizable, and clearly marked.
d. Clearly marking receptacles (preferably by label and color designation) eliminates
confusion and discourages contamination. Containers should be marked in such a
way that they are visible from a distance. They should be distinct from trash
receptacles.
e. Signage and color should be consistent throughout the public facilities. Making sure
that all containers throughout the facilities have the same signage for each recycling
or waste stream will add to the consistency of the program and encourage
participation. This can be achieved by directly marking the bins or by placing signage
around them. It is often helpful to not only label what the container is for, but to also
mark what it is NOT for.
f.

Recycling bins should be automatically coupled with a trash bin, and vice versa to
avoid contamination of recyclable materials. Making sure that recycling bins are
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distinct in appearance from trash receptacles will diminish the chance that something
is accidentally placed in the wrong bin due to distraction.

Recycling Policies, Procedures and Education
1. The infrastructure for waste reduction rapidly becomes ineffective unless there are
knowledgeable and invested participants. Examination of internal methods of
communication could prove helpful in the effort to communicate concerns or updates to
staff. Strengthening communication will provide efficiency in relaying recycling
information, information from the waste contractor, and progress reviews. The Township
should evaluate what the best method of communication within and between
departments is. Perhaps email or paper communication could be supplemented by
information presented at staff or departmental meetings.
2. Providing waste reduction training to staff and employees will familiarize them with
proper recycling techniques and cultivate concern for the issue. Establishing an internal
recycling policy for Township employees and promoting this policy to all current
employees, new hires, and seasonal employees will demonstrate top-down support for
the recycling program. The method the Township uses to communicate recycling
procedures could range from written materials to a short in-service seminar. This will
assure employees understand that recycling is a priority for the Township and that they
are expected to adhere to the Township‘s recycling policy.
3. It is imperative that those responsible for building maintenance and cleaning be informed
of Cranberry‘s efforts and given guidelines for dealing with recyclables. Every effort
should be taken to make their work easier (for example, by asking employees to empty
their own individual paper recycling bin into a central container).
4. Tenants renting space in the Municipal Building should be provided with educational
materials and instructions similar to those given to Cranberry employees. The Township
could include recycling instructions and guidelines in tenant welcome kits and provide
regular recycling program updates (or recycling tips and tricks, tenant recycling profiles,
etc.). Recycling guidelines and requirements should be clearly stated in all lease
agreements entered into for municipal space and should be pointed out to tenants
before they sign the lease.
5.. Establishment of a rewards or incentive program for Township employees would
encourage participation and build a sense of ownership among employees. Awards
and/or incentives could be as simple as a plaque of certificate or, if possible, extra time
off or a casual day for the winning office/dept. Also, promoting the recycling results,
especially improvements, provides employees with encouragement for a job well done
and provides a way to encourage a competitive spirit.
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6. Establishing an internal ―
Green‖ team to review waste reduction, monitor proper
separation of the waste stream from recyclables, and encourage employee recycling is a
low-cost yet effective way to address problems of low participation and contamination.
Close monitoring of the bins could potentially streamline the facility‘s disposal cost by
decreasing waste and increasing the potential revenue that could be accrued through
recycling. It is also recommended that the refuse bins be inspected to insure that
recyclables are not being mixed in with other solid waste. Establishing a policy of using
clear bags to line recycling bins would help facilitate visual inspections.
7.

Installing compact fluorescent light bulbs throughout all buildings will result in less
frequent replacement (not to mention energy savings) and less waste. Compact
fluorescent bulbs last between 6,000 and 15,000 hours, compared to the 750-1000 hour
lifespan of incandescent lamps. With the full implementation of compact fluorescent
lighting, receptacles for CFL recycling should be placed in each facility. Maintenance
crews should be made aware of Cranberry‘s commitment to recycling these bulbs and
informed of where to place the CFLs for recycling.

8. The Township should consider offering the recycling of batteries, cell phones, and
printer/toner cartridges as a service to its employees and the public. Other potential
recycling drop-off items are CDs, VHS tapes, floppy disks, eyeglasses, tennis shoes and
blue jeans. For example, the Nike Re-use a Shoe program collects worn-out athletic
shoes of any brand to be processed and recycled into material used in sports surfaces.
There is not a local site where the Township could drop-off collected materials at, so the
cost of shipping the shoes would have to be considered. If Cranberry is not able to
absorb this cost, it could offer a trial collection in which the Township asks for a small
monetary donation to accompany donated shoes to offset shipping costs. Programs like
―
Cotton. From Blue to Green‖ facilitates denim collection and re-use. Denim collected by
campuses or communities is shipped to a facility where it is reprocessed into an
environmentally safe insulation. For more information on these two programs see
Appendix E: References and Resources.
9. The potential of trimming operating costs by renegotiating the waste contract should be
considered after examination of the data regarding the collection of Old Corrugated
Cardboard.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE & RECYCLING
1.

The Township should consider the possibility of expanding its collection of hard to recycle
materials. The various facilities undoubtedly accumulate e-waste such as computers,
printers, and fax machines. The Township could solidify its efforts to green its municipal
operations by implementing or expanding special collections for hard to recycle materials
(tires, appliances, e-waste, TVs, etc.). Hosting a hard to recycle event would create the
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means for the municipal facilities to properly dispose of the waste they generate and also
provide the public with a much-needed service.
2. Cranberry should consider encouraging recycling at special events. As residents become
more and more accustomed to recycling at home they seek recycling options when they are
away from home, as well. Requiring event organizers to include a recycling plan in their
event planning reduces waste disposal while providing another way to reinforce positive
recycling behaviors in residents. The Township could provide support to special events
recycling efforts by providing loaner recycling containers and free or low cost pick-up of
recyclables collected. Recycling bins for special events average between $65 and $150 per
bin. This cost could be covered via special events permit fees, marketing of materials
collected or by applying for DEP grants to purchase the bins.
3. For the golf course, investigation of the companies that recycle golf balls is recommended.
This approach could offer a creative way to re-use the balls gathered from the course, as
well as solidify the progressive and environmentally responsible image of the golf course.
4. The restaurant and banquet facilities at the golf course, depending on the scale to which
they are developed and marketed, could potentially generate volumes of organic waste that
would render composting on a larger scale worthwhile. Composting, not vermicomposting,
is recommended, due to the seasonal fluctuation of organic material. Small-scale tumblers
could be installed for a few hundred dollars at any municipal site where the stream of waste
organics is deemed notable but not large or consistent enough for vermicomposting. See
Appendix E: References and Resources for examples.
5. Installation of a low maintenance compost or worm composting (vermicomposting) bin to
handle food waste (fruit and vegetable scraps, coffee grounds, paper napkins, etc.) at the
Municipal Building could prove a low-cost way to deflect employee-generated food scraps
from the waste stream. The presence of the Senior Center and offices insure a good supply
of food waste from the lunches eaten on site. The compost or worm-castings generated
from the bin could be used as a nutrient-rich addendum to the gardens around the municipal
center. Installation of a bin in this location would also provide a visible affirmation of
Cranberry‘s efforts towards sustainability. Vermicomposting can serve as an innovative
educational tool. If placed in a highly visible spot with an educational display nearby, it would
undoubtedly create a potent means for residents to become more familiar with the
composting process. Residents may then choose to take part in the home composting
workshops Cranberry offers. This would, in turn, diminish the amount of organic materials
that are put out for curbside pickup. This Tier 2 recommendation is feasible to implement –
grant money is available from the DEP for such endeavors. It would also be of use to
Cranberry as it works to grow its green image due to the press and discussion it would
generate in the community.
While costs depend on the type and size of composting that is undertaken, installation of an
8 x 4 vermicomposting bin would run somewhere around $10,000 when the costs for site
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evaluation, the bin, the worms, installation, and training are compiled. For information on grant
monies available and suppliers see Resources section. For an example of a commercial
vermicomposting bin, see Appendix E: References and Resources.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: WASTE & RECYCLING
1. The disposal of yard waste (leaves, lawn cuttings, weeds, non-woody shrubs and tree
prunings) offers opportunity for the Township to further embody principles of
sustainability. Cranberry currently accepts yard waste as part of its residential curbside
pickup. While these bags of organic matter are not discarded, they are taken to an
outside facility and lost to Cranberry as a resource. Leaf and grass clippings from the
various municipal facilities could also be composted to generate valuable leaf mulch.
Building a compost facility within Cranberry would result in useful organic soil and mulch
that could be used around municipal grounds or offered back to the community for a fee
or as a service.
2. Windrow composting would require land, equipment, and labor to maintain. However,
money saved on disposal of organics or funds generated from the sale of the product
could possibly be used to hire an individual to maintain the site. Some Townships in
Pennsylvania have even partnered with local farms to build a site on the farmer‘s land
and create a mutually beneficial partnership (cf. Resources for links to models). For
more detailed costs and funding sources, see Appendix E: References and Resources.
3. Cranberry should consider future expansion of recycling drop-off locations. Making the
drop-offs more convenient, particularly in public outdoor spaces, would further
encourage participation. Installing and/or incorporating drop-off locations into the ―
Main
Street‖ plan would provide residents with convenient recycling options when they‘re
away from home. Costs for drop-off containers are dependent upon the size deemed
necessary and design preferences. For sample containers and pricing, see Appendix E:
References and Resources.
4. Recycling markets for Old Corrugated Cardboard (OCC) are well established. Cranberry
currently receives no money for the cardboard it generates. The Township allows
residents to drop off their cardboard (a valuable municipal service) but pays the hauler to
pick up the cardboard. The purchase and installation of a baler at the Municipal Center
and/or the Public Works facility would allow the Township to maximize the value of the
cardboard collected and control the destination of the bales. For an analysis of possible
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savings and costs that baling cardboard could entail, see Analytic Tools section. For
information on balers (new and refurbished) see References and Resources.

ANALYTIC TOOLS
Cranberry should analyze the amounts of cardboard being generated to evaluate the costbenefit of installing a baler. The table below lists the estimated weights of various sizes of full
containers. The following tables list the pick-up weights reported by the hauler for 2007 and the
annual cost to the Township. The following table outlines the costs and potential savings
associated with installing a baler. The size of the baler(s) acquired would depend on the amount
of OCC collected, buyer specifications, and storage space constraints. Also, if Cranberry
chose to offer local businesses the option of recycling their cardboard at the municipal building,
(thereby increasing revenues) they could potentially need a larger baler there.

Basic Cost-Benefit Analysis of Implementing OCC Recycling
Facility
Municipal
Building
Public Works
Facility

Current Waste Management Costs For the Four Sites Under Analysis
Frequency of pickup
Container size
Avg. monthly pickup Cost of pickup per month
(lbs.)*
(2007 data)
2 times/week;
8 cubic yd.
371.08
$244.81
Recycling 1 time/wk.
6 cubic yard; 2 – 96
gallon carts
2 times/week;
8 cubic yd.
562.25
$265.81
Recycling 1/week

Waste
Treatment

1 time/week;

Cranberry
Highlands

1 time/week;

recycling 1/week

Recycling 2 times
/month

5 cu. yd. 4 – 96
gallon carts
5 cubic yd.

192.35

$144.80

5 cubic yd; 1 – 96
gallon cart
8 cubic yd

230.825

$229.95

5 cubic yard; 2 –96
gallon carts
Total weight of
1356.5 lbs/month*;
cardboard AND
16,278 lbs/year
commingled
(8.14 tons)
material pickup:
*Weight includes co-mingled materials
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Estimated Weights of Loose, Flattened Cardboard Boxes
CONTAINER SIZE
(YARDS)

100% FULL (POUNDS)

40

6,000

30

4,500

20

3,000

8

1,200

6

900

5

750

From „Waste Reduction Fact Sheet‟. DEHNR. June 2008. http://www.p2pays.org
The cost of acquiring a baler depends on the bale being generated. A baler that generates 300
lb. bales lists for an average of $5,000. An 800-lb. baler lists for around $8,000. Other costs
associated with the baler are the costs of installation, maintenance, and electricity. However, if
Cranberry were able to find a local facility to buy their baled OCC instead of paying to have it
removed, the baler could quickly pay for itself.
There is a notable fact that can be deduced from the amount of material being picked up at
each facility vs. the size of the container each facility has. If the cardboard containers were full
at each facility each week, there would be an estimated 3,150 lbs. of cardboard each week
(12,600 lbs. each month). The total monthly average of the four facilities during 2007 is 1,356.5
lbs. This weight includes cardboard AND commingled recyclables. The containers are not near
their weight capacity when picked up each week. Hence, if Cranberry chooses not to install a
baler, the option of less frequent pick-up to minimize hauler fees should be considered (this
option may require employees to more thoroughly break down and pack cardboard so that
container space is assured).
A full document on the cost-benefit considerations (estimates on the costs of installation,
maintenance, electricity, etc.) is available at http://www.p2pays.org/ref%5C01/00353.pdf
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COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF INCREASING RECYCLING
INFRASTRUCTURE
The diversion of recyclable materials from the solid waste stream normally results in a reduction
in the amount paid for solid waste disposal, thereby offsetting some or all of the costs of
expanding the recycling program. An effective recycling program has the potential to go beyond
paying for implementation to lowering the overall solid waste disposal cost.
Projections on savings can typically be made after analysis of tonnage figures for solid waste
and recyclable materials, but only if the costs for pick-up of each stream are separate.
Cranberry‘s current hauler charges a flat rate for pick-up of solid waste and recyclables from the
municipal facilities. Because fees for the two streams are not available separately, it is not
possible to provide a breakdown between recycling vs. waste fees.
While tonnages of recycled materials are available from 2007, no documentation of solid waste
tonnages were available, making it impossible to estimate what percent of total generated
materials are being recycled through the current program, therefore, no specific projections on
savings can be made. Under the current contract, even if Cranberry diverted 50% more
recyclable material from the waste stream, the fee for pick-up would theoretically stay the same.
1. It is recommended that Cranberry modify its bid specs to require haulers or contractors
to separate fees for solid waste and recycling. The bid specs should also require the
hauler to submit separate figures and tonnages for each material recycled (cardboard,
co-mingled, paper, etc). Once the Township has data on each waste stream, they can
properly evaluate the economic costs vs. benefits associated with increasing their
recycling efforts.

COMMUNICATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
Citizens are increasingly concerned with making all facets of their lives environmentally friendly.
They are pursuing not only environmentally responsible places to live and work, but also
entertainment and activities that have little to no impact on the environment.
Many residents have come to expect basic recycling services. Further revising and enlarging of
recycling and waste reduction efforts will assist Cranberry in maintaining its public image, and
possibly cut its operational budget. Presenting an environmentally positive image will improve
public and community relations and demonstrate Cranberry‘s investment in the larger
community. Beginning to reduce waste and grow green practices will further demarcate
Cranberry as a livable, sustainable community in which to live and work. By going above and
beyond the normal expectations of residents (perhaps by setting up a composting facility for
residential organic debris), Cranberry will solidify its commitment to the health of its citizens and
insure its continued growth.
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Cranberry Highlands Golf Course may have special incentives to follow in the steps of the
numerous golf courses currently recognized as leaders in the industry. For example, Golf
Magazine, a periodical read by many avid golfers, recently handed out Green Awards to the top
ten resorts practicing stewardship and management. Implementing green practices will draw
guests concerned with frequenting socially and environmentally conscious businesses. The
‗greening‘ of the greens is currently building momentum. The impact of the pesticides,
fertilizers, herbicides, coupled with heavy water inputs, make golf courses less than
environmentally friendly. An average golf course can use as many artificial inputs per square
foot as the average farm. This fact will not be lost on the consumer, as there is an increasing
amount of material being published on the topic in major golf publications. Every effort should
be made to mitigate this impact by promoting sustainable behavior where it is possible.
As new waste minimization efforts are enacted, every effort should be made to make the
residents of Cranberry aware of the Townships activities. Methods of communication could
include providing press releases, posting notices on the Cranberry Township website, and
seeking out coverage on local broadcast stations.

REFERENCES/RESOURCES
Grants, suppliers, buyers, etc. are listed in Appendix E: References and Resources.

ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE
PURCHASING (EPP)
Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) is defined as purchasing products or services that
have a reduced effect on human health and the environment when compared with competing
and comparable products or services. An effective EPP program should regularly examine new
and existing products coming into a facility to determine if they best suit the current needs of the
business of organization. Consideration should also be given to how a product is manufactured
and packaged, distributed, its use and reuse options, operations, maintenance inputs, and the
methods for the product‘s disposal.
By including environmental considerations in public purchasing decisions, Cranberry Township
can demonstrate environmental leadership by removing unnecessary hazards from its
operations. Cranberry will simultaneously be working to protect public health while remaining
fiscally responsible. The Township‘s plan of action should promote practices that conserve
natural resources, reward environmentally conscious manufacturers and vendors, and reduce
their costs and liabilities. In addition, encouraging Cranberry Township departments and
contractors to purchase environmentally preferable products whenever possible, increases
broad support for EPP marketable products.
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As a matter of course, when compared with competing products or services that serve the same
purpose, EPP programs generally integrate environmental factors into procurement policies
using the following methods:
1) Pollution Prevention: From the start of a process or procedure, an EPP produced
product reduces or eliminates toxicity, air, and water emissions.
2) Life-Cycle Perspective: An EPP program should consider not only the initial purchasing
price but also the costs and environmental impacts over the lifetime of a product or
service (manufacturing, packaging, transport, energy consumption, maintenance, and
disposal).
3) Natural Resource Protection: Giving preference to products produced sustainably by
conserving water and energy, using recycled materials over virgin materials, containing
reusable content.
Products included in an EPP program will have one or more of the following characteristics:
1) Contain recycled content.
2) Minimize waste.
3) Increase energy efficiency and/or have renewable energy systems. 4) Contain lower
toxicity content.

SCOPE AND APPROACH
The purpose of the EPP assessment of Cranberry Township was to develop strategies, options,
and resources based on findings to assist the Township execute a municipality-wide EPP
program, and capitalize on these efforts by incorporating the environmental benefits of their
green purchasing into their marketing and communications.
To properly analyze Cranberry‘s current purchasing practices, PRC gathered information
utilizing interviews, meetings, and walk-throughs of facilities with a number Cranberry Township
officials including:
Jason Dailey, Director of Public works
Gary Beltz, Facilities Manager
Lorin Meeder, Environmental Programs Coordinator
Duane McKee, Assistant Township Manager, Operations
John Trant, Chief Strategic Planning Officer
Jon Shuster, Director of Golf Operations
Mike Sedon, Manager, Sewage Treatment Plant.
A limited number of documents and amounts of detailed information regarding current
purchasing methods (centralized vs. decentralized), various vendors, types and quantities of
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materials purchased, and the pricing of materials were available for review throughout the
assessment process. Consequently, this made it difficult to quantify costs and benefits, return
on investment, and time scale (implementation and payback) for implementing an EPP program.
The scope of PRC‘s work extended beyond interviews to include:
1) Researching model policies and practices Cranberry Township could implement to move
toward green purchasing.
2) Researching on specifications Cranberry Township can use for various types of products
such as copy paper, cleaning supplies, paints, and office equipment.
3) Providing resources Cranberry Township can use to start calculating environmental
benefits of the their purchasing. This information can then be incorporated into marketing
and outreach efforts.
4) Recommending changes in the current procurement policy.

SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
To date, Cranberry Township has not enacted a formal Environmentally Preferable Purchasing
policy. They have, however, created a Draft ―
Environmentally Responsible Procurement Policy.‖
The Township does have an asset management policy in place.
The Township currently purchases a wide array of goods, products, materials, and services
utilizing a diverse number of vendors and mechanisms. These include governmental entities
such as the North Hills, South Hills, and Butler Councils of Government (COG), PA Department
of General Services COSTARS cooperative purchasing program, and the PAAC (PA Capital
City) Automotive and Equipment contract. The various Township departments also do business
with a number of private sector vendors and merchants including ZEP, Puritan, US Foods, and
ABC for maintenance and sanitation supplies; and Office Depot, Costco, and Wal-Mart for office
and miscellaneous supplies. The Township does have a negotiated contract in place with Office
Depot that allows for a fifty-percent discount under list price. Based on PRC‘s numerous
interviews, it seems that currently purchasing decisions in the Township are based on price,
convenience, and habit, with not much consideration given to environmentally preferable
products.
Purchasing on the municipal incorporates a combination of centralized and decentralized
mechanisms, weighted towards decentralization. The Township operates under Governmental
Accounting Standards Board (GASB) requirements. Each department has its own purchasing
budget that can be used at its discretion for a variety of materials. Most departments are
authorized to make purchases without using a purchase order, if the total purchase is under
$1,000. If purchases are over a $1,000, or in the case of some departments over $250,
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department personnel must generate a Purchase Order and assign an asset value to the
purchase. In all departments, if the purchase is over $10,000, it must be put out for bid.
From an organizational perspective, the Township does not have an employee dedicated to
overseeing centralized and decentralized purchasing. Consequently, it seems that purchasing
is somewhat loosely organized favoring decentralization. In addition, it also appears that
internal communication between Township administration and departmental personnel
regarding purchasing policies is somewhat limited and intermittent. Next, it appears that lists
including the types and quantities of goods, products, materials, and services purchased are not
available.

REVIEW OF POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Cranberry Township officials are to be commended for recognizing the value of implementing a
formal EPP policy and working towards implementing it. They should also be commended for
drafting a model EPP policy. There are a number of immediate, intermediate and longer-term
steps that the Township can take to begin implementing a municipality-wide EPP program.
These are outlined below.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: EPP
1. The most critical yet straightforward step Cranberry Township can take to promote
sustainable purchasing is to finalize, introduce, and enact a formal written EPP policy. It
is essential to point out that Cranberry need not abandon its current purchasing
practices once the EPP policy is adopted. Rather, the Township can incrementally
incorporate EPP practices into its current purchasing procedures. Once one procedure
or practice is successfully implemented Township officials can move on to another.

POLICY-RELATED
1.

Adopt a general Environmentally Preferable Purchasing (EPP) policy and reference it in
any employee training manuals.

2.

Adopt a green cleaning products policy and reference it in any training manuals and in
bids for cleaning related products and services.

3. Include a statement in all bid specifications (RFP‘s) that Cranberry Township has an
EPP policy in place and that vendors should highlight any environmentally friendly
aspects of their products in bid specifications. RFP‘s could also target and request EPP
products or services exclusively.

IMPLEMENTATION OVERSIGHT
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While many EPP directives are nonspecific in terms of goals and strategies, some lay the
groundwork for EPP implementation by requiring businesses or institutions to designate a
particular individual or teams comprised of department members, committees, or volunteers.
These teams, which are often comprised of purchasing representatives and environmental
experts, are typically responsible for conducting research, targeting product categories and
attributes, recommending EPP initiatives, and developing implementation plans for those
initiatives.
1. Following the enactment of a written EPP policy, Cranberry should appoint a Green
Team to conduct the following:
a. Develop and maintain information about environmentally preferable products and
recycled products containing the maximum practicable amount of recycled materials.
b. Promote and recommend the purchasing of these products whenever possible.
c. Inform other entities and departments within the Township of their responsibilities
under this policy and provide implementation assistance.
d. Disseminate information on recycled and environmentally preferable product
procurement opportunities, specifications, and performance, to various departments
e. Communicate with Township entities to review policy requirements and new
procurement opportunities.
f.

Monitor and publicize the progress and status of the policy implementation.

g. Submit reports as required to the Township on the procurement program. These
reports should include a compilation of data procured from all Township entities
responsible for implementation, evaluations of products being used, and
assessments of the program‘s effectiveness, evaluation of program goals, and future
opportunities.

Below are recommendations to assist Township officials on procedural implementation:

PROCEDURAL IMPLEMENT ATION GUIDELINES
Prioritize Categories
1. Once Cranberry Township adopts an EPP policy, they must decide which product
categories will be targeted by their initiative. In choosing which categories to focus on,
the following factors should be considered:
a. EPP mandates, formal Township policies, or recommendations.
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b. Potential cost savings.
c. Upcoming procurement actions (contract development or renewal).
d. Products‘ environmental impacts or potential for environmental improvement.
e. Availability of environmentally friendly products.
Few businesses or institutions use a single factor to select product categories. Rather, the
majority use a combination of factors. However, most entities greatly emphasize one factor over
others.
Identifying Product Elements
1. Once it is decided which EPP product categories to focus on, Township officials must
decide which environmental or sustainability attributes will be included in their efforts.
Depending on the specific product or product category, many organizations tend to
select product attributes based on one or both of the following factors:
a. Environmental or sustainability mandates.
b. Independent product-specific research.
Businesses and institutions usually choose a number of attributes based on their own productspecific research. Typically, this research relies heavily on information provided by peer
organizations, non-profits, and third-party product certifiers. The information sources most
commonly cited are Green Seal, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and EPP websites
maintained by the state of Massachusetts and King County, Washington.
Incorporating EPP into Practices
1. The selection of product categories and attributes, while important, is only an initial step
in EPP implementation. Ultimately, businesses and institutions that wish to
institutionalize EPP must develop strategies to integrate EPP principles into their
procurement practices. These strategies may include:
a. Awarding contracts based on a best value approach, rather than a low bid
approach.
b. Instituting purchaser incentive programs.
c. Mandating the purchase of environmentally preferable alternatives in certain
product categories.
d. Developing preferred supplier programs based on environmental criteria.
e. Engaging in EPP outreach and education.
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Best Value Purchasing
An EPP policy encourages businesses and institutions to use best value purchasing to procure an
increasing number of goods and services. In contrast to the traditional ―
low bid wins‖ approach to
purchasing, best value purchasing allows purchasers to consider a wider variety of factors than a
purely economic analysis. Such factors may include the performance of the product or vendor,
environmental or social impacts, and life cycle costs.
Purchaser Incentive Programs
Some businesses and institutions encourage the adoption of an EPP policy by establishing
various purchaser incentive programs. In addition, to emphasizing the importance of EPP, the
Township could recognize the department or departments that take the largest steps forward in
EPP purchasing.
Specific Purchasing Mandates
Government organizations, on occasion, attempt to champion EPP by mandating the purchase
of products with specific environmental or sustainability attributes. For example, under the
Sustainable Paper Use Policy of 2003, agencies in Portland, Oregon were required to purchase
paper that met or exceeded EPA recycled content guidelines. In addition, all paper purchased
by the city was to be processed chlorine-free (PCF) or totally chlorine-free. Cranberry Township
could choose to make a municipality-wide mandate regarding the purchase of specific products.
Preferred Supplier Programs
A number of businesses and institutions have integrated EPP into their procurement systems by
instituting preferred supplier programs. Under such programs, purchasers preferentially buy
products from suppliers that undertake specific environmental or sustainability efforts.
EPP Education and Outreach
Education and outreach efforts are essential to the institutionalization of EPP. Promoting and
raising awareness of EPP amongst Township employees, purchasers, end-users, and vendors
leads to the increased acceptance and utilization of EPP practices. For most public sector
organizations, the promotion of EPP involves using any number of the following education and
outreach tools:
EPP guides, websites, newsletters
Employee and departmental communication including e-mails, bulletin boards, and
newsletters
Employee training programs
Pilot programs (perhaps a test run in one department)
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Hosting EPP conferences, vendor fairs, and/or product-specific roundtables
Award programs (i.e., recognizing outstanding purchasers or suppliers)

Monitor Results
1. Once the EPP policy is implemented, it is imperative to be able to track the results of
certain activities. Organizations that gather data on their EPP efforts are able to
determine which strategies are producing intended outcomes, and which strategies
require adjustment. More importantly, organizations that can demonstrate the positive
results of EPP (e.g., cost savings) are in a better position to justify their expenses and
request additional resources. The appointment of an individual or committee to oversee
the EPP program is recommended.
Possible Challenges
Businesses and institutions may face various challenges while attempting to implement EPP
practices. They may include:
Lack of resources
Decentralized purchasing
Purchaser and end-user behavior
Product pricing
Lack of reliable product information
Program Tracking
Lack of Resources
An individual dedicated EPP issues is one of the most critical needs of any EPP program.
However, inadequate funding often times prevents businesses and institutions from hiring a
dedicated EPP staff person to perform product-specific research, monitor vendor compliance
with contract specifications, track the impacts of EPP activities, and conduct outreach and
education efforts such as purchaser training and pilot programs.
To get around funding issues, businesses and institutions can develop EPP initiatives by
building on the work of others. Templates for EPP policies, contracts, and guides are widely
available, and many organizations are eager to share product research and success stories. In
addition, organizations can seek and accept assistance from interns, volunteers, and non-profit
organizations interested in EPP issues.
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Decentralized Purchasing
Decentralized purchasing often times hinders the institutionalization of EPP. Many businesses
and institutions with decentralized purchasing structures have problems convincing dozens of
purchasers in individual departments that EPP is a worthwhile endeavor. Even with a training
program, a number of purchasers are sometimes still reluctant or unwilling to integrate
environmental or sustainability considerations into their procurement practices, therefore,
hindering the overall progress of the EPP program.
However, not all decentralized purchasing has negative repercussions. For example, King
County, Washington officials feel that such models empower purchasers and make them more
receptive to EPP. Officials from King County feel that individual purchasers possess the
greatest knowledge regarding what products their departments need.
Purchaser and End-User Behavior
Behavior change is one of the most challenging aspects of implementing an EPP program. One
commonly cited reason is that purchasers tend to become very comfortable with a particular set
of purchasing procedures so they are often resistant to the introduction of new, unfamiliar
procedures. Another reason frequently cited is the negative perceptions of environmentally
preferable products. Many purchasers and end-users believe environmentally preferable
products do not perform, as well as traditional products, sometimes as a result of a bad
experience they had in the past. In addition, many purchasers think environmentally preferable
products are more expensive because they still tend to focus on the initial cost or purchase
price of a product, rather than its life cycle costs.
The most effective way to garner support for EPP in the procurement community is to include
purchasers in the development of EPP policies and procedures from the very beginning. This
builds a sense of ownership and commitment amongst people who might otherwise dismiss
EPP as ―
someone else‘s responsibility.‖
Product Pricing
In recent years, cost-competitive environmentally preferable products have become more widely
available. Nevertheless, the sometime higher prices of certain environmentally preferable
products still present a sizeable challenge to the institutionalization of EPP. In an attempt to
address this challenge, some businesses and institutions have begun working with suppliers
and vendors to secure lower prices for environmentally preferable products. Cranberry
Township may want to approach Office Depot regarding their ―
green products‖ line. Some
businesses and institutions also try to secure lower prices for environmentally preferable
products by participating in cooperative purchasing efforts.
Lack of Reliable Product Information
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Occasionally EPP purchasers have concerns with determining the validity of environmental
claims made by vendors. The Federal Trade Commission‘s guidelines on environmental labels
have helped reduce the use of misleading and deceptive marketing tactics. One issue is
acquiring information on product constituents, largely because companies try to guard product
formulas as proprietary. Many businesses and institutions rely on Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS‘s) when evaluating products, but these sheets may not always be accurate. For
example, while conducting its paint study, Aberdeen Proving Ground discovered that many paint
manufacturers do not update MSDS data regarding product constituents and VOC content when
they reformulate their paints. This may pose a significant problem for organizations that want to
purchase paints with specific environmental attributes. Organizations can avoid some of the
challenges associated with product evaluation by relying on third-party product certifiers such as
Green Seal.
Program Tracking
Tracking the EPP program once it is implemented can be challenging. The most common reason
for this is the lack of electronic tracking systems and databases. Another reason, mostly associated
with decentralized purchasing structures was inadequate tracking and reporting by purchasers.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: EPP
1. Once the EPP policy is enacted it is important to expand the EPP program by adding
additional products on an ongoing basis. Below are types of products Cranberry
Township could focus on initially.
Copy Paper and Other Office Supplies
1. Depending on the vendor and amounts purchased, recycled content copy paper may
cost a bit more than non-recycled content paper. However, this increase can be
reduced, if not eliminated, by switching to a standard brightness of 84 and implementing
paper conservation strategies such as setting the copier‘s default mode to double sided
and using the backs of unneeded one sided copies for scratch paper.
2. Specify at least 30% post consumer recycled content, preferably process chlorine free
(PCF). The standard brightness rating is 84, so if price is an issue, it is better to lower
the brightness than sacrifice recycled content. Make sure the paper or office supply
vendor knows that it is not acceptable to receive substitutes unless that product meets
the same recycled content specifications as the original order. Also, make sure that
whatever ordering system is used (through an office supply company or with a paper
vendor) it has the recycled content option as the default. This will make it easier for all
staff to order the correct paper without having to search for it each time an order is
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placed. Office Depot offers an array of options regarding office supplies. Refer to
Appendix F for more information on environmentally preferable office supplies.
Janitorial and Maintenance Products and Services:
1. Implement a green cleaning policy where all contracts related to cleaning products
and/or services include specifications that require the products used in the Township
meet Green Seal standards. Whether the products are Green Seal certified is at the
discretion of the Township, but the products should at a minimum meet the standards
set forth by Green Seal.
Floor Care
1. Compare the current floor care system to the standards established by Green Seal to
determine if it meets the EPP criteria. If it does not meet the criteria, conduct tests with
a few different products to find one that meets Cranberry Township‘s requirements.
These products may cost more, though that will depend on the individual vendor. Down
the road there may become available a floor care system that claims to be
environmentally friendly but is not Green Seal certified. One can still be confident that
the product is the most environmentally friendly option as long as it meets the standards
and specifications set forth by Green Seal. The organization has an excellent primer on
floor care products including standards, specifications, and certified products and
vendors. The Center for a New American Dream (CNAD) also has an approved vendor
list for cleaners and floor care products.
Janitorial Paper Products
1. Include specifications in the appropriate contract with vendors or purchase products that
meet the standards set forth in Green Seal‘s report on Bathroom Tissue and Paper
Towels. Also, instead of folded hand towels, consider switching to a controlled use
dispensing system with high capacity rolls.
Paints
Green Seal makes available a report with standards, vendors, and products to help purchasers
buy environmentally friendly architectural finishes. It is important to make sure that the paint
meets all of the standards listed in the report, such as prohibiting certain harmful ingredients
and being within the VOC limits stated in the report.
Office Equipment
It is recommended that all office equipment purchased or leased in the future be EnergyStar
compliant. Examples include copiers, computers, fax machines, and even vending machines.
EnergyStar is a federal program that certifies that equipment meets energy efficiency standards.
They have an excellent website that outlines the types of equipment certified, describes the
standards, and provides specifications.
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TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: EPP
1. Once the Township‘s EPP program is well established, it is recommended that
Cranberry officials attempt to stretch out the program by adding additional goods,
products and services that may require a far more visionary mindset. Implementation
may prove more costly in traditional economic terms. However, implementation may
prove more feasible in the relatively near future with changes in technologies and
markets, or be worth investing in now because of their immediate environmental and
community benefits. An example of this type of item includes alternative fuel vehicles.

COMMUNICATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
Once the Township‘s EPP program is up-and-running, it will prove beneficial to inform the
media, Township residents, the general public outside of Cranberry, and other interested parties
of successes. Cranberry Township can continue to build on their positive public image by
publicizing their ongoing commitment to conserving natural resources by displaying a
commitment to the concept that a cleaner, healthier environment goes hand in hand with a
strong economy. Furthermore, developing positive working relationships with vendors will play a
key role in enabling Cranberry Township to meet its environmental purchasing goals. External
promotion of Cranberry Township‘s EPP program, will not only demonstrate the Township‘s
commitment to the environment, but it will allow employees to take pride in the Township‘s
environmental stewardship, increasing positive sentiment throughout the Township.
See Appendix F for References and Resources

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Purchasing clean, renewable wind energy is an effective way for a company to advance its
commitment to sustainability. This is a credible, cost-effective and convenient way to produce
tangible and verifiable environmental improvements. By using fuel-free, wind generated
electricity for all or a portion of energy needs, Cranberry Township can demonstrate leadership
and make a statement consistent with corporate values and in doing so, establish itself as a
leader in the field of clean energy development joining hundreds of corporations, institutions,
non-profits and small businesses in advancing a clean energy future for our country.
The procurement of renewable energy as part of Cranberry Township‘s overall sustainability
program is key to advancing the Township‘s leadership position among communities and local
government in the region as a champion for environmental stewardship. The procurement of
zero carbon alternative or renewable energy supply will also provide Cranberry Township with a
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demonstrated ability to market the community as a progressive, forward-thinking and
sustainable place in which to live and work. Renewable Energy also directly supports the
principles that guide the Township‘s sustainable development by distinguishing themselves from
their neighbors, making for a healthier environment by supporting electricity generation with no
negative environmental impacts, and engaging residents to think about energy consumption and
conservation in an entirely new way.

SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
Cranberry Township has approximately 78 electricity accounts that in aggregate consume
approximately 8,552 MWhs of electricity on an annual basis. The electricity used to power
these accounts is procured through a combination of agreements with the local utility and a
retail electricity supplier.
The electricity that is currently generated in the local region is heavily based upon greenhouse
gas emitting fossil-fuel fired generation, which makes up 76% of the system fuel mix in the Penn
Power electricity service territory in Western Pennsylvania. The remaining 23% of the local fuel
mix comes primarily from nuclear generation. Local renewable resources including wind, hydro,
and solar account for less than 1% of all generation in the region. Due to the large reliance on
coal-fired electricity generation in the region, GHG emission rates are well above the national
average including carbon dioxide emissions approximately 14% higher than the rest of the
country.
All information presented above was taken directly from data provided by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency. The EPA also runs the Green Power Partnership program
which recognizes organizations that promote environmental stewardship through the purchase
of RECs and onsite renewable generation. Cranberry Township should consider joining the
EPA GPP program, which is free of charge once a qualifying REC purchase is made from
eligible renewable resources.

REVIEW OF POSITIVE ADVANCES
Cranberry Township has already taken steps to review alternative energy suppliers through
Pennsylvania‘s competitive retail electricity market following de-regulation of the electricity in the
State back in 1997. The Township has signed accounts to alternative electricity suppliers, but
has not yet taken the step of procuring renewable energy through the renewable energy market.
Cranberry Township should continue to evaluate the retail electricity suppliers that offer
products and services into the Penn Power service territory to maximize value and achieve cost
savings in electricity supply relative to the utility or incumbent retail supplier. Many new,
innovative approaches for electricity procurement and renewable energy options have emerged
in just the past few years. Cranberry Township should continue its leadership position in
exploring all possible alternatives available.
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REVIEW OF POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
Regarding the scope and approach for consideration of renewable energy supply, four options
were initially presented to the Township for consideration:
1. Procurement of Renewable Energy Certificates or RECs from local or national
renewable energy resources to offset electricity consumption from the traditional fossilfueled electricity supplied through the grid.
2. Development of on-site renewable distributed generation in the form of PV solar or wind
turbines for Township buildings and facilities.
3. Procurement of bundled ―
green power‖ which includes sourcing traditional (brown)
commodity electricity supply along with (green) RECs generated in the local region in a
single retail agreement for all Township electricity consumption.
4. Enter into a power purchase agreement (PPA) for direct off-take of renewable energy
from a local renewable resource within the region for all or a percentage of the
Townships electricity consumption.
Each of these four options has different levels of benefits and costs, and involves different levels
of time and resource commitment on the part of Cranberry.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
1.

At this time, it is recommended that Cranberry Township consider procuring renewable
energy certificates (RECs) from local or national renewable energy resources to offset
electricity consumption from the traditional fossil-fueled electricity supplied through the
grid at a level so that the Township can be recognized as a participant in the EPA Green
Power Partnership Program. This requires that 6% of the power usage comes from
renewable resources. Procurement of RECs is recommended because of all of the
listed options, RECs are the most cost effective, most easily implementable, and can
produce the most immediate and tangible benefits to the community.

By procuring renewable energy certificates, Cranberry Township can effectively offset the
carbon dioxide emissions associated with the Township electricity consumption and promote the
fact that the community is doing their part to become carbon neutral and address climate
change by supporting the development of new renewable energy generation through a green
power purchase.
The REC purchase is completely separate from any existing commodity electricity supply
agreements through the utility or existing retail supplier and can be applied for future delivery or
even retroactive to the beginning of a calendar year (e.g. 2008).
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There are various options to explore with respect to REC procurement including quantity, term,
start date, REC technology (wind, solar, biomass, hydro, etc.), certification (Green-e, ERT, etc.),
location of resource (PA, PJM, National), and payment terms. All of these options must be
considered and evaluated based on the specific sustainability goals of the Township. However,
procurement of RECs provides the most simple and cost effective means to demonstrate
environmental responsibility within the Township.
Purchase of renewable energy certificates will be an incremental cost to the current electricity
spent in the Township today. However, through energy efficiency / conservation measures
recommended in other sections of this report, the cost for renewables can be significantly offset.
2.

A thorough evaluation and review of current commodity electricity supply agreements
may yield additional savings by switching to another competitive supplier or moving to a
new type of retail electricity product that may provide savings over current rates the
Township is paying today.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
1. Procurement of renewable energy certificates (RECs) at a level so that the Township
can be recognized as a participant in the EPA Green Power Leadership Program. This
requires that 60% of the power usage comes from renewable resources.
2. Installing PV solar panels on Township building roofs have a significant should be
considered. As technology develops, net metering protocols are established, and
interconnection agreements become less cumbersome, distributed renewable
generation will become a much more efficient and effective tool for managing energy
costs in the future.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: RENEWABLE ENERGY
The remaining possibilities may be possible in the future as bundling of renewable and
traditional sources of power become more in demand for a larger portion of Township residents.
These options require a more significant level of negotiation with power providers.
1. Procurement of bundled ―
green power‖ which includes sourcing traditional (brown)
commodity electricity supply along with (green) RECs generated in the local region in a
single retail agreement for all Township electricity consumption.
2. Enter into a power purchase agreement (PPA) for direct off-take of renewable energy
from a local renewable resource within the region for all or a percentage of the
Township‘s electricity consumption.
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ANALYTIC TOOLS AND GUIDANCE
A quotation or proposal for various renewable energy certificate options may be readily
available from retail electricity providers, the host utility, and REC brokers. Typically, the
decision is based on the cost of the certificates, but Cranberry Township should also be
cognizant to review the ability of the successful supplier to provide adequate customer relations
support, billing accuracy and timeliness, marketing communications and public relations support
to the Township, as well as considering support of suppliers located in the region.
Cranberry Township should also insist upon a Green-e Energy certified REC product offering as
administered by the Center for Resource Solutions to ensure that the REC purchase meets the
highest quality consumer protection and environmental standards available in the renewable
energy marketplace today. This will provide protection from making an investment in renewable
energy that could potentially be questioned by the community, especially if the RECs are not
sourced from new, qualified and eligible facilities under both the EPA and Green-e Energy
guidelines.
As noted above, Center for Resource Solution‘s Green-e Energy program is the leading
independent certification program for renewable energy in the United States. Green-e Energy
certification provides the highest level of assurance and piece of mind that your renewable
energy purchase meets the most stringent consumer protection standards available today. The
Green-e Energy National Standard identifies many criteria renewable energy must meet to be
certified. Energy must come from eligible sources of supply, like wind, solar, geothermal,
biomass, or ―
low-impact‖ hydropower. Only new renewable facilities can be used, ones built
since 1997. Energy can‘t be used to fulfill a state renewable-energy goal, and can‘t be ―
double
counted‖ towards that goal. And marketing to consumers must be accurate—Green e performs
an annual audit and marketing compliance review to ensure that what they say is what you get.
For more information visit http://www.green-e.org/
According to the Green-e Energy National Standards, Green-e certified MWhs (electricity or
REC) must contain all the greenhouse gas (GHG) emission reduction benefits, including carbon
dioxide (CO2) reduction benefits, associated with the MWh of renewable electricity when it was
generated. Emission reductions of capped and traded pollutants where allowances are not
routinely assigned to renewable electricity generators, which include sulfur dioxide (SO2)
nationally, mercury (Hg) nationally, and the oxides of nitrogen (NOx) regionally, are not required
to be included in Green-e Certified renewable electricity or RECs.

TOOL: REC PRICING FOR CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP
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The following is a pricing to help Cranberry decide the level and amount of REC‘s for
consideration to purchase, as well as the cost of that level of purchase. Note that the minimum
commitment level for participation in the EPA Green Power Partnership Program is 6%
renewable resources in the power portfolio and the minimum commitment level for participation
in the EPA Green Power Leadership Program is 60% renewable resources in the power
portfolio.

12 MONTH TERM: CALENDAR 2008 (PA WIND REC)
Renewable
Resource

Annual
Usage 8,552
MWh/yr

Price ($/MWh)
Delivery Year

Total Cost for
REC Purchase
($)

Jan – Dec 2008

Vintage 2008

State of
Origination

100% PA Wind

8,552

8.50

$72,692

Pennsylvania

60% PA Wind

5,131

9.00

$46,179

Pennsylvania

6% PA Wind

513

10.00

$5,130

Pennsylvania

12 MONTH TERM: CALENDAR 2008 (NATIONAL WIND REC)
Renewable
Resource

Annual
Usage 8,552
MWh/yr

Price ($/MWh)
Delivery Year

Total Cost for
REC Purchase
($)

Jan – Dec 2008

Vintage 2008

State of
Origination

100% National Wind

8,552

5.35

$45,753

Any

60% National Wind

5,131

5.85

$30,016

Any

6% National Wind

513

6.85

$3,514

Any
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All renewable energy certificate (REC) products from Strategic Energy are certified by the
Center for Resource Solutions through their Green-e Energy REC certification program.
Additional terms, quantities, and REC technologies are available upon request.

EPA Green Power Partner Purchase Requirements
Your Organization’s
Baseload

Green Power Partner
Requirements

Green Power Leadership Club
Requirements

If your annual electricity
use in megawatt-hours is…

You must, at a minimum,
purchase this much green power:

You must, at a minimum,
purchase this much green power:

≥ 100,001 MWh

2% of your use

20% of your use

10,001 - 100,000 MWh

3% of your use

30% of your use

1,001 - 10,000 MWh

6% of your use

60% of your use

≤ 1,000 MWh

10% of your use

Not Applicable

COMMUNICATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
A factor to consider is the marketing and public relations benefit that comes from making a
commitment to renewable energy that is very difficult to calculate a simple ROI. There is an
intangible benefit provided through a quality public relations campaign to promote the public
health, well-being, and sustainability benefits that will be achieved by the Township through the
support of renewable energy.
As discussed above, there are various PR and marketing opportunities associated with
supporting renewable energy within Cranberry Township. Through participation in the EPA
Green Power Partner program and / or the Green-e Marketplace program, Cranberry Township
can proudly promote the support of renewable energy and environmental stewardship within the
Township. The EPA routinely issues press releases for customers that join the program, but the
REC supplier should also have an established capability work with Cranberry Township to
release PR to local, regional, and National media outlets as required.
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES
http://www.epa.gov/greenpower/index.htm
http://www.green-e.org/
http://www.resource-solutions.org/index.htm/
http://www.usgbc.org/
http://www.strategicenergy.com/makemegreen.php

CARBON DIOXIDE MITIGATION
STRATEGIES
Communities are increasingly focusing on understanding the complexities of their carbon
footprints because of the growing pressures from market sources (customers and residents), as
well as from highly probable legislation that will limit carbon dioxide emissions in the very near
future. The strategic value of such an analysis and mitigation plan includes building the
processes for combating climate change, for demonstrating commitments to greenhouse gas
reduction, and for understanding the possibilities for achieving energy independence. Such
activities also are increasingly fostering innovation opportunities for local businesses, such as
farms, to participate in energy markets.
Carbon dioxide mitigation for Cranberry‘s municipal operations can be accomplished through
several measures, generally listed in the order of greatest effectiveness (i.e., having the
greatest amount of reduction at the least cost) to least effectiveness:
A. Energy efficiency improvements, as recommended in the Energy section of this report.
These typically pay for themselves immediately, as they reduce the need for energy and
therefore the need to purchase such energy.
B. Replacement of the sources of Cranberry‘s electrical power generated from coal, natural
gas, petroleum, and other combustion-based sources with renewable sources of power,
such as wind, solar, and hydropower sources. This is generally accomplished through
the purchase of Renewable Energy Credits (REC‘s), as described in the Alternative
Sources of Energy section of this report. These options generally tend to result in higher
costs per unit of energy (at present).
C. Purchasing carbon offsets for any other sources of carbon dioxide generation from nonelectrical utility-related sources, such as automobile and truck use. An offset represents
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an action, beyond business as usual, that causes a reduction or the sequestration of
CO2 usually via funding of some type of project. Offsets are ―
Direct‖ or ―
Indirect.‖
―
Direct‖ means that the reductions occur within the project boundary. ―
Indirect‖ means
that the reductions occur outside the project boundary. For example, the Township can
purchase the equivalent tonnage of its carbon dioxide emission from a wind power
generation facility or from a farm that generates electricity from methane collected from
its farm operations. These purchases serve to help fund these operations, which
remove equivalent amounts of carbon dioxide by displacing the amount of carbon
dioxide that would be generated if coal or another nonrenewable source produced that
electricity or energy. Such investments are directed to local (i.e., Western Pennsylvania)
sources to support community initiatives. Another strategy includes purchasing carbon
credits, such as from the Chicago Carbon Exchange. This exchange involves having
market forces determine the price of a ton of carbon dioxide, assuming that the total
amount of carbon remains fixed at a specified yearly level, such as 2003. The total
amount of carbon dioxide is therefore ―
capped‖ and its value traded just like any other
fixed commodity.
Based on the energy inventory conducted in the Energy section of this report, Cranberry
Township‘s municipal facilities generated approximately 16,636,000 pounds (or 8318 tons) of
carbon dioxide in the four areas surveyed for energy use. It should be noted that this inventory
was limited to electrical energy usage. An inventory of vehicle use, commuting, travel, and
other transportation-related sources of carbon dioxide was outside the scope of this report and
analysis, as was review of the community at-large.
Following all of the Tier-1 related energy efficiency improvements from the Energy section of the
report reduces Cranberry‘s carbon footprint by a minimum of 100,000 pounds (50 tons). This
savings in Carbon dioxide occurs with a subsequent reduction in energy costs of at least $3600.
In other words, these reductions in CO2 come with immediate financial benefits. It is
recommended that Cranberry put into practice these Tier-1 actions as soon as practicable.
Following all Tier-2 related energy efficiency improvements from the Energy section of the
report reduces Cranberry‘s carbon footprint by 102,000 pounds (51 tons). This savings in
Carbon dioxide occurs with a subsequent reduction in energy costs of at least $4900. Again,
these reductions in CO2 come with immediate financial benefits.
Following all Tier-3 related energy efficiency improvements from the Energy section of the
report reduces Cranberry‘s carbon footprint by at least 25,000 pounds (12.5 tons). This savings
in Carbon dioxide occurs with a subsequent reduction in energy costs of at least $900.
After the efficiency improvements have been put into practice, Cranberry will still emit
approximately 16,439,000 pounds (8219 tons) of carbon dioxide. This remaining amount can
be reduced through the purchase of renewable energy credits (RECs).
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Following the Tier-1 recommendation in the Alternative Energy section of this report, it is
possible to reduce this amount of CO2 by 986,340 pounds (493 tons) through the purchase of
6% of Cranberry‘s power through RECs at a cost of approximately $5130. It is recommended
that Cranberry put into practice these Tier-1 actions as soon as practicable.
Following the Tier-2 recommendation in the Alternative Energy section of this report, it is
possible to reduce this amount of CO2 by 9,863,400 pounds (4930 tons) through the purchase
of 60% of Cranberry‘s power through RECs at a cost of approximately $46,179
Following the Tier-3 recommendation in the Alternative Energy section of this report, it is
possible to reduce this amount of CO2 entirely (all 16,439,000 pounds) through the purchase of
100% of Cranberry‘s power through RECs at a cost of approximately $72,692.
Note that these cost figures involve the purchase of Pennsylvania-sourced RECs. The costs of
purchasing RECs from a national source will typically be lower in cost.
Finally, it is recommended that Cranberry conduct an inventory of its employee commuting,
travel, and operational vehicle usage in order to measure its CO2 emissions from its
transportation sources. Such an inventory typically results in finding that the CO2 footprint from
transportation sources accounts for an additional 50 – 100% of CO2 emissions, as compared
with such emissions from electrical utility usage.

MUNICIPAL CENTER PARKING
Cranberry Township‘s Municipal Center is a community meeting place that has a great deal of
activity. It is the location of the Township‘s administrative headquarters, which includes
Community Development, Finance, Police, Parks & Recreation, Public Safety, Public Works,
Engineering, and Management, and all of the employees associated with those departments.
The center also houses the Township‘s public library, a popular service for Cranberry residents
and others living outside of the community. The Parks &Recreation Department conducts a
variety of programs throughout the year for early childhood, youth and teenage, adults and
seniors, and special events. Several agencies and public officials are tenants in the Municipal
Center, including the tax collector, the Chamber of Commerce, Senator Jane Orie and
Representative Daryl Metcalfe. And there are other community-based meetings held periodically
at the Center, like the Boosters, Boy Scouts, Homeowners Association and Chamber events.
All of this activity lends to traffic circulation problems and overcrowding of the Center‘s parking
areas.
Finding solutions for Cranberry‘s Municipal Center parking problem, an important element to the
Township‘s overall sustainability program, can lead to enhanced access, alleviated congestion,
decreased overcrowding and reduced energy consumption. The problems experienced at the
Municipal Center include:
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Access – Vehicle and pedestrian access to the Municipal Center is limited. The
driveway leading to the front and back parking lots is narrow and does not have
sidewalks. Constrained access to the front parking lot, during times of high activity,
causes traffic back-ups and difficulty accessing the entrance of the building.
Reconfiguring or expanding access points could result in greater convenience for the
Center‘s users.
Congestion: Currently there are so many programs and activities held at the Center that
competing traffic from pick-up, drop-off and parking cause gridlock along the Center‘s
driveway and front parking lot. Traffic impacts impede access for others trying to utilize
the Center. Low cost improvements or changes to the Center‘s circulation patterns could
alleviate congestions for all users.
Overcrowding: In the fall and winter months, when the majority of the Township‘s
activities are conducted, the municipal parking lot is overcrowded. Employees that leave
for lunch have difficulty finding convenient parking upon their return and visitors using
the Center for special events or daily programs have to park in the back portion of the lot
or cannot find parking at all. Finding innovative and efficient ways to provide parking
could increase convenience for all everyone.
Energy Consumption – With the high cost of gas and the trend toward energy
conservation, the implementation of alternative transportation solutions in Cranberry
could provide benefits to the community. Bicycling, walking or riding the bus to the
Municipal Center instead of driving can reduce vehicular emissions, decrease traffic
congestion, improve air quality and decrease parking demand at the Municipal Center.
Implementing those solutions can resolve Cranberry‘s ongoing problem with the municipal
parking lot resulting in cost savings and efficiencies which are critical to improving functionality
of the lot and air quality in the community.
Scope and Approach Taken
The focus of this effort was to provide recommendations for improving the Municipal Center lot.
A comprehensive assessment of the causes of overcrowding and potential innovative solutions
to alleviate congestion and resolve parking constraints at the Center was conducted as part of
this Phase II Assessment.

SUMMARY OF EXISTING CONDITIONS
Cranberry Township‘s Municipal Center has two lots and a total parking capacity of 259 spaces.
The lot located in front of the Municipal Center at the main entrance consists of 32 parking
spaces, including three handicapped accessible spaces. The parking area located behind and
on the side of the Center consists of 227 spaces, including 10 handicapped accessible spaces.
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More than 100 employees utilize the rear parking area each weekday during daytime hours from
about 7:30 a.m. until 5 p.m. Cranberry Township has 63 full-time and 13 part-time employees
and Cranberry‘s tenants have 14 full-time and 15 part-time employees that use the lot.
Therefore, more than 40 percent of the lot (or 105 spaces) is occupied by Cranberry Township‘s
employees and its tenants‘ employees. A breakdown of office hours and employees are
provided in Appendix G.
Cranberry employees are asked to park in the lot behind the building in the southeast area.
Cranberry‘s Police Department employees park on the east side of the Municipal Center. When
these sections of the lot become full, employees are asked to spill-over into far southwestern
portion of the lot. According to Cranberry officials, employees are reluctant to utilize the spillover location because it is perceived as being too far from the building and inconvenient.
Photos of the parking lot and employee designated areas are included in Appendix G.
The Municipal Center is host to many community activities throughout the year. From
September through early May, the Center conducts early childhood programs nearly every
weekday. The Township operates a Play Center for youths up to 10 years old on weekday
mornings and evenings. Other programs like fitness and education for teens and adults are
conducted throughout the day and evening. Seniors participate in walking and wellness
programs, and utilize the senior center, which is open year-round. All of these programs,
according to an official from Parks & Recreation, create a high level of vehicular activity
throughout the day into the evening resulting in overlap that creates congestion and
overcrowded conditions.
A site visit was conducted on Tuesday, May 20, 2008 to assess the overcrowded conditions of
the parking areas at Cranberry Township‘s Municipal Center. According to Cranberry officials,
the day the observation was conducted was light compared to typical activity levels at the
Center. Officials noted that child day care is not conducted from mid-May through August, which
is the source of the heaviest drop-off and pick-up activity, and there were no special events held
that day. Therefore, the day of observations was considered atypical by Cranberry‘s
experiences. That being said, there were no parking shortages or congestion problems that
occurred. A summary of parking activity observed from 7 a.m. until noon is included in
Appendix G.
Several key values and constraints could impact potential progress toward sustainability. First,
employees, who could be part of a low cost solution to the problem, perceive changing their
parking habits as inconvenient. And, there does not seem to be the wherewithal to require
employees to utilize alternative parking in order to provide greater capacity for the Center‘s
visitors. Also, there is no other way to increase parking capacity at the Municipal Center site
other than by going ―
up‖ because land availability is limited and the site is maxed-out. Parking
deck solutions are very costly and, most times, not efficient because of ongoing operations and
maintenance costs. Finally, there is no public bus service currently in Cranberry and no plans to
implement bus service in the near future. This reduces opportunities to implement shared ride
programs and limit the number of single occupancy vehicles utilizing the lot.
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Positive Advances Already Underway
Cranberry Township has already implemented one viable solution to alleviate overcrowded
conditions at its lot. The Township entered into a reciprocal parking agreement with St.
Ferdinand‘s, a church located directly next to the Municipal Center. As part of the agreement,
St. Ferdinand‘s uses the Township‘s lot on Sundays for overflow when its lot becomes too
crowded. In return, the Township is permitted to use 441 parking spaces in the church lot. The
church and Municipal Center lots are connected by a walkway, a distance of about 250 feet
from to the Municipal Center‘s entrance.
The Township is also involved currently in another initiative with St. Ferdinand‘s that most likely
will improve, if not resolve, traffic congestion in the lot. Cranberry is working with its partner to
design and construct one access road that will serve both facilities. As a result of this effort,
more land will become available for pedestrian amenities, landscaping and a small number of
additional parking spaces for the Township. This project will improve access and connectivity
between the Municipal Center lot and church lot. The access road is also intended to someday
connect with Thompson Park Drive, thus alleviating the need to access either facility from
Rochester Road and creating other options for users. The project is in the preliminary design
phase and is anticipated to move to construction in early 2009, if all goes well.
In addition to these advances, Cranberry Township has asked its employees to help alleviate
the parking problems. The Township has appealed to its employees to utilize the far back
corner of the Municipal lot, leaving the closer spaces available for visitors to the Center. In that
same manner, Cranberry officials have requested that employees use St. Ferdinand‘s lot so that
visitors could have entire use of the Municipal Center‘s lot. In both cases, according to
Cranberry officials, employees have bulked at these potential solutions because the walking
distance is perceived as being too far. Township officials have also considered asking
employees and tenant‘s employees to stagger office hours to minimize the amount of time that
the lot is occupied mostly by employees. None of these potential remedies have been
implemented.
In the past four years, according to Cranberry‘s director of engineering, the Township has
looked at a variety of other ways to improve parking and congestion. The Township has
assessed the prospect of extending the back portion of the lot to get a few more parking spaces.
The effort was deemed excessive compared to the nominal increase of spaces. They have
considered changing the traffic circulation patterns in the front lot and, in fact, changed the
patterns at least once in the past. Results showed little or no improvement. Cranberry officials
contemplated designating all of the spaces in the front lot as short term and handicapped
accessible parking. However, it was determined that this would result in compliance and
enforcement issues.
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REVIEW OF POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
There are several potential solutions that Cranberry could implement to alleviate congestion and
overcrowding of its parking lot. The most logical and economical of those is to convince
Cranberry Township employees to change their parking habits so that spaces can be made
available for visitors. The Township has a reciprocal parking agreement with St. Ferdinand‘s
Church that provides 441 parking spaces for the Township‘s use. Those parking spaces are
located adjacent to the Municipal Center and connected by a pedestrian walkway, a walking
distance of about 250 feet. Additionally, Cranberry Township could encourage a shared-ride
program where employees that live near one another could carpool to work. People who
carpool could be assigned priority parking spaces, closest to the building, while others traveling
in single occupancy vehicles could park in other remotely located spaces.
To encourage employee participation, the Township could implement an incentive program that
rewarded employees that parked in more remote spaces or that participated in shared ride
programs. For example, the approximate value of a parking space in the northern Allegheny
County and Southern Butler County communities ranges from $10 to $15 a month, according to
Port Authority of Allegheny County officials that have conducted appraisals and lease parking
spaces in nearby Marshall Township. Employees that relinquish a space in the Municipal
Center‘s lot, either by relocating or carpooling, could receive gift cards or other incentives
valued at $30 to $45 a quarter for giving up a space. Also, there may be creative ways for an
employee wellness program to encourage walking the marginal parking distances.
The implementation of more vanpool services, like the one provided by Sherwood Oaks, could
alleviate traffic congestion and overcrowded conditions by providing more shared ride
opportunities for those traveling to the Municipal Center. Sherwood Oaks, a retirement
community and senior living campus, offers bus service from their facility to the Municipal
Center for seniors participating in Cranberry‘s recreation and lunchtime programs. Cranberry
could determine whether other facilities like Sherwood Oaks have residents that frequent the
Center and encourage them to implement vanpool or similar solutions. Likewise, Cranberry
employees living in close proximity to one another could utilize vanpool services to not only to
alleviate overcrowded conditions at the Center, but to cut down on gasoline consumption and
save money. Vanpools are fairly easy to implement for riders that live in the same general area
and commute to the same location for work. Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission (SPC),
through its program called ―
CommuteInfo‖, provides assistance to those interested in vanpool
services.
For employees that carpool or vanpool, but need access to a vehicle throughout the day, the
Township could investigate the opportunities to implement ―
Zipcar‖ in Cranberry. Zipcar is a
service that provides a fleet of cars in densely populated communities that can be driven by the
hour or on an as-needed basis. The cars, which are typically economical minis or hybrids, are
available 24 hours a day, seven days a week and can be reserved on-line. Right now in the
Pittsburgh region, Zipcars are available only in downtown Pittsburgh, Oakland, the East End
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neighborhoods and now Southside. If viable, the Township could be a part of a Zipcar
implementation in Cranberry so that employees would have access to a vehicle when they need
one. If Cranberry does not meet the criteria for Zipcar, the Township could make available a
company vehicle(s) that could be available to those that need to travel outside of the Municipal
complex.
Another way for the Township to alleviate traffic congestion and parking conflict is to modify the
schedule of activities at the Municipal Center so that programs do not coincide and visitors are
not convening simultaneously at the site. For example, for nearly nine months out of the year
some exercise and lunch programs coincide with day care drop off and pick up. Examining
these activities and staggering program times slightly might diminish the some of the circulation
and parking problems. Already some Cranberry employees flex their work times, starting
between 7:30 a.m. and 9 a.m. and finishing between 3:30 p.m. and 5 p.m., which helps
somewhat with congestion.
Transit solutions have been a part of Cranberry‘s comprehensive planning and hope for the
future as a way to alleviate traffic congestion Township-wide. Currently, Butler Transit Authority
(BTA) does not provide bus service in the area; but studies conducted in the past identified
ways that the agency could provide community and commuter transit services in Cranberry.
One major hurdle is the lack of funding that would be necessary to implement a transit system in
Cranberry. However, Cranberry Township and BTA could work together to examine
opportunities to implement bus service in and around Cranberry and find ways to fund such
services. Although this potential solution is more long-term and capital intensive, it would
provide employees with an opportunity to leave their cars at home and ride transit to work.
Another costly and long-term solution could be the construction of a parking garage. Because
the Municipal Center site is built-out, the only way to alleviate overcrowded parking conditions
on its current site is by building a deck. First, Cranberry Township would need to undertake a
parking study to identify future demand and needs, and to determine the feasibility of
constructing a parking facility on the site. According to recent industry statistics, the cost to build
a parking structure is in excess of $15,000 per space, which doesn‘t account for the growing
costs of materials related to escalating fuel prices. As part of the study, a cost/benefit analysis
could be conducted to determine whether this solution makes sense and is accounted for
financially.

SPECIFIC FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The primary objective of the Municipal Parking Assessment was to provide a range of solutions
for the congested and overcrowded conditions at Cranberry‘s Municipal Center parking lot.
Based on field visits, meetings, interviews and research, it was determined that the high level of
activity (community programs occurring simultaneously) at the Municipal Center is the main
cause of congestion. To that end, a variety of recommendations were developed that Cranberry
could implement to alleviate its parking problems.
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TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: MUNICIPAL CENTER P ARKING
Most of the parking and congestion solutions that have been identified are at no cost and easy
to implement. Although none save money or generate revenue, the Tier 1 recommendations
are considerably less expensive than any of the long-term answers and resolve the parking
problems without significant effort. As such, Cranberry Township can:
1. Encourage Cranberry employees to change their parking habits, require them to park in
St. Ferdinand‘s lot and provide incentives to do so.
2. Examine the schedule of activities held at the Municipal Center and implement new
program start and end times to alleviate overcrowded conditions and traffic conflicts.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: MUNICIPAL CENTER P ARKING
1. Ride-share programs like carpool and vanpool take drivers off of the road, thereby
alleviating traffic congestion and improving air quality.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: MUNICIPAL CENTER P ARKING
1. Another potential solution, costly but worth the investment, is the implementation of a
public transportation system in Cranberry. A community bus network would provide an
alternative and easy way for many residents to travel to the Municipal Center. Seniors
and children, the largest market segments utilizing the facility, would be able to travel
inexpensively and conveniently to programs and activities. Getting folks out of their cars
and onto transit would improve air quality and ease traffic congestion. This potential
solution, however, is long-term, most likely five to 10 years, because of the intense
investment required for new systems. For now, Cranberry Township could work with
Butler Transit Authority to identify and implement key initiatives for a community transit
system and obtain funding for capital and operating expenses.

COMMUNICATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
Public announcement of the partnership with St. Ferdinand‘s Church and reciprocal
agreement that provides benefits for both parties.
Ongoing relationship building with Butler Transit Authority to provide alternative
transportation solutions in a congested and fast growing community.
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REFERENCES/RESOURCES
Southwestern Pennsylvania Commission – CommuteInfo Program and information about rideshare programs like vanpool and carpool.
425 Sixth Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412.391.5590, ext. 375
e-mail lkschweyer@spcregion.org - Lisa Kay Schweyer
Zipcar - alternative way to travel by reserving vehicles for trips on an as-needed basis with
offices located on Forbes Avenue in Pittsburgh.
429 Forbes Avenue, Suite 1606
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412.475.5897
Fax 412.288.2564
Jenna Cox, Market Area Manager

SANITARY AND STORMWATER
This section evaluates three items in Cranberry Township: the sanitary sewage system, the
stormwater management regulations, and the stormwater management implemented at the
municipal center building and parking lots.
Sanitary Sewage
Cranberry Township is a separate sewer community, (separate storm sewer and sanitary
sewer) which already puts them in a unique position in Western Pennsylvania. All of the sanitary
sewage in Cranberry Township is treated at the Brush Creek Treatment Plant, which was
constructed in 1972 when most of the sewer infrastructure was also installed in the Township.
There are approximately 160 miles of sanitary sewers servicing the sanitary needs of the
Township. The Brush Creek Treatment Plant also treats waste water from portions of Pine,
New Sewickley, and Marshall Townships. Cranberry Township was forward thinking when
designing their plant expansion in 1998. The treatment plant has the capacity to treat 4.5 million
gallons of sanitary sewage per day. Cranberry Township has projected that this capacity will be
able to handle the Township‘s growth through the year 2017. Township personnel report that
they have some inflow and infiltration (I&I) issues and that they average about two to three
blockages to address and repair in their system per year.
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The Township has actively addressed I&I in their sanitary sewage system. They address I&I
issues in their newsletters where they inform the residents how the Public Works crews will be
conducting dye and smoke testing around the municipality. There are also ordinances in place
that specifically make it illegal to discharge stormwater, surface water, groundwater, artesian
well water, roof runoff, and subsurface drainage to the sanitary sewage systems.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: SANITARY
1. None. The Brush Creek Treatment Plant currently has excess capacity and the
Township enforces a pro-active stance on addressing I&I, one of the most common
reasons for treatment plant inundation during wet weather.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: SANITARY
1. We recommend that the Township continue addressing I&I issues in the form of revised
ordinances. While actively addressing I&I in the newsletters and in the Sewer and Water
Ordinance (Chapter 18) and the Pre-Treatment Ordinance (2006-373), there is no
specific language to remove I&I from existing structures. We recommend having a
paragraph in the Water and Sewer Ordinance that addresses removal of I&I from
existing commercial and residential structures, as the ordinances seem to highlight new
construction. More specially, there is nothing to address I&I during a property transfer.
We recommend instituting a dye testing (for down spouts, external drains, and
foundation drains) and lateral testing as a part of every property transfer. This
ordinance, or a summary of the ordinance, should be linked to the Public Works PreTreatment Inflow and Infiltration and the Residents Sewer and Water portions of the
Township‘s website so that people moving to or selling a house in Cranberry Township
are not surprised by the costs of a dye test and lateral inspection.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: SANITARY
1. In terms of long range environmental benefit, Cranberry Township could review the
sludge disposal costs (testing, hauling, and landfill fees) and potentially explore a more
beneficial use of the sludge from the Brush Creek Treatment Plant. Other waste water
treatment plants have explored the opportunity of further processing their sludge and
eventually selling their sludge (i.e. Milorganite®, Alcosoil®) or the sludge could be used
as a nitrogen-based fertilizer for Cranberry Township‘s golfcourse.
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STORMWATER
Cranberry Township Stormwater Regulations
Cranberry Township has a Comprehensive Plan that is currently being updated. The Township
also has stormwater ordinances geared toward large-scale land development (Chapter 17 –
Public and Private Improvements Code, paragraph 17-402 and Chapter 22- Subdivision and
Land Development, paragraph 22-617) and stormwater guidance (Subdivision/Land
Development/Conditional Use Guideline) for small-scale projects. The stormwater guidance is a
step-by-step instruction for anyone planning to develop property in Cranberry Township. It is
written in non-technical language and provides a thorough plan for potential developers/property
owners.
Cranberry Township is a Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) community, which
requires the Township to meet certain criteria designated by the Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Protection (PADEP) and to obtain a permit for their stormwater discharges.
These criteria include public education and outreach, maintenance of existing stormwater
facilities, implementation of ordinances for new construction stormwater management,
implementation of ordinances for post-construction stormwater management, and removal of
illicit discharges. The Township has posted informational material on their website and
definitively listed what the MS4 permitting requires.
Cranberry Township does not have a watershed-based formal Act 167 Plan filed with the Butler
County due to lack of support from other communities. An Act 167 Plan is a document which
requires municipalities to plan for comprehensive stormwater management based on
watershed, rather than municipal, boundaries. Cranberry Township did conduct a
comprehensive stormwater study and adopted an ordinance that meets the criteria of a
conventional Act 167 Plan. The Township has developed this detailed ordinance (§17-402) that
thoroughly describes the stormwater requirements of any development in the Township. The
Township regularly reviews their plan and model, especially after a large development has been
constructed. From a civil engineering standpoint, all the design criteria required to prepare a
stormwater management plan are discussed in this ordinance. These items include release
rates for stormwater, design storms, types and sizes of materials, accepted calculation
methodologies, and accepted types of stormwater best management practices (BMPs).

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER
1. Cranberry Township‘s management of their stormwater program appears to be
progressive for the region. Though there is no formal Act 167 Plan, the Township has
prepared their own Stormwater Management Plan based on the individual watersheds
that fall within the municipality. The Township is growing rapidly and an earlyCranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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implemented, comprehensive stormwater management plan is beneficial now, but will be
extremely beneficial in the future for stream and flood protection. We have no
recommendations for this category.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER
1. Changes that Cranberry Township could consider implementing, while not significant,
could have impact on the stormwater practices of future development in the Township.
While the ordinances (both §17 and §22) are very thorough, they tend to lean to
conventional stormwater management. Specifically, in §17-402.1 through §17-402.6,
there is no mention of open channels or open-section roadways. The first items that the
reader of the ordinance sees are pipe, manhole, and inlet requirements. Consider
adding an introductory paragraph that summarizes the acceptable types of stormwater
conveyance/retention/detention. BMPs should also be introduced in this paragraph to
allow the potential developer to understand that not only do you allow innovative BMPs
in your ordinance, but that you encourage them as well. While the soil types of our
region are not normally conductive to infiltration, experience has shown that
conventional piping and dumping to the nearest stream is not always protective of the
stream or downstream property. At a minimum, the introductory paragraph would pull
together some of the items that are buried in the ordinance. Another suggestion may be
to consider a stand-alone Stormwater Management ordinance. This would designate a
specific place for stormwater information, rather than as a subsection to the Public and
Private Improvements Code. At first glance, a person seeking information on
stormwater is not sure which ordinance to review: Chapter 17- Public and Private
Improvements Code, Chapter 18 – Sewer and Water, or Chapter 22 – Subdivision and
Land Development. A stand-alone ordinance would allow the Township to provide a
table of contents to locate non-conventional items like rain barrels, wet ponds, etc. A
stand-alone ordinance would also allow the Township to provide stormwater ordinances
that are pertinent to individual property owners, as well as developers. The existing
ordinance states what is acceptable to the Township, but perhaps should consider
stating what is preferred and embellish these sections with more detailed design
information. The ordinance should consider stating, when possible, that on-lot
stormwater management should be given priority and that on-lot systems may be less
costly to the developer. In addition, on-lot systems will more closely mimic the predevelopment stormwater conditions which is a directive stated in the Pennsylvania BMP
Manual.
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TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER
1. We have no specific recommendations with the stormwater management regulations
that would require a costly investment for a long term community and environmental
benefit. We would recommend that the Township be a leader in demonstrating
alternative methods of stormwater management. Some of these methodologies are
summarized in the following section.

STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
After meeting with Township personnel, reviewing site plans and building drawings, and the
Cranberry Township website, we have summarized the observations and investigation of the
municipal center in the following bulleted list.
The initial municipal center building was constructed in the early 1940s. Several
additions have been constructed over the years, with the complex constructed in 1991
and the detention pond constructed in 2005.
There is open green space around the building to allow for potential infiltration of
stormwater.
There are a lot of items on the roof, including drains, skylights, HVAC units, etc., which
would make the implementation of a large-scale green roof difficult.
There are internal roof drains on the municipal center. While not shown on plans that we
reviewed, during the interview it was stated that the roof drains on the back of the
building drain to the existing stormwater management pond.
The back parking lot is composed of bituminous pavement with some concrete sections.
This lot also contains numerous raised islands surrounded by concrete curbs with
plantings inside the curb area. The front parking lot is composed of bituminous
pavement.
Half of rear parking lot and some of the roof drains drain to the existing stormwater
management pond, then to an existing wetland that eventually drains to Coal Run. Coal
run is listed as a Warm Water Fishery (WWF) stream.
The front parking lot‘s stormwater is collected in catch basins that are piped to a storm
sewer along Rochester Road. This storm sewer eventually discharges to Coal Run.
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Interviews have stated that periodically there is not enough parking and people use the
adjacent church (St. Ferdinand) parking lot. Observations have also been made that the
upgradient church property drains significant water to the municipal center property.
The municipal center property also contains a paved skate park, a gravel cell phone
tower, an historic school house building, a Penn State University Demonstration Garden,
a slag walking path around the grounds, and various landscaped buffers around the
parking areas and buildings.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
1. A quick and relatively inexpensive method to deter some of the overland flow that is
reaching the municipal center from the upgradient parking area would be to enhance the
green space with additional planting. Tree planting in green space between St.
Ferdinand‘s parking lot and municipal center parking lot would help to absorb and slow
any stormwater flowing from the upgradient parking lot to the municipal center parking
lot. Coordination may be required with St. Ferdinands to prevent all of their surface
water runoff from flowing down the connecting roadway rather than overland through the
vegetated area.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
1. Another inexpensive method of stormwater management is to implement rain barrels at
the school house building. There are two external downspouts available that currently
discharge to the ground surface. Many types of rain barrels are available for purchase,
including barrels that would complement the architecture of the school house.
Informational signs could be placed on the barrels and the water could be used for the
adjacent demonstration garden. The rain barrels provide a very good visual bang for
you buck and combined with educational signs could provide MS4 credit.
2. Cranberry Township could also consider a stormwater infiltration area in the green space
north of the front parking lot. This infiltration area could be either an infiltration trench
and/or a depressed, grassed swale. Infiltration trenches typically consist of a long
narrow excavation filled with coarse aggregate. Infiltration trenches allow for the
temporary storage of runoff, which infiltrates into the surrounding soil. Infiltration
trenches can be designed with perforated pipes and in combination with other BMPs.
Depressed, vegetative filter strips are also known as grassed swales, grassed
(vegetated) channels, dry swales, bio-swales, etc. Vegetative filter strips are openCranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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channels that are designed to promote infiltration, filter pollutants and sediments, and
attenuate stormwater runoff. These filter strips or swales are typically broad, shallow,
often trapezoidal- or parabolic-shaped channels that are densely planted with trees,
shrubs, and/or grasses.
3. A Final ―
No Regrets‖ solution is to eliminate raised parking islands and replace them with
sunken infiltration areas. Curb cuts on the northern sides of the islands would allow
surface water to enter the vegetated islands and potentially infiltrate into the ground.
Curb cuts would be located in direct flow locations and would allow some of the
stormwater runoff from the paved parking area to enter the existing landscaped islands.
As an addendum to this suggested solution, the Township could consider an alternative
parking plan that includes hydraulically connected vegetated islands, especially if it could
increase the number of parking spaces.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: STORMWATER MANAGEMENT AT THE
MUNICIPAL CENTER
To provide sustainable stormwater solutions, communities must start thinking outside of the
concrete pipe. These alternatives are the most costly but would provide environmental benefits
and profile Cranberry Township as a leader in sustainable green technology.
1. Incorporate previous paving into future parking lot additions or renovations. Pervious
paving could also be considered for any additional sidewalks. Pervious pavement
consists of a permeable surface course underlain by a uniformly-graded stone bed,
which provides temporary storage for peak rate control and promotes infiltration. The
surface of pervious pavement may consist of porous asphalt, porous concrete, or
various porous structural pavers placed on uncompacted soils. There are significant
maintenance practices with pervious pavements which may require re-schooling the
public works personnel that maintain the pavement.
2. Implement a modular green roof. As stated previously, the roof of the municipal center
has many roof windows, HVAC units, drains, walking pads, hoods, exhaust fans, etc.
The roof is too cluttered to consider a large-scale green roof project. There is an
opportunity to implement a modular green roof system. Modular systems are available
that are pre-planted and come in small ―
boxes‖ that are placed adjacent to each other on
the existing roof. The modular system would allow the Township to work around the
other roof structures while implementing an innovative stormwater management
technique at the impervious source. Design criteria to be considered would include the
condition of the existing roof, allowable roof load for the building, access to the roof, and
potential water sources during drought conditions.
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HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Human Resources Management should play a strong role in Cranberry Township‘s
sustainability program. That role has three components: using strategic HR planning to insure
the employee base is ―
sustainable‖ moving into the future; assisting with the change
management necessary for the Township to become more sustainable in its practices; and
communicating about the initiative to attract and retain employees who support an
environmentally responsible organization.
This section of the report presents the key functions of Human Resources related to those
components: Strategic Management; Staffing; Total Compensation; Employee and Labor
Relations; Health and Safety and Training and Development.
Included is a definition for each function, an overview of the aspects considered for the analysis,
an evaluation and some recommendations and resources. Recommendations are grouped
according the ease and cost of resources (time and money) necessary to implement them.
The Human Resource Department in the Township has some strengths and well developed
components that can be built on to support the sustainability program. Considering the fact that
there was no HR Department five years ago in the Township, the Department is doing well as it
grows. There are gaps in some functions most likely due to the limits presented by having a
small staff, the nature of the public sector and the rapid growth of the Township that should be
covered if the Initiative is to succeed.
The greatest challenges include a limited and sometimes inconsistent formal employee
communication system, the challenges of having a large percentage of the workforce covered
under collective bargaining agreements which impact the rate of change within those jobs and
offering of incentives for participation; the disconnect between the performance management
system and the reward system; and the lack of a structured/formal training and development
program.

STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT
The involvement of the Human Resources Department in the future focus of the organization to
support the sustainability program.
Best Practice says that HR should be engaged in the development of the strategic plans and
business plans based on the mission, vision, values of the organization. HR should also be
involved in any change management.
The HR function must do its own Strategic HR Plan to ensure the necessary human resources
are sustained so that Cranberry has the best workforce available into the future.
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At the least, HR should be informed of these components so that the function can support them
by providing staffing, orientation/training, total rewards, risk management and employee and
labor relations that keep them in focus.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS COMPONENTS
Workforce make-up: number of employees, number of HR staff, demographics including ages,
gender, diversity and total compensation ratios – impacts acceptance of and support of change;
communication and reward mechanisms.
Turnover: future planning for hires to support sustainability program must be based on expected
turnover including retirements.
Review of involvement to date by the HR function in planning the Sustainability Initiative or
supporting any current activities.

EVALUATION
As of May 23, 2008 the workforce was made up of 115 full time and 51 part time regular
employees. Sixty-six of these employees, 57%, are in the Golf Course Maintenance; Public
Works or Public Safety departments and covered by collective bargaining agreements.
The number of bargaining unit employees is a challenge to the adoption of any change like the
sustainability program.
During the summer months, the number goes up to approximately 400 employees with seasonal
hires. The seasonal employees are not covered by the collective bargaining agreements, even
if they work in those departments.
Sixty-four percent (64%) or 107 of the employees are male and 60 or 36% are female. A very
small number of individuals are from diverse racial or ethnic groups.
A well developed compensation strategy is in place for the non-bargaining unit employees.
There are three HR employees, the Manager of Human Resources, an HR Specialist (until
recently a part time position) and an Administrative Assistant.
Data on turnover rates were estimated using termination data for 2006 and 2007 against
average numbers of employees in the Township census in 2008 so they are not exact but give a
general sense of turnover. A rough estimate for 2006 and the same rate for 2007 is 6.6% with
20% of the terminations involuntary (discharge). Most turnover was in the Administrative
Division with 15.9% for each year. The other terminations recorded in those 2 years were in the
Parks and Recreation where 5.2% in 2006 and 2.6% in 2007 and in Public Safety where the
estimated rate is 1.4% for 2006 and 2.8% for 2007 (all voluntary).
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Comparison with available Bureau of Labor Statistics Data indicates that the rate of turnover for
Cranberry is higher than average which indicates that the rate for all jobs and all industries is
3.3% and for government in 2006 and 2007 ranged from 1.2% to 1.5%. The HR Manager
stated that he believes the historic rate to be very low, though that may change with retirement
of the Boomer employees. This perception may be due to the fact that 58 of the full time
employees (50%) have worked for the Township for 10 or more years.
Thirty-two percent (32%) of the current workforce is over 50 years old. Other age groups are:
29% 40-49; 25% 30-39; 10% 20-29; and 3% under 20.
The HR function in Cranberry is responsive to the strategic focus of the Township, but has not
been involved much in the planning up to this point. Due to the volume of work handled by a
small staff, it is unlikely that they will get involved unless they are invited/encouraged to do so.
It does not appear that the HR Department has been developing a strategic plan.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Involve the HR Manager in planning for Cranberry‘s sustainability program. Provide
more training for HR staff regarding their role in supporting the initiative.
2. Develop a written specific HR policy for the required participation of employees in the
sustainability program and activities. Publish, disseminate and enforce the policy. A
specific policy will enable HR and management to move forward with the initiative.
3. Develop an HR Strategic plan including aspects of recruiting and hiring employees who
will support the sustainability program and use the social responsibility aspect as a
recruiting tool.
4. Consider having the HR Department report directly to the Township Manager.
5. Work with HR to plan for involvement of bargaining unit employees in the sustainability
program taking into consideration limitations that exist because of NLRA regulations
related to incentives into consideration.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Increase the HR staff by an HR Intern position for the summer season. The Intern would
be best hired from a graduate program. An intern could cost $6000-$8000 for a 3 month
assignment.
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TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: HUMAN RESOURCES
1. Add more HR Metrics measures to do a better analysis of employee satisfaction and
morale. Included might be an annual Employee Satisfaction Survey and calculation,
documentation and analysis of annual turnover rates.

RESOURCES
The University of Massachusetts Lowell has some information on their website that describes
sustainability in a way that might be attractive to unions who usually look at change in terms of a
threat to their population in terms of wages, etc.
http://www.uml.edu/sustainability/defining%20sustainability/definition.html
www.GreenBiz.com
The Aspen Institute‘s Business and Society Program
http://www.aspeninstitute.org/site/c.huLWJeMRKpH/b.612031/k.A582/Business_and_Society_P
rogram.htm
La Roche College for possible graduate student intern; Robert Morris University or Slippery
Rock University of Pennsylvania for possible undergraduate intern.
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) www.shrm.org

STAFFING
Staffing refers to the recruiting, selection, hiring, orientation and termination process done and
managed by HR.
Best Practice says that staffing must be done with the Strategic Initiatives of the Township in
mind which includes sustainability. Employees need to be selected so that they fit this culture
and sustainability activities/actions/perspectives must be a part of their initial orientation.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS COMPONENTS
Review of the total staffing process components; orientation/on-boarding activities; and
termination processes.
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EVALUATION
This function meets some best practices standards.
Cranberry‘s staffing process is very well structured. Each step in the process is well defined
and various forms are up-to-date and legally compliant. This is strength when it comes to
supporting the sustainability program. There is no current particular focus on Sustainability
within the process.
There is no written staffing policy nor process documents discovered, but there is a ―
Hiring
Checklist‖ that is provided to supervisors/managers. The practices are verbally communicated
about during management meetings and managers are provided with an ―
Interview Guidebook.‖
There is general co-operation with the process, however, there are some times when
supervisors or managers may vary from the process based on feedback, from the HR Manager.
The staffing process is not fully used for summer hires, due to the short time frames for planning
and processing hires and the lack of HR staff available to assist the managers. Managers
themselves do the hiring for summer help, but HR still does the administrative recordkeeping
and the background, physicals, and drug testing.
There is no documented formal orientation process. There is a ―
New Hire Packet‖ provided to
the hiring manager that includes some policy copies; benefits forms and information pieces,
other start forms, i.e., I-9‘s, W-4 tax forms, etc. and some general Township information. There
has been discussion about establishing a formal process, but availability of HR staff has limited
the movement forward on this aspect. Any orientation that is done is done by the departments
and is the responsibility of the managers.
There is no formally documented termination process, though various documents related to exit
are included with the ―
New Hire Packet‖ i.e., COBRA benefits information, an ―
Employee
Change Form‖ that includes termination as a part; and retirement benefits information.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: STAFFING
1. Build on the current process to include sustainability including hiring individuals who are
likely to support and work well within a culture that is sustainable. Studies show that
most people want to work for a ―
Green‖ organization. HR should build on the initiative
to recruit new employees.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: STAFFING
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1. Develop a hiring policy that includes a focus on sustainability in hiring strategies so that
employees are selected based on their prior involvement in sustainability program and/or
their willingness to embrace change and support these programs. Evaluate managers
and supervisors on their adherence to the policy and support for it.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: STAFFING
1. Develop and implement a formal orientation process for all employees (a shortened
version could be used for seasonal employees). It is critical that employees be educated
about a sustainability focus from their first day. With the volume of seasonal hires, it is
critical that they be included even though they have a shorter tenure.

TOTAL COMPENSATION
Total compensation includes the pay systems and the benefits and rewards provided for the
employees.
If employees‘ basic reward needs are met, they are, according to Best Practice in HR, more
likely to support the expected behaviors of the organization. In addition, specific rewards
related to participation in the sustainability program will insure more support and cooperation.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS COMPONENTS
Review of: the compensation process; collective bargaining agreements; and benefits programs
offered to employees.

EVALUATION
There are currently no specific rewards related to the sustainability program, but basic
components follow most recommended best practices.
Review of the basic components of the pay system with the HR Manager revealed a well
thought-out process. There was no documented/published Compensation Policy discovered,
but the processes are communicated verbally.
The HR Manager does a regular review of pay rates and compares them to available salary
survey data that is meaningful to the Township. HR also regularly reviews the comp ratios for
salary data for non-bargaining unit employees to insure fair pay. Over the last 2 years,
adjustments have been made to the non-bargaining unit pays in an effort to bring all up to 80%90% of their midpoint ranges.
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Though there is a Performance Management Program for non-bargaining unit employees, it is
not related to pay so no pay-for-performance relationship exists.
Labor agreements cover 57% of the population and define the pay and benefits for those
employees.
Benefits provided by the Township cover all the basics and are competitive with the surrounding
market environment. In some cases, the benefits appear to be better than the standard
provided by the private sector for similar jobs. Components like an EAP program, donated sick
time program, etc., are quite progressive.
Benefits are communicated to employees through the ―
New Hire Packet,‖ their managers; and
supported by HR staff. Also, a link to access to the insurance broker‘s internet system is
provided for employees to get benefits information, ask questions, complete forms for changes,
etc.
Though pay and benefits for Township employees appear to be a positive factor in the
Township‘s favor for attracting good employees, the lack of a relationship with performance
measures and the significant number of collective bargaining employees limits the potential for
immediately engaging/motivating employee involvement using a rewards approach.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: TOTAL COMPENSATION
1. Develop better, more consistent communication approaches about pay and benefits.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: TOTAL COMPENSATION
1. Tie compensation to performance measures that include sustainability goals. Reward
Managers and Supervisors for support of sustainability and enforcing behaviors with
their employees.
2. Consider offering alternative work arrangements like telecommuting and flexible
scheduling both support positive environmental impacts by reducing the carbon footprint.
They may also be seen as benefits by many workers. Studies show that the in-coming Y
Generation employees who will replace the retiring Baby Boomers are more likely to
want flexibility over pay at work.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATIONS: TOTAL COMPENSATION
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1. Plan for incorporation of a reward strategy that supports sustainability within future labor
agreements.
2. Plan for continued engagement of retiring Baby Boomers possibly using more part time,
telecommuting, or flexible work schedules.
3. Get involved in Workforce Readiness programs working with local schools (high schools,
technical and trade schools, 2 and 4-year colleges) to create a pool of qualified workers
that can be hired in the future. By communicating and working with these organizations,
the Township can influence what is taught to better serve their needs. Information on
sustainability can be a part of these programs.
Resources: Tim Aldinger; Youth Program Officer; Three Rivers Workforce Investment Board;
425 Sixth Avenue, Suite 650; Pittsburgh, PA 15219; Phone: 412-552-7093; Fax: 412-552-7091;
www.trwib.org

EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS
Includes the relationship between the employees and the organization, including morale,
working conditions, grievances/complaints, communication structures (both formal and
informal), performance management programs, as well as any collective bargaining situations.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS COMPONENTS
Determine the percentage of the workforce covered by bargaining units. Review 2 of 3
collective bargaining unit agreements currently in place. The third is still being reviewed and
has been settled, but not formally documented. These documents help define any constraints
to changes that might support the sustainability program, i.e., minimum notice of change
requirements. The very nature of a collective bargaining agreement means that anything having
to do with working conditions, definitions of work and compensation may be limited in scope or
timing. Discussion with the HR Manager about the general relationship with the Unions was
also considered.
Review of the two available collective bargaining agreements (the third was not available) didn‘t
reveal a specific minimum notice period for changes in operations and the Management Rights
Clauses seem to support the right of Management to make changes. That said, if changes are
inconsistent with the view of the union workforce, there are likely to be grievances filed. Also,
any incentives that might be used to encourage employees to be engaged in sustainability may
be negotiable items under the National Labor Relations Act and, therefore, could not be used
with the Union workforce, unless negotiated with the unions.
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Review of the existing communication structures both formal and informal. These become
significant as the Township moves forward in the sustainability activities. If they are effective,
then employees get the information they need to do the work. They may also impact morale,
which impacts performance in the workplace.
Examination of existing policies related to expected workplace behaviors was also done.
Review of turnover rates as a possible indicator of morale problems was done.
Brief interviews with a sampling of employees and managers, as well as with the HR manager,
were used to assess the communication structure both formal and informal and the morale
within the Township. Data on the number of grievances, complaints and issues related to
morale were examined.
Review of the Performance Management process for non-bargaining unit employees.

EVALUATION
Some basic best practices in place.
There are 66 employees in the collective bargaining units, which represents 57% of the total
regular population (not including summer employees).
The relationship with the bargaining units, as defined by the HR Manager, appears to be
somewhat traditional and not significantly adversarial. This was verified by the low number of
union grievances: 2006 – 6; 2007 – 5; 2008 to date – none.
There are no regular formal consistent communication structures currently in place, though
messages/memos are sent out through the e-mail system to communicate with managers and
employees. There are also paper memos sent out to managers and employees. Some
employees, in public works, for example, don‘t have their own computers, but there are kiosks
provided for them to use; however, there are no statistics available on the rate of usage. The
Township is working on setting up an internal ―
Intranet‖ or share system.
Though there are some documented policies, there are many that still need to be established
and communicated with appropriate groups, employees, managers, etc. There is no formal
employee handbook. Employees do receive copies of some policies related to use of computer
equipment, FMLA, benefits, and other policies in their ―
New Hire‖ packets.
Employees who were in place at the time got copies of the Harassment Policy when recent
training was done on this subject.
Meetings are held within departments and for managers on an as-needed basis regarding HR
issues/policies. In general, there does not appear to be a strong, consistent structure for
communication with employees. The Township Manager does hold meetings to make major
announcements. Employees interviewed indicated that they felt that the Manager does a good
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job of trying to keep them informed. All agreed that there were times when they might not get all
the information they thought they needed and that there was not a consistent flow of
communication.
The Township uses the insurance broker‘s web information system to provide data and access
forms, etc., for benefits for employees.
Anecdotal information indicates that there is generally good morale among employees. Despite
what appears to be a higher than normal level of turnover in the Administrative Division in
particular, the interviewed sample of employees thought that most employees liked working for
the Township.
There was some frustration with receiving too many notices on particular subjects expressed by
the interviewed employees.
The employees interviewed had a varying degree of understanding of the sustainability program
but none had a total picture at this time.
There are no statistics available to HR on absenteeism; therefore, this measure of morale can
not be examined.
The Performance Review Process is well developed. It is done semi-annually (there is a less
formal up-date at 6 months) for non-bargaining unit employees. The employee does a self
review and the supervisor reviews the performance and the next level manager reviews the
forms. In the case of non-exempt employees, the areas considered are Quality and Quantity of
Work; Initiative; Interpersonal Communication and Dependability. For Exempt employees, all of
those areas are rated and goals specific to the work of each employee are evaluated. The
goals are established at the beginning of the evaluation period. The HR Manager reviews all
forms and does follow up on any that are inconsistent or where there appears to be an issue or
a problem. The performance evaluations are not related to the reward system.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS
1. Start communicating more now about sustainability and the impact of the initiatives on
individuals and their jobs. Create employee focus groups to discuss sustainability and
get their thoughts on how to institute the changes. Studies show that employees accept
changes that they believe they are a part of at a much higher degree.
2. Plan now for engaging the collective bargaining units in the initiative taking into
consideration the terms of the current collective bargaining agreements. The apparent
good relations with the unions should help in gaining their support for changes.
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3. Some unions, particularly those in other countries, have embraced a positive view of
sustainability. The Township bargaining officials on the management side should
become familiar with standards and perspectives so they can develop a strategy going
forward.

RESOURCES
United Steelworkers initiative: http://www.uswa.ca/program/content/3573.php
Information on Organized Labor and the Environment:
http://www.local2627.org/labor/environment.shtml

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS
1. Publish and distribute an Employee Handbook, which includes up-to-date policy
information and a specific policy on sustainability. This could be a paper and on-line
version so it would be available to all employees. Have meetings with employees to
introduce the book and review its contents and have employee sign-off sheets to
acknowledge receipt and recognition of responsibility to adhere to the policies therein.
2. Create a better formal communication process so that information can be more effective
and timely. Consider the population and their needs for the best way to receive and give
information. Have a link to sustainability information that is updated on a monthly basis.

RESOURCES
Society for HR Management (SHRM) online articles about communicating sustainability efforts,
June 2008 at: www.shrm.org/hrmagazine also resources for improving communication with
employees in general.
Consider using a Human Resource Consulting firm to assist with communication plans and
development of policies and a handbook.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: EMPLOYEE & LABOR RELATIONS
1. Invest in sustainability reminder templates, permanent job process signs, more access to
computers and e-mail (include more training for employees who don‘t have desk jobs
and for whom e-mail may not be as intuitive). Consider creation and distribution of
Podcasts related to sustainability topics/education. This can be particularly effective
when communicating with the in-coming Y Gen employees who will replace the Boomers
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over the next 10 years. With the high number of potential retirements there should be a
focus on how younger generations want to receive information.
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HEALTH & SAFETY
The best practices in HR indicate that employees‘ who are in a safe work environment are able
to perform better and have a higher level of morale. This includes safety policies, practices,
health and wellness programs, security, etc.
It can be argued that this is an aspect of Sustainability of Human Resources that can be used to
engage the employees in the sustainability program.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS COMPONENTS
Review of safety policies, programs, practices, accident rates, lost work time.
The Township has a documented safety policy; a safety committee; and does a considerable
amount of training for individuals involved in areas where safety issues may occur.
There was no data immediately available on accident rates and lost work time.

EVALUATION
Some best practices being used in this area.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Build on the current state by gathering data on safety records. Include sustainability in
communication about safety since following safe practices often also protects the
environment and it ―
sustains‖ the health and productivity of the employee workforce.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Include sustainability in the work of the existing Safety Committee.

TIER 3 RECOMMENDATION: HEALTH & SAFETY
1. Consider including health and safety topics in labor agreements.
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TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
Training and Development includes all aspects of employee development, including
professional development and technical skills training.

ANALYSIS OF PROCESS COMPONENTS
The Township does a considerable amount of training. Most of it is focused on Safety;
Leadership skills for managers, and some job specific technical skills according to available
records. There is also a tuition reimbursement program for employees who are pursuing
additional education.
There is no oversight in HR for what training is done in the Departments, though the
Departments are expected to inform HR so records can be kept.
The Performance Appraisal Program for non bargaining unit employees includes a training and
development section on the forms. It is not clear that employees or managers are held
responsible for these plans. In addition, the bargaining unit employees don‘t have this planning
available to them.
There was an orientation program, but it is not used due to timing and scheduling issues related
to getting people on to the job.

EVALUATION
Meets minimum best practice advice.
Employee development and training is not centrally coordinated, though the HR Department has
been able to get information from other departments to keep training records. Safety and
technical training necessary for employees to do their jobs or in areas required by laws and
regulations seems to be done well, at least according to the records.
Other training appears to be done in a less planned way. There was recent training for
managers on leadership when it was recognized by the Township Manager that employees
would benefit from doing it. There was also some training related to Sexual Harassment
Prevention done for all employees that correlated to distribution of a policy.
Though there was an orientation program developed, it has not been used due to timing issues.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
1. Revive the Orientation program and include information on sustainability.
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2. Consider more coordination between Departments and HR to make sure training is
consistently offered as appropriate for all employees. Make training related to
sustainability a part of training for all employees.
3. Develop a formal Employee Development Program for use with all employees to support
sustainability of Human Resources.
4. Develop a more formal employee development program to plan and track development
and training for all employees. Use information from the Performance Appraisal
program for the non-bargaining unit employees.

CERTIFICATIONS AND EVALUATION
SYSTEMS
Environmental Management System (EMS) ISO 14001 Certification
The purpose of this section is to discuss the appropriate opportunities for Cranberry Township
to pursue ISO 14001 certification.
ISO 14001 is an international standard which recognizes the actions of responsible
organizations in the management and controlling of their environment. Local governments are
developing EMSs for a variety of reasons - to ensure regulatory compliance, to take care of
requirements and requests from customers and other stakeholders, avoid micro-management
and deal with bigger picture items (including a shift from end-of-pipe solutions to more upstream
management of environmental problems), to develop a systematic approach to integrate with
health and safety, and also to show leadership in environmental performance.
Community organizations and municipalities achieving ISO 14001 certification can effect a
substantial saving of everyday resources that they use for their operations. They can also cut
costs on several fronts due to the review process that identifies wasteful uses of resources and
leads to savings in energy and materials. Creation and use of an ISO 14001-certified EMS
leads to improved efficiency in operation and better integration in day-to-day activities. ISO
14001 demonstrates a municipality‘s commitment to its residents and stakeholders, including
the private business sector, which are increasingly embracing ISO 14001. ISO 14001
Certification is intended to tell purchasers that the certificate holder has a system in place to
consider those aspects of its operations that could potentially affect the environment and to
address such aspects. Certified organizations can be expected to have a system in place to
respond to potential environmental disasters and other emergencies, to comply with various
environmental, legal and other regulations which they are obliged to meet and to conduct
periodic internal audits of the environmental management system. The ISO 14001 certificate
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holder must also demonstrate that management periodically reviews the environmental
management system to assure that the system is functioning as intended.
Many municipalities are implementing EMSs. Some currently pursuing ISO 14001 certification,
while others are developing their system based on ISO 14001, with no intention of certification
(self-declaration or self-certification). Some municipalities in the U.S. who have pursued and
signed on with ISO 14001 certification:
- Ann Arbor, Michigan
- City of San Diego (Treatment and Disposal Division)
- Jackson Hole, WY
- Scottsdale, AZ
- Gastonia, NC (Treatment and Disposal Division)
There are over 200 businesses in Pennsylvania who have achieved ISO 14001 certification, as
well, as several state agencies, such as the PA Department of Transportation. In 2001
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection established a certification program for
communities who wanted to pursue ISO 14001 certification, including grant funding.

Cranberry‟s Opportunities for ISO 14001 Certification
The first and most important stage of pursuing ISO 14001 certification requires that a core group
of top management decide to pursue such a strategy and that the initiative is driven by a
committed, high-level person in the organization.
Such a meeting of municipal management was convened on June 11, 2008. At the meeting,
discussion centered on the idea that the best opportunity to begin the ISO 14001 process would
be to focus on the Township‘s vehicle fleet certification.
The key first steps involve providing the Township with a short introduction to ISO 14001
management systems, in order to aid in the communication of the initiative and process. In
addition, the management group requested that a checklist be provided for the initiative.

Introduction to the Vehicle Fleet Initiative ISO 14001 Certification
An ISO 14001 Environmental Management System (EMS) consists of a systematic and
documented approach for maintaining adaptive control over an organizations environmental
issues and opportunities. The main feature of such a system is that its various components
interact to provide measurable information, resulting in continuous improvements in
performance. Such processes are stable and repeatable, yet adaptable over time. They
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provide the ability to predict future performance outcomes and to quickly highlight conditions
that drift out-of-bounds from current or future desired performance outcomes.
The main components of an ISO 14001 EMS are:
An Environmental Policy Statement adapted and promoted by senior management
A planning process that grasps the interaction of an organization‘s environmental
aspects of an organization with its operations management
A documentation of organizational structure for which responsibility of who manages
which environmental aspects
A reporting, documentation, and reporting structure
Measurement systems and auditing procedures
Review processes for management
The reasons organizations undergo such an auditing system are because of the benefits such a
system provides, including:
Operational cost savings through energy and waste reduction, higher resource
productivity, improved cost controls, reduced cost of regulatory compliance, and reduced
liabilities
Improved customer relation, such as improved service quality at lower cost, improved
planning, improved resource and supply chain management, access to capital, and
easier coordination with other certified organizations
Improved community relations, such as higher worker productivity, improved health and
safety, and improved organizational image.
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Checklist for Creating an Environmental Management System for Cranberry‟s Fleet

Step

Process

Y/N and
Degree of
Achievement

Commitment and Policy
1

Vehicle fleet management has defined an environmental policy for the vehicle fleet
operations

2

The vehicle fleet environmental policy is appropriate for the nature, scale, and impacts of
the vehicle fleet‘s operations

3

The environmental policy contains a commitment to continuous improvement and
pollution prevention

4

The environmental policy includes a commitment to abide legal and regulatory
requirements

5

The policy includes a framework for setting and reviewing environmental objectives and
targets for vehicle fleet operations

6

The environmental policy is documented, implemented, communicated, and maintained
by all vehicle fleet operations personnel

7

The policy is in a form that can be made available to the public

Planning
8

There is a procedure to identify the environmental aspects of vehicle fleet operations
over which you have control or influence and to determine actual or potential significant
impacts on the environment

9

Environmental impacts from vehicle fleet operations are used to set targets for setting
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environmental objectives for fleet operations
10

There is a procedure to identify legal requirements applicable to environmental aspects
of vehicle fleet operations

11

Environmental targets and objectives of vehicle fleet operations have been identified and
a process is in place for updating these documents

12

Management procedures are documented and put into operation for achieving
environmental targets for vehicle operations

Operations
13

Vehicle fleet roles, responsibilities and authorities are defined, documented and
communicated to all vehicle fleet personnel

14

Management provides the needed resources for the operation, updating, and control of
the vehicle fleet environmental management system

15

Training needs are identified to make the vehicle fleet environmental management
system operational

16

Procedures are in place so that vehicle fleet employees at each function and level are
aware of environmental issues relevant to their job tasks

17

Personnel working in operations where the environmental impacts are significant are
competent

18

Procedures are in place for communicating the environmental management system
internally with other vehicle fleet and Township personnel, as well as externally to other
stakeholders

19

There is documentation that describes the environmental management

20

Document control procedures are in place for maintaining the vehicle fleet management
control system
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21

All documents are in a proper form, locations, and format

22

The vehicle fleet operational aspects that have significant environmental impacts have
been identified

23

Operational aspects with significant impacts have been planned so that they are carried
out in specific ways under specified conditions

24

Procedures have been identified for responding to emergency conditions and accidents

25

Emergency condition procedures are tested, reviewed and updated after tests and actual
incidents

Checking, Correction, Updating, and Adapting
26

Procedures been established for monitoring and measuring on a regular basis the key
characteristics of the operations and activities that can have a significant environmental
impact

27

There are established, documented procedures for the periodic evaluation of compliance
with relevant environmental legislation and regulations

28

Procedures are established for defining responsibility and authority for handling
nonconformance and the taking of corrective and preventive action

29

Procedures for the identification, maintenance and disposition of environmental records
are established

30

There are procedures for periodic EMS audits

Management Review
31

Top management has reviewed the EMS policies

32

Procedures are in place for top management to periodically review EMS policies
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TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: ENVIRONMENTAL MAN AGEMENT SYSTEM
(EMS)
1.

It is recommended that Cranberry use the included checklist to begin taking the
necessary steps for crafting and implementing an environmental management system
for its vehicle operations as a pilot site. By using the checklist, Cranberry will be putting
into place the necessary components of an environmental management system that will
become eligible for ISO 14001 certification.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATION: ENVIRONMENTAL MAN AGEMENT SYSTEM
(EMS)
1. Cranberry should consider engaging an ISO 14001 certification consultant after the
checklist items have been put into operation. This consultant will be able to provide
guidance of making sure that the checklist-based policies and procedures can be
formatted to ISO 14001 specifications suitable for auditing and certification.

Helpful Resources
Best Practices Guide: Application of ISO 14001 Environmental Management Systems (EMS) for
Municipalities available online at:
http://www.iie.org/programs/energy/pdfs/Applic%20ISO%2014000%20for%20Municipalities.pdf
ISO 14001 Environmental Management System Self-Assessment Checklist available online at:
http://www.ofee.gov/ems/training/GEMI%20Self%20Assessment%20Checklist.pdf

List of ISO 14001 Certifiers and Consultants in Western Pennsylvania
Camp Dresser & McKee Inc. (CDM) is a full-service, global consulting, engineering,
construction, and operations firm committed to exceptional client service to improve the
environment and infrastructure. CDM offers the full range of environmental management system
(EMS) services to support cost-effective environmental management and regulatory
compliance. CDM's EMS services are focused on implementing systems that meet each of its
clients' unique business needs in conformance with ISO 14001 or other standards as
appropriate. CDM tailors its services to help its clients meet their needs in areas including: gap
analyses; environmental policy and procedures documentation; environmental aspects,
objectives, and targets identification; awareness, competency, and auditing training; compliance
and conformance audits; and information management. CDM has five offices in Pennsylvania.
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For more information, contact:
Camp Dresser & McKee Inc.
2740 Smallman Street, Suite 100
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
Tel: (412) 201-5500
Fax: (412) 201-5522
Concurrent Technologies Corporation (CTC), an independent non-profit organization, has
developed training modules to assist clients in the evaluation, planning, development and
implementation of Environmental Management Systems within their organizations. They also
offer consulting services specifically tailored to address client needs in baseline evaluation and
initial planning, documentation and system implementation, ISO 14000 certification readiness
audits.
For more information contact:
Concurrent Technologies Corporation
1450 Scalp Avenue
Johnstown, PA 15904
Phone: (814)269-6244
Fax: (814)269-6805
E-mail: thoms@ctc.com
Environmental Data Validation, Inc. (EDV, Inc.) is an environmental consulting firm located in
Pittsburgh, PA. EDV, Inc offers consulting services in ISO 14001 and training courses, such as
ISO 14001 Implementation, ISO Internal Auditor training, Introduction to ISO 14001 and Train
the Trainer. Both on-site and off-site services are available. EDV, Inc. assists companies to
improve or implement their Environmental Management System (EMS) based on the ISO14000
series of standards; perform gap analysis and integrate any existing system such as health and
Safety or Quality with the EMS.
For more information contact:
EDV, Inc
1326 Orangewood Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15216
Telephone: (412) 341-5281
Fax: (412) 571-1932
E-mail: mwalters@edv-inc.com
Website: http://www.edv-inc.com
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Management Systems Consulting, Inc. (MSC) provides comprehensive management systems
consulting for identifying, controlling and improving your quality and environmental systems and
processes. MSC focuses on the complexities and uniqueness of each client to develop a
program specifically tailored to your manufacturing or service operation. MSC also provides a
state-of-the-art document imaging service for converting hard copy media to CD-ROM.
For more information contact:
Management Systems Consulting, Inc.
10850 Perry Highway
Suite 201
Wexford, PA 15090
Telephone: (724) 934-8399
Meredith-EMC, an independent consulting firm, assists companies in improving their
environmental management through use of systems and tools such as the ISO 14000 series
standards. Meredith-EMC provides briefings for management and staff; evaluation of existing
systems and ISO 14001 gap analysis; aspects / impacts analysis; project planning; practical
help in EMS design and implementation, integration with quality or health & safety systems,
environmental performance evaluation, and reporting; and development and delivery of training
programs. For those seeking ISO 14001 certification, services also include help in
understanding the process, selecting a Registrar, pre-certification review, preparing for a
certification audit, and maintaining certification.
For more information contact:
Meredith-EMC
134 Meredith Drive
Mars, PA 16046
Telephone: (724) 625-9552
Fax: (724) 625-9553
E-mail: critzert@fyi.net

LEED CERTIFICATION
The national LEED Existing Building certification extends a badge of performance to qualifying
facilities related to their overall sustainability. It is a cross-cutting assessment and provides an
additional framework for the Cranberry‘s aspirations for becoming more sustainable. Achieving
LEED EB certification amounts to demonstrating that a particular facility has met criteria
according to the LEED standard. Many of the findings from this overall comprehensive
sustainability assessment, if implemented, will lead to the satisfaction of LEED criteria. The
emphasis of this Phase II report regarding LEED certification will be to collect and document
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these achievements so that the Township will be in a good position to determine if it should
proceed with choosing to contract a LEED EB certifier to begin the certification process. The
Municipal Office Facility will be the focus.
Pursuing LEED EB certification will provide Cranberry with the capacity to make informed
decisions about this demonstrative sustainability certification program. LEED EB maximizes
operational efficiency while minimizing environmental impacts. It provides a recognized,
performance-based benchmark for building owners and operators to measure operations,
improvements and maintenance on a consistent scale. LEED-EB is a road map for delivering
economically profitable, environmentally responsible, healthy, productive places to live and
work.
Cranberry Township is in the position to begin to explore the possibility of getting one or several
of its buildings LEED certified. Certification requires achieving at a minimum of 32 points on the
LEED Existing Building checklist published by the U.S. Green Building Council. The checklist is
included below. Cranberry can use this checklist, as well as the certification manual, to
evaluate the potential for one or several of its operational buildings may be eligible for LEED
certification. For more details on the definitions of the checklist criteria, see:
US GBC LEED EB Main Site:
http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?CMSPageID=221
US GBC LEED EB Version 2.0 Green Building Rating System
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=913
US GBC LEED EB Version 2.0 Checklist
http://www.usgbc.org/ShowFile.aspx?DocumentID=2247
On the following checklist, it has been noted as to which items are in practice within Cranberry
that would likely qualify as achieving credit. The Municipal Center building is used in this
example. Items where current achievement of credit is rather certain are indicated with a ―
Y‖ on
the checklist. Items where Cranberry can possibly achieve credit are indicated with a ―
P‖ in the
second column. These possible items are ones that require a Tier-2 level of investment on the
part of the Township in order to achieve that level of credit. Items labeled with a ―
U‖ are ones
that would require at least a Tier-3 level of effort to achieve credit, if possible at all.
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LEED for Existing Buildings v2.0
Registered Building Checklist

Cranberry Municipal Center

Yes

Possible

Unlikely

(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)
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Sustainable Sites

P

14
Points

Prereq 1

Erosion & Sedimentation Control

Required

Prereq 2

Age of Building

Required

P

Credit
1.1

Plan for Green Site & Building Exterior Management - 4 specific actions

1

P

Credit
1.2

Plan for Green Site & Building Exterior Management - 8 specific actions

1

Credit 2

High Development Density Building & Area

1

P

Credit
3.1

Alternative Transportation - Public Transportation Access

1

P

Credit
3.2

Alternative Transportation - Bicycle Storage & Changing Rooms

1

P

Credit
3.3

Alternative Transportation - Alternative Fuel Vehicles

1

Y

U
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P

Credit
3.4

Alternative Transportation - Car Pooling & Telecommuting

1

P

Credit
4.1

Reduced Site Disturbance - Protect or Restore Open Space (50% of site area)

1

Credit
4.2

Reduced Site Disturbance - Protect or Restore Open Space (75% of site area)

1

P

Credit
5.1

Stormwater Management - 25% Rate and Quantity Reduction

1

P

Credit
5.2

Stormwater Management - 50% Rate and Quantity Reduction

1

Credit
6.1

Heat Island Reduction - Non-Roof

1

P

Credit
6.2

Heat Island Reduction - Roof

1

P

Credit 7

Light Pollution Reduction

1

U

U

Yes

Possible

Unlikely
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(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)

Water Efficiency

P

5 Points

Prereq 1

Minimum Water Efficiency

Required

Y

Prereq 2

Discharge Water Compliance

Required

Y

Credit
1.1

Water Efficient Landscaping - Reduce Potable Water Use by 50%

1

P

Credit
1.2

Water Efficient Landscaping - Reduce Potable Water Use by 95%

1

P

Credit 2

Innovative Wastewater Technologies

1

Credit
3.1

Water Use Reduction - 10% Reduction

1

Credit
3.2

Water Use Reduction - 20% Reduction

1

Y

P
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Yes

Possible

Unlikely

(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)

Energy & Atmosphere

23
Points

Y

Prereq 1

Existing Building Commissioning

Required

Y

Prereq 2

Minimum Energy Performance - Energy Star 60

Required

Y

Prereq 3

Ozone Protection

Required

*Note for EAc1: All LEED for Existing Buildings projects registered after June 26th, 2007 are required to achieve at least two (2) points under EAc1.

Credit 1
P

Optimize Energy Performance
Energy Star Rating - 63
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1 to 10
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P

Energy Star Rating - 67

2

P

Energy Star Rating - 71

3

P

Energy Star Rating - 75

4

P

Energy Star Rating - 79

5

U

Energy Star Rating - 83

6

U

Energy Star Rating - 87

7

U

Energy Star Rating - 91

8

U

Energy Star Rating - 95

9

U

Energy Star Rating - 99

10

P

Credit
2.1

Renewable Energy - On-site 3% / Off-site 15%

1

P

Credit
2.2

Renewable Energy - On-site 6% / Off-site 30%

1

Credit

Renewable Energy - On-site 9% / Off-site 45%

1

P
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2.3
P

Credit
2.4

Renewable Energy - On-site 12% / Off-site 60%

1

P

Credit
3.1

Building Operation & Maintenance - Staff Education

1

P

Credit
3.2

Building Operation & Maintenance - Building Systems Maintenance

1

P

Credit
3.3

Building Operation & Maintenance - Building Systems Monitoring

1

P

Credit 4

Additional Ozone Protection

1

Credit
5.1

Performance Measurement - Enhanced Metering (4 specific actions)

1

Credit
5.2

Performance Measurement - Enhanced Metering (8 specific actions)

1

P

Credit
5.3

Performance Measurement - Enhanced Metering (12 specific actions)

1

P

Credit
5.4

Performance Measurement - Emission Reduction Reporting

1

Y

P
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P

Credit 6

Yes

Possible

Unlikely

(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)

Documenting Sustainable Building Cost Impacts

Materials & Resources

1

16
Points

P

Prereq
1.1

Source Reduction & Waste Management - Waste Stream Audit

Required

P

Prereq
1.2

Source Reduction & Waste Management - Storage & Collection

Required

Prereq 2

Toxic Material Source Reduction - Reduced Mercury in Light Bulbs

Required

U

Credit
1.1

Construction, Demolition & Renovation Waste Management - Divert 50%

1

U

Credit
1.2

Construction, Demolition & Renovation Waste Management - Divert 75%

1

Y
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P

Credit
2.1

Optimize Use of Alternative Materials - 10% of Total Purchases

1

P

Credit
2.2

Optimize Use of Alternative Materials - 20% of Total Purchases

1

P

Credit
2.3

Optimize Use of Alternative Materials - 30% of Total Purchases

1

P

Credit
2.4

Optimize Use of Alternative Materials - 40% of Total Purchases

1

P

Credit
2.5

Optimize Use of Alternative Materials - 50% of Total Purchases

1

P

Credit
3.1

Optimize Use of IAQ Compliant Products - 45% of Annual Purchases

1

P

Credit
3.2

Optimize Use of IAQ Compliant Products - 90% of Annual Purchases

1

P

Credit
4.1

Sustainable Cleaning Products & Materials - 30% of Annual Purchases

1

P

Credit
4.2

Sustainable Cleaning Products & Materials - 60% of Annual Purchases

1
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P

Credit
4.3

Sustainable Cleaning Products & Materials - 90% of Annual Purchases

1

P

Credit
5.1

Occupant Recycling - Recycle 30% of the Total Waste Stream

1

P

Credit
5.2

Occupant Recycling - Recycle 40% of the Total Waste Stream

1

P

Credit
5.3

Occupant Recycling - Recycle 50% of the Total Waste Stream

1

P

Credit 6

Additional Toxic Material Source Reduction - Reduced Mercury in Light Bulbs

1

Yes

Possible

Unlikely

(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)

Indoor Environmental Quality

P

Prereq 1

Outside Air Introduction & Exhaust Systems

Cranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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Y

Prereq 2

Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control

Required

Y

Prereq 3

Asbestos Removal or Encapsulation

Required

Y

Prereq 4

PCB Removal

Required

P

Credit 1

Outside Air Delivery Monitoring

1

P

Credit 2

Increased Ventilation

1

P

Credit 3

Construction IAQ Management Plan

1

P

Credit
4.1

Documenting Productivity Impacts - Absenteeism & Healthcare Cost Impacts

1

P

Credit
4.2

Documenting Productivity Impacts - Other Productivity Impacts

1

P

Credit
5.1

Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control - Reduce Particulates in Air System

1

P

Credit
5.2

P

Credit
6.1

Indoor Chemical & Pollutant Source Control - Isolation of High Volume Copy/Print/Fax
Room

Controllability of Systems - Lighting

Cranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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Credit
6.2

Controllability of Systems - Temperature & Ventilation

1

Credit
7.1

Thermal Comfort - Compliance

1

Credit
7.2

Thermal Comfort - Permanent Monitoring System

1

U

Credit
8.1

Daylight & Views - Daylight for 50% of Spaces

1

U

Credit
8.2

Daylight & Views - Daylight for 75% of Spaces

1

U

Credit
8.3

Daylight & Views - Views for 45% of Spaces

1

U

Credit
8.4

Daylight & Views - Views for 90% of Spaces

1

P

Credit 9

Contemporary IAQ Practice

1

P

Credit
10.1

Green Cleaning - Entryway Systems

1

P

P

P
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P

Credit
10.2

Green Cleaning - Isolation of Janitorial Closets

1

P

Credit
10.3

Green Cleaning - Low Environmental Impact Cleaning Policy

1

P

Credit
10.4

Green Cleaning - Low Environmental Impact Pest Management Policy

1

P

Credit
10.5

Green Cleaning - Low Environmental Impact Pest Management Policy

1

P

Credit
10.6

Green Cleaning - Low Environmental Impact Cleaning Equipment Policy

1

Yes

Possible

Unlikely

(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)

Innovation & Design Process

U

Credit
1.1

Innovation in Upgrades, Operation & Maintenance

Cranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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1
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U

Credit
1.2

Innovation in Upgrades, Operation & Maintenance

1

U

Credit
1.3

Innovation in Upgrades, Operation & Maintenance

1

U

Credit
1.4

Innovation in Upgrades, Operation & Maintenance

1

U

Credit 2

LEED™ Accredited Professional

1

Yes

Possible

Unlikely

(Tier1)

(Tier 2)

(Tier 3)

3

63

19

Project Totals (pre-certification estimates)

85
Points

Certified: 32-39 points, Silver: 40-7 points, Gold: 48-63 points, Platinum: 64-85
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ESTIMATED COSTS
In addition to the costs that would be necessary to implement the needed changes to practice to
meet the standards to achieve credit in the above checklist, there are costs associated with
engaging a LEED certified consultant to assist the Township in preparing for certification, for
registering an application to the LEED program, and for undergoing the actual certification
process. Estimated costs for these items are:
$10,000 to $20,000
$3,000 to $4,000
$6,000 to $8,000

Contract a LEED consultant
Fee to register to make application to LEED
Fee for LEED certification process

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATION: LEED CERTIFICATION
1. From this assessment, Cranberry will need to address 5 of the prerequisite conditions
required before any credits can be granted towards certification. The Township has
already in place practices that would qualify for 3 LEED credits without having to make
much of any investments in practices to achieve those 3 credits.

TIER 2 RECOMMENDATIONS: LEED CERTIFICATION
1. The Township has a wide leeway in deciding how far they wish to go to achieve
certification. Many of the elements are within the possibility of the Township to put into
practice the required items in order to receive credits at a Tier-2 level of investment.
Depending on the amount and degree of investment, the Township has the possibility of
achieving Certified through Gold status of certification. It is highly unlikely that the
Township will be able to achieve platinum certification, as there are too many items out
of reach in terms of investment to reach Platinum certification.
2. Specifically, the Township has the potential to achieve about 8 LEED points though
energy efficiency and renewable energy purchasing practices. These practices can also
result in cost savings though reduction in energy costs. Other areas ripe for getting
credits are in the areas of waste management, green purchasing, operational
procedures, and site/stormwater management.
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GOLF COURSE – AUDUBON
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION
The Audubon Cooperative Sanctuary Program for Golf Courses (ACSP) is an award winning
education and certification program that helps golf courses protect our environment and
preserve the natural heritage of the game of golf. It is currently the leading standard associated
with environmental performance for golf courses. The program enhances the valuable natural
areas and wildlife habitats that golf courses provide, improves efficiency, and minimizes
potentially harmful impacts of golf operations.
Certification improves the practice of golf course management. A course can achieve
certification by implementing environmental management practices in the areas of
environmental planning, wildlife and habitat management, chemical use reduction and safety,
water conservation, water quality management, and outreach and education. Certification
demonstrates leadership as a steward of the environment and publicly recognizes and rewards
your environmental achievements
The possibility of having Cranberry Highlands Golf Course achieve certification according to the
ACSP standards was discussed with Manager John Shuster on June 11, 2008. According to
Mr. Shuster, the course already has obtained the Audubon registration packet and has started
to implement some of the procedures in order to become certified. The course already has put
into practice minimization of pesticide and herbicide use, the use of native species of grasses
and other plants on golf course rough and other non-fairway sites, mowing is minimized to
reduce the use of fuel, and the course watering system uses wastewater from the nearby
wastewater treatment plant in order to minimize its water use footprint. In addition, the golf
course has installed bird houses that serve as 150 yard markers on each fairway. These
houses are occupied by native species of bluebirds, which are sensitive to habitat.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: GOLF COURSE AUDUBON
INTERNATIONAL CERTIFICATION
1. The golf course should continue to document and pursue its Audubon certification as it is
already doing many of the required practices to achieve certification.
2. Cranberry should also be proactive in telling the story of its achievement of this
certification.
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MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS, POLICY &
PLANNING
Recommendations on the Current Operating and Capital Budgeting Process
This section describes the degree to which the projected capital expenditures implement the
comprehensive plan and assesses the extent to which capital expenditures are consistent with
sustainability principles.
The Township has no multi-year capital improvement program. Each year the finance officer
requests submissions from departments for both the operating and capital budget.
Responses from the departments are of varying quality. Ideally, life cycle costs, maintenance
records and sources from which the request can be purchased are included. The capital
requests go on a list from which the Township administration selects projects to be presented to
the governing body as part of the overall budget request.
Mainly the projects that are selected are expected to be finished in the budget years. Therefore,
one of the primary filters in project selection is whether the staff feels that there are the financial
and personnel resources to accomplish this.
In general, around $2-3 million worth of capital projects are budgeted each year. These funds
are not bonded but come from the general fund. In addition to the general capital budget there
are four enterprise funds:
golf course which covers its operating cost and most of its capital debt annually
swimming pool which also covers its operating cost but not its debt payment
sewer which covers both operating and capital costs
water which also covers both operating and capital costs

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: MUNICIPAL PROGRAMS, POLICY &
PLANNING
1. It is recommended that the departments be asked to indicate which and to what extent
the Principles to Guide Cranberry’s Sustainable Development, adopted by the governing
board, are addressed in their requests.
2. It is recommended that selection of those requests to be funded be consciously
evaluated against the Principles.
Cranberry Township Sustainability Assessment
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3. Overall, the annual operating budget and capital improvement program budgeting
process are opportunities for Cranberry management to use the Principles to Guide
Cranberry’s Sustainable Development to inform these processes. The perspectives
offered in the Principles provide a useful lens and decision making framework for
considering choices and their potential impacts on the sustainability of the Township.
4. Clearly, given the adoption of the principles by the governing body, budgeting requests
to be funded should be consciously evaluated against the Cranberry Principles.
5. Use the following questions to evaluate the requests using the Cranberry Principles:
g. Which if any of the principles adopted by the governing body does the request
address?
h. How does it address this/these principle(s) in qualitative and/or quantitative terms?
i.

How does the proposed expenditure preserve or enhance the natural environment?

j.

How does the proposed expenditure promote social equity?

k. How does the proposed expenditure promote quality economic development? (Here,
quality means at least living wage jobs that provide benefits and the opportunity to
move up the ladder, plus diversification of Cranberry‘s economy.)
l.

How does the budget address implementation of recommendations found in the July
2008 Sustainability Assessment?

LAND USE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Sustainable land use and development management will produce a municipality that will be
characterized by a strong sense of community and well-being by its citizens, a healthy
community with low levels of air and water pollution, ribbons of green connecting homes, jobs,
shopping and community services, cost effective construction, use and maintenance of
infrastructure, and a diverse mix of people, housing and land uses. These attributes are
captured in the ―
Principles to Guide Cranberry‘s Sustainable Development‖ adopted by the
board.
Cranberry Township‘s policies and ordinances contain a number of sustainable attributes.
However, it is at a significant decision point. The elected officials and staff recognize this and
are, therefore, embarked on creating a sustainable comprehensive plan. At present, the
Township is a vital municipality that has grown rapidly and is the subject of development
demand that can continue this expansion. Without sustainable management the potential
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downside is increased traffic congestion with its concomitant loss of time and increased air
pollution, loss of farmland and open space and increased runoff and water pollution.
However, development can be managed in ways that will produce sustainable outcomes. The
Pennsylvania Municipalities Planning Code authorizes the elected officials to take pro-active
action that will accomplish this.
The extent of development and its sustainability will depend on the desires of Cranberry‘s
citizens and the leadership of its elected and appointed officials. Sustainability does not mean
―
no growth.‖ Almost any level of growth can be managed sustainably.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: LAND USE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
1. It is critical that a consensus vision be identified to define the community‘s future
character and quality of life.
2. Following a vision that is reflected in the comprehensive plan all else is implementation
using tools such as zoning and subdivision/land development ordinances and public
investment through capital programs and budgets.
3. Regardless of the level of desired development, the first step should be to identify those
places that should be protected. Currently the Township‘s zoning map shows all land
available for development. Instead, woods, farms, stream valleys, wetlands, steep
slopes, unique vistas, historical and cultural assets all of which define a community
should be reserved for future generations.
4. Growth would then be directed to existing developed areas or as logical extensions of
them. Such development should be denser and reserve more open space (often called
conservation subdivision or green subdivision) than most Township development to
date. This has the added benefits of reducing the private and public cost of additional
infrastructure and its future maintenance and insuring that existing public investments
are used most efficiently.
5. Efficient stewardship of public investments would be enhanced by developing an intracommunity transit service and expanding inter-municipal service through negotiations
with the Butler and Allegheny County transit providers. This could reduce auto use and
its attendant ills plus provide access to jobs in an expanding employment base.
6. A multi-year capital program should be developed. Those who are proposing projects
and programs for capital funding should address how they further the Principles adopted
by the Cranberry board.
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Zoning Recommendations Matrix
#

Recommendation

Costs

Benefits

Re: Current

Make or

Increase
Communit
Save Money y

Zoning Ordinance

Profile

Reduce
Environmental

Tier

Impacts

15

p.5; increase, rather than
decrease density and intensity

Township staff
time

Less
impervious
surface; less
infrastructure
to install and
maintain;
more green,
open
space;less
auto use

The
Township,
its citizens
and
developers
save money

Yes. This
indicates a
leadership
position.

Yes, substantially.

One

16

p. 28; segregate SUVs and
trucks from sedan type vehicles

Township

Reduced
accident
potential from
blind spots
when backing
out of parking
space

Fewer
accidents
should save
insurance
costs and/or
lawsuits

Yes.
Another
leadership
position.

Neutral

One

p.36; include man-made slopes

Township

Steep manmade slopes
may be

This would
remove
future

Neutral

Yes

One

17

staff time

18

p.39; the size, age and species
of woodlands should be specified
along with a requirement for an
inventory and replacement or fee
in lieu

P. 46; parking access to
residential off-street parking
should be via alleys

staff time

unstable and
require
maintenance;
e.g. Route 28

damage and
maintenance
costs

Township

Trees provide
carbon sinks
and produce
oxygen and
habitats for
flora and
fauna; they
also provide
passive
recreation

This would
maintain the
tree cover at
no public
cost

staff time;
developer staff
time, and
replacement or
in lieu cost

Township staff
time.
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Streets would
be safer for
pedestrians;
alleys can
provide the
location for
garbage
pickup and
undergroundi
ng of wires

Developmen
ts would be
marginally
more
expensive

Neutral

Yes

Two

Yes

Yes

Two
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and pipes

19

P49; the size of shared parking
should depend on the maximum
use desired at any one time

Township staff
time

Less
impervious
surface;
maximum
permitted
spaces
encourages
alternatives to
autos

Primary
savings
would be to
developers

Neutral

Yes

One

20

p.58; except for estate housing
residential setbacks should be a
maximum of 15‘ (in which a
porch is encouraged) and
commercial setbacks should be
zero(unless outside tables are

Township staff
time

Residential
eyes on the
street
promotes
public safety;
shallow
setbacks and

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

One
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intended) with parking in rear.

porches
provide
community
building
opportunities;
opportunities
for window
shopping
promotes
vitality and
handicapped
accessibility

21

p. 69; sub-section E is illegal
because all municipalities must
provide for all use except in the
case of multimunicipal
cooperation

Township staff
and solicitor
time

Correction will
prevent
developers
obtaining site
specific relief
from the
courts

Prevention
of defending
a lawsuit

22

p.70; although mixed use zoning
is appropriate, agriculture in
residential and commercial
districts will cause incompatibility
problems

Township staff
time

Prevention of
conflicts and
possible court
costs

Possible
Neutral
prevention of
court costs
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Neutral

Depends on the
location of site
specific relief –
probably neutral

One; should be
addressed
immediately

Neutral

One
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Page 71; The prohibition of
group homes in R-1 and R-2
should be checked against case
law to ensure that the Township
is not discriminating against
protected classes of people

Solicitor‘ time

23

p.80 and 81; address
compatibility issues re: permitted
residential uses and accessory
residential uses such as a child‘s
playhouses and no-impact home
businesses

24

p.91 and 93; the special purpose
of the SU-1 and SP-1 districts is
not evident.

25

p.104; parking in the front
setback should not be permitted

Protection
against lawsuits

Prevention
of defending
a lawsuit

Neutral

Neutral

One

Township staff
time

Promotes
consistency of
requirements

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

One

Township staff
time

Requiring that
parking be
located in the

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

One
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rear promotes
accessibility
and vitality to
the street
frontage; also
access to rear
parking from
the rear
promotes
public safety

The
residential
character will
be preserved

26

Page 127; freestanding signs
should not be permitted in
residential districts

Township staff
time

p. 173,220,222,226,227; reduce
travel lanes to 10 or 11 feet.

Township staff
and traffic
engineer‘s time
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Excess
cartway
promotes
speeding,
reducing
public safety;
provides
excess
impervious

Neutral

Neutral

Reduces visual
pollution

One

Public and
private cost
savings from
having to
construct
and maintain
excess
pavement

Neutral

Yes. Stormwater
runoff will be
reduced.

Two
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surface;
increases
costs of
installation
and
maintenance;
and reduces
opportunity for
community
building
27

P.210; sub-sections H. and H.(1)
may be in conflict

28

p. 213; block lengths should be
substantially less than 660 feet.

Township staff
and traffic
engineer‘s time
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Shorter block
lengths
should reduce
traffic speed
and mid-block
crossing both
improving
public safety;
the desirable
grid street
pattern also
functions
better

Possible
Neutral
prevention of
court costs

Neutral

One
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29

General; visitability requirements
should be reviewed

Township staff
time

Easier access Possible
Neutral
to buildings by prevention of
the
court costs
handicapped

Neutral

One

30

General; access management
should be reviewed to provide,
for example, parallel service
roads

Township staff
time

Traffic flow
would be
expedited;
accidents
from turning
movements
would be
reduces;
danger to
pedestrians
would be
reduced.

Additional
impervious
surface;
additional
construction
and
maintenance
costs.

Yes, this
indicates a
leadership
position

Negative based on
increased
impervious surface

Two

31

General; a municipality-wide
greenway/trail system should be
required

Township staff
and landscape
architecture‘s
time

Provides
alternative to
auto use;
improves
public health
through
exercise and
reduced air
pollution

No

Neutral

Dedication and
preservation of
greenway open
space is a major
environmental
benefit

Three
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32

P 189; PRDs

33

The developments observed in
Township staff
the field are inconsistent with the time
purpose of the PRD contained in
Section 27-901. In reality the
developments are of an R1 or R2
nature, not a PRD type cluster.
Recommend elimination of the
PRD section and adoption of a
conservation subdivision element
– see Marshall Township,
Allegheny County for an
example.

Will conserve
open space
and reduce
infrastructure
costs

Private
savings from
less
infrastructur
e costs;
public
savings from
lower
maintenance
and
replacement
costs

This would
be a
leadership
action.

Open space would
be conserved.

Three

34

Ordinance Amendment 2006366; an increase in impervious
surface offered as an incentive
is not sustainable unless there is
an off-set such as on-site
storage and infiltration of
stormwater

Re-charging
the ground
water helps to
maintain the
water table,
reduces
pollutants due
to filtering and
reduces
possible
damage
caused by
runoff.

Potentially
modest cost
to developer

Yes

Yes

Two

Township staff
time
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TND 1, 2 and 3 Recommendations Matrix
#

Recommendations

Costs

Benefits

TND 1, 2 and 3

Make/Save
Money

Increase
Community
Profile

Reduce
Environmental

Ordinance
35

p.10, (4)(c) and (f); bike lanes and
paths, as well as traffic calming
measures should be required, not
optional

36

P. 14, C. (1); clarification needed –
the total length of the seven
townhouses should not exceed 185
feet.

37

P. 14. D. the building should be
placed on the build-to line.

Town-ship

Tier

Impacts

Promotes auto
alter-natives,
staff
promotes
health
time;
throughexercise
developer
construction and reduction in
air pollution,
costs.
decreases
vehicle speeds
and promotes
public safety.

Neutral for
the
Township
but positive
for citizens.

Substantial
increase due
to leadership
position.

Yes. The land
and costs
required for the
lanes and paths
could be
counted against
the developer‘s
open space
obligation.

One

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

One
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street; helps to
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build sense of
community
38

p.27, 9, A. (1); residential build-to
Neutral
lines should be a maximum of 15‘
with a porch strongly suggested in the
front yard or, for a row house, a two
step entry; commercial build-to lines
should be zero unless outdoor eating
is expected. Appendix B shows
examples of these correct
placements.
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Eyes on the
street; helps to
build sense of
community. In
commercial
areas this will
promote street
vitality.

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

One
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Recommendations on the current Subdivision and
Land Development Ordinance Matrix

#

Recommendation;

Costs

Benefits

Subdivision and Land
Development

Make/Save
Money

Increase
Community
Profile

Reduce Environmental Tier

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

One

Neutral

Neutral

one

39

p. 5; note that the MPC permits
subdivision approval to be
delegated to a planning agency.

Neutral

Subdivision
review and
approval
could be
expedited.

40

p.33; the pre-application
conference fee might dissuade
developers from taking
advantage of this valuable tool

Loss of fee

More
No
developer
interest and
early
understanding
between the
Township and
the developer;
faster and
higher quality
development
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41

P 46; the shade tree
requirement should be specific
with respect to size, spacing,
location, species and
maintenance requirements.

Township

Clarity of
intent and
greater
likelihood that
the outcome
will be
satisfactory

Neutral

Neutral

Yes if
misunderstandings are
avoided

One

42

p.47; the terms Mature
Woodlands and Other
Woodlands should be more
precisely defined in terms of
acreage, size and species of
trees.

Township
staff time

Greater
likelihood that
the
woodlands
would be
preserved.

Neutral

Neutral

Definitely

One

43

p. 50; instead of making service
roads discretionary they should
be made part of a municipality
access management plan.

Township
staff and
traffic
engineer
time

Expedite
traffic, reduce
accident
potential,
increase
pedestrian
and bicyclist
safety.

Increased
protection of
Township
from
possible
court costs

Neutral

Neutral

Three

44

p. 52 and 53; in parking lots
wheel stops rather than
continuous curbs should be
specified thus permitting runoff

Additional
developer‘s
cost to
install and

Reduced
runoff into
storm system;
runoff is

Neutral

Neutral

Definitely

Two

staff time
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to flow into bio-retention basins

manage
the bioretention
basins

filtered; water
table is
replenished

45

p. 61 roof and foundation runoff
should be treated by on-site
BMPs

Reduced
public
costs,
potential
private cost
increase

Reduced
runoff into
storm system;
runoff is
filtered; water
table is
replenished

Reduced
Township
costs

46

p. 62; see comments above re:
page 61.

47

p. 65; pavement widths should
not exceed 11 feet on residential
and collector streets and 12 feet
on arterials

Private and
public
costs will
be reduced

Less
impervious
surface,
slower vehicle
speeds and
increased
public safety;
more
pedestrian
and bicycle
friendly

Construction, Neutral
maintenance
and
replacement
costs will be
reduced
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Recommendations on the Current Public and
Private Improvements Ordinance Matrix
#

Recommendation;

Costs

Benefits

Public and Private
Improvements Ordinance

Make/Save
Money

Increase
Community
Profile

Reduce Environmental

Tier

Impacts

48 p. 5 and elsewhere; placement
of utilities in alleys should be
emphasized

Township Maintenance
staff time access will
not disrupt
street traffic

Neutral

This would
Neutral
demonstrate
a leadership
position

One

49 p. 8; lane widths should be
reduced to 10 feet

Township Less
staff time impervious
surface,
reduced auto
speed, more
pedestrian
friendly, less
cost to
construct,
maintain and
replace

less cost to
construct,
maintain
and replace

Neutral

One
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Township Public safety
staff time is enhanced;
impervious
surface is
reduced,
landscaped
green space
can be
increased,
more
aesthetic
street
frontage

Neutral

This would
Yes. Pervious surface would
demonstrate be increased.
a leadership
position

One

51 p.15; cartway widths should be
10 feet for residential and
collector streets and 12 feet
maximum for arterials

Township Less
impervious
Staff time surface,
reduction in
auto speeds,
more
pedestrian
friendly, less
cost to
construct,
maintain and
replace

less cost to
construct,
maintain
and replace

Neutral

Yes

One

52 P 15. ensure that curb radii will

Township Ensure

Neutral

Neutral

Two

50

p.8; autos should access
parking via alleys and not use
front access drives as parking
spaces
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accommodate buses

and
traffic
engineer
time

access to
public transit
by more
people

53 p. 16, 19 and elsewhere;
stormwater should be disposed
of on-site using BMPs

Township
staff
time;
some
cost to
building
owners

Reduced runoff; less storm
sewer piping;
cleaner
streams;
water table
replenishment

54 p.29; trees should be
encouraged

Less
construction
of storm
water
collection
systems

This would
Definitely
demonstrate
a leadership
position

Two

Township Soil
staff time stabilization
and cost
of the
trees

Neutral

Neutral

Yes

One

Township Trees and
staff time other natural
features are
important

Neutral

Neutral

Definitely

One

55 p.79; driveways should be
discouraged in favor of parking
access via alleys – see
comments on page 8 above.
56 p.222; the requirements for the
retention of trees and other
natural features should be
more positive and specific; the
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burden for showing the need
for removal should fall on the
developer and should be
heavy. Strike the phrase
―
wherever practicable‖ here
and wherever it or similar
phrases are used. Developers
never find these type of
restrictions ‗practicable‖.
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Affordable housing is important for the sustainability of Cranberry‘s existing and expanding
service sector, as well as for the municipality‘s employees. Wage levels relative to the cost of
housing in the Township currently require many in the work force to commute into the
municipality for jobs. The willingness of employees to continue this practice indefinitely is
problematic.
There are a limited number of programs available to assist in providing affordable housing. The
primary tool for the production of rental housing is the Low Income Housing Tax Credit. Given
the cost of land in Cranberry, using this tool would be difficult.
However, if a policy decision was made by the Township to encourage affordable housing
production, there are a number of resources that could be packaged by an experienced housing
expert to do so.
It is recommended that the first step would be to contact Perry O‘Malley, director of the Butler
County Housing and Redevelopment Authorities.
Larry Swanson, Executive Director of ACTION Housing
Notes of June 19, 2008 conversation

Rental Housing (Tthere are four programs available at this time)
Tax Credit Program. An allocation of tax credits is made to the Pennsylvania Housing
Finance Agency (PHFA). These are purchased by private individuals wishing to obtain
tax credits to use against other income. The credits are often packaged by banks.
This program is especially useful in strong markets. In Allegheny County 500-800
dwelling units (du.s) are built or rehabbed using this program. This program does not
cover the entire cost of a project. Therefore, some gap financing is required; e.g. CDBG.
The federal department of Housing and Urban Development provides direct subsidies to
non-profits to cover 75% of the capital cost of housing for seniors and/or disabled
persons.
The HOPE VI program is intended to redevelopment public housing projects into mixed
income communities. This is financed by some capital from HUD and usually some tax
credits.
In strong markets the use of tax exempt bonds can be useful. The funds most often are
used to construct developments with 20% of the units for low-moderate income families
and 80% for units at market rate.
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Sale Housing
PHFA has a downpayment/closing cost support program using tax exempt bonds.
PHFA also operates the Homeownership Choice Program.
The Federal Home Loan Bank has various products to assist moderate income persons.

Additional Comments
The minimum cost to construct a livable 1400-1500 square foot house today is in the
$100-$110 per square foot range.
Some developers who are active in affordable housing development include:
o

Ralph Falbo – Penrose

o

Bill Gatti of TREK development

o

S and A Homes of state college (Andy Haynes)

o

McCormick-Baron

o

Beacon-Corcoran

Suggest additional resources:
o

Perry O‘Malley at the Butler County Housing Authority which also has a nonprofit development arm.

o

Rob Stefany, acting director of the Urban Redevelopment Authority of Pittsburgh
(URA).

o

Ernie Hogan also at the URA

Craig Stevens – Notes of affordable housing interview
June 20, 2008
Rental Housing
The major program is low income housing tax credits.
Section 202 – HUD funds for elderly housing
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Section 811 – HUD funds for housing for the disabled
Section 8 vouchers – County housing authorities give vouchers to income eligible
persons to cover the cost of rent in excess of 30% of their income which they are
expected to pay.
Contacts:
o

Local PHFA office

o

Peter Kaplan, Cathy Niederberger or Mary Ellen Sullivan at PNC re: low income
tax credits.

Additional developers – Community Builders

Perry O‟Malley Conversation Notes
July 7, 2008
Perry heads the Butler County Housing Authority and Redevelopment Authority, as well
as the Butler city Redevelopment Authority. Other integrated programs include a nonprofit development arm.
The major impediment to creating affordable housing in Cranberry Township is the high
cost of rent and purchase prices relative to the caps in the program guidelines.
The Authority has created two projects in Cranberry, both using the Low Income
Housing Tax Credit Program; Rolling Road for seniors and Cranberry Point for families.
The Housing Authority is the conduit for PHFA programs and Section 8 vouchers.

Peter Kaplan Conversation Notes
July 7, 2008
The Low Income Housing Tax Credit program is the primary current support for
affordable rental housing.
This is a federal Internal Revenue System program. Allocations are made to each state
on a per capita basis. In Pennsylvania the Pennsylvania Housing Finance Agency
administers the program. PHFA announces a competition annually and developers
apply. Syndicator (such as PNC for whom Peter Kaplan works) packages the credits and
sells them to investors – currently these are mainly financial institutions.
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Tenants must have an income that is no more than 60% of the area median adjusted for
family size. To receive the credits it is agreed that rents will accommodate this
population for 30 years.
Sometimes other funding sources are needed to make the deal work. These sources
include various programs by the municipality, the county, PHFA and the Home Loan
Bank.
In the case of Cranberry Township, the Butler County Housing Authority would need to
submit a letter supporting any developer requesting credits.
An Ohio developer named PIHRL has developed attractive homes using Tax Credits in
Edinboro, PA.

SUSTAINABLE LAND USE MANAGEMENT CRITERIA LITERATURE
REVIEW
Based on a literature review of sustainable land use management, there are numerous
provisions that could be incorporated in Cranberry‘s policies and ordinances to achieve its
vision.
The criteria for sustainable land use management listed below are taken from experience in the
southwest Pennsylvania region plus the sources listed. There is substantial overlap in the
documents but the list is intended to be non-duplicative.
These criteria can be met in the municipality‘s land use management ordinances (a single,
combined ordinance is recommended) using one or a combination of three approaches:
Remove obstacles in existing ordinances
Provide incentives such as:
-

increased density or height

-

expedited review and approval process

-

reduced or zero application review fees

-

tax abatement

Write new regulations into the ordinance(s)
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Documents Reviewed:
Strategy for a Sustainable Rockville, Maryland; 2007.
LEED for Neighborhood Development (Pilot Version)
New Jersey’s Smart Growth Scorecard – Municipal Review
New Jersey’s Smart Growth Scorecard – Proposed Developments
Sustainable Pittsburgh’s Sustainability Rating
Austin Texas CIP Sustainability Matrix
Massachusetts Sustainable Development Principles
“Sewage Facilities and Land Development” Smart Growth Principles
Delaware Valley Smart Growth Alliance Project Recognition Program Criteria
Vermont Smart Growth Scorecard
Pennsylvania Standards for Residential Site Development
American Society of Landscape Architects’ Sustainable Sites Initiative Standards and Guidelines
This is Smart Growth
Washington Smart Growth Alliance Recognitions Program Criteria
Developer’s Criteria published in the Denver Post
Delaware Valley Regional Planning Commission’ Innovations in Zoning for Smart Growth
Smart Growth America’s Choosing Our Community’s Future
Center for Watershed Protection’s Better Site Design Handbook
Institute of Transportation Engineers’ Context Sensitive Solutions in Designing Major Urban
Thoroughfares for Walkable Communities
Three Rivers Parkway Workbook for Implementation
Envision Utah
Smart Growth Scorecard – Denver Post
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The Smart Growth Tool Kit – Urban Land Institute
The Practice of Sustainable Development – Urban Land Institute
Access Management for Pennsylvania Municipalities – model ordinances; PaDot
Growing Smart- American Planning Association Legislative Guidebook
Better Models for Pennsylvania Development – Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources
Community By Design – Hall, Kenneth and Gerald Porterfield
Sustainable Community Development Code – The Rocky Mountain Land Institute

Critetria
Site Selection
Brownfield site
Greyfield site
Infill
Existing water, sewer and road services
Transit service
Existing social infrastructure such as police, fire, libraries and parks
Designate growth areas, future growth areas and rural resource areas
Site Preparation
Use the existing land form, no grading
Require a tree inventory prior to development
Tree removal should be permitted only for the building footprint
Protect remaining trees to their drip line during construction
Require tree replacement
-preferably on the same site
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-one to one or a multiple to one depending on the size of the tree removed
Payment in lieu of replacement on site
Require one hundred foot vegetated buffer from water courses and water bodies
including wetlands
No impact on flood plains, aquifer recharge areas or slopes over 25%
Preservation of flora and fauna habitat and migration corridors
Infrastructure
Most limited possible infrastructure extension
On site stormwater infiltration including storage such as roof top or containers
Pervious parking lot pavement and bio-retention basins
Site Design
Permit ―
Conservation by Design‖ approach in all residential and mixed use districts
Require that residences or offices be located in stories above ground floor retail
Permit duplex, row and low-rise multi-family dwelling units by right in all residential
districts
Permit limited service retail in residential areas – mixed use development
Permit stand-alone single family dwellings as a conditional use
Limit cartways in residential areas to 18 feet
Grid pattern street layout is preferable to cul-de-sacs
Require permeable paving in alleys and parking lots
Permit rainwater storage techniques such as rain barrels in all districts
Limit block faces to 400 feet
Provide mid-block street crossings
Require ramped sidewalks at street corners
Require alleys for auto storage access and underground location of pipes and wires
No vehicle storage access from the street
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Permit commercial vehicles to stop and stand on the street only to deliver or pick up
goods.
Sidewalks on both sides of the street
Street trees between the curb and the sidewalk
Require native vegetation and low energy maintenance landscaping
Maximum 15 foot setback for residences
Porches or decks to build community and provide eyes on the street
Require handicapped accessibility/visitability to all structures and uses
Walking and biking trails that connect residential, retail, religious, civic, educational and
other uses
Bike lockers and racks
Shower facilities in all places employing 5 persons or more
Shared parking
Higher density and intensity of development near transit stops; i.e. TOD or TRID
Maximum parking requirements
No blank sidewalk walls in retail districts
Parking in the rear of retail, office, institutional and industrial uses
Segregate SUVs, pickup and other trucks from sedan type automobiles to preserve sight
lines by the latter
Require landscaped screening around parking lots – 3 foot height at planting and 4 foot
height after two years
Require pedestrian sidewalks from parking to stores
Require trees in parking lots
Require complete streets and a greenway trail network to promote walking and bicycling.
Use of traffic calming to favor pedestrians and bicyclists
While accommodating buses, limit curb radii
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Provide affordable house to accommodate those who may work in the community
Limit retail development to a 50,000 square foot building
Promote locally owned and operated retail
Prohibit gated communities
Prohibit light spillage off-site
Adopt an official map to protect the public interests
Override any private covenants that prohibit the use of solar or wind technologies
Transportation
In general, reduce auto use
Provide intra- and inter – municipal transit service.
Transit stops should be located within ¼ mile of residences and employment centers
Require nodal commercial concentrations rather than strip commercial and industrial
development with no more than two common road ingress/egress points
Prohibit direct access from arterials or expressways to adjacent uses
Require retail, office and industrial uses to make payments for the construction and
maintenance of service roads; NOTE: nodal development is preferred to strip
development
Require a transportation demand management program for sites with 50 or more jobs
Ensure that any new construction is transit friendly
Ensure that transit stops have attractive and safe shelters
Permit parallel on-street parking in commercial areas
Require shared parking
Housing
15% of any new development should be affordable (requiring no more than 30% of a
family‘s income for all housing expenses)
Provide a diversity of housing types to accommodate all income groups and ages
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Encourage accessory dwelling units
Encourage green roofs
Encourage green building for energy efficiency and conservation (Energy Star) and
LEED certification
Buildings
Encourage design to LEED criteria
Require that buildings be oriented to take advantage of solar and wind access and
natural buffers
Prohibit intrusion of buildings and trees into solar and wind pathways
Require green roofs on multi-family and commercial buildings
Limit house square feet
Permit, by right, solar panels and individual or community wind turbines at least twice as
high as surrounding buildings and trees
Require use of green building materials, machinery and equipment
Use of building materials and furnishings that do not endanger human health
Use of recycled materials
Community character and well-being
Conduct an equity audit of proposed development; factors should include pay levels,
benefits and day care among others
Prohibition of billboards or permitted only in industrial zones
Prohibition of l.e.d. and changeable message billboards
In office and industrial areas only ground mounted, landscaped monument signs no
higher than five feet or wider than 6 feet
Prohibit pole signs
Permit façade signs no larger than two feet high and ten feet wide and awning signs
Require illuminated signs to be dark when the use is closed
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Prohibit flags, pennants, signs with moving parts and changeable message signs
(except time and temperature)
Require street furniture in retail areas including benches, plantings and integrated
signals, poles and boxes.
Require community spaces such as public plazas, gazebos, squares and small parks
Provide adequate active and passive recreation opportunities for all age and ability
levels
Protect existing open space, farms and prime soils through zoning, transfer of
development rights, acquisition of development rights
Permit markets for local farm and locally made (such as baked goods or pottery)
products
Permit gardening and the raising of hens in any district
Promote community gardens
Override any private covenants prohibiting gardening and the raising of hens.
Promote the health and community benefits of an active and socially conscious lifestyle
Prohibit fast food restaurants
Plant trees
Community use of school athletic facilities in off hours such as weekends
Promote opportunities for volunteerism
Promote events such as bake sales or rummage sales to support community facilities
such as libraries
Establish an environmental advisory council
Performance standards prohibiting noise, light, smoke, vibration, etc. to be detected off
the site on which it is generated
Require that recycled water be used for non-potable uses.
Development Review
Assessment of a proposed development‘s sustainability
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Establish carbon footprint limits for all development include increased auto traffic, energy
to produce building materials and energy to operate the building
Expedited development of sustainable development applications
Life-cycle public cost analysis required in the development application
Public participation in the development review process
Clear, plain English and illustrated land use management tools
Municipal Actions
Establish the position of sustainability officer
Assess the sustainability impact of all municipal policies, ordinances, contracts and
investments.

CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP GROWTH
SCENARIOS – OBSERVATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
Clearly Cranberry is at a major decision point with respect to its future character. Based on the
market study the current pace of development may continue resulting in more people, more
cars, more congestion and more demand on infrastructure requiring major public investment.
Alternatively, development could be calmed through the use of municipal powers.
Whatever the decision, officials should keep in mind the research that typical suburban
development does not pay for itself through taxes when the needs of the municipality and
school district are included.
Below is a description of the four scenarios followed by a discussion with John Trant, Cranberry
Township‘s Comprehensive Plan Manager. His responses to the questions are highlighted.
Cranberry‘s comprehensive plan consultants prepared four development scenarios as follows:
A. This projection uses existing land use ordinances. This results in a 23% increase in
residential population and a 63% increase in office space.
B. This projection shows substantial growth resulting in a 42% and 60 % increase
respectively.
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C. This projection shows the largest amount of growth resulting in a 54% increase in
residential population and a 60% increase in office space.
D. This projection shows no growth.
Municipal income and expenditures, traffic impacts and necessary road improvements, and
water and sewer changes were all calculated for each scenario. As indicated in the exchange
reported below, there can be discussion about the assumptions and methodology used in the
projections. However, it is clear that demand for living, working and playing in Cranberry
continues to be strong.
Sustainability is not anti-growth. The way growth is managed will determine whether it is
sustainable or not. The citizens and officials of Cranberry will make the determination of how
much growth they can afford in terms of community character, dollar costs and overall quality of
life.
Recommendations in other parts of this sustainability assessment will support the Township‘s
work to manage in a sustainable manner whatever level of growth they desire.
The following are observations and questions brought to Cranberry Township‘s Comprehensive
Plan Manager, John K. Trant, Jr., and his responses:

Fiscal
Observation 1 (O1): Growth projections are based on historic trends. This assumes that the
Township has no control over growth.
Response 1 (R1): The growth projections are based on growth patterns that were modeled after
the new form-based code (TND Overlays 1, 2, 3). The growth was patterned after a
combination of historical growth trends and the market assessment study (we will get you a
copy).
O2: The assumption that there would be no increase in tax milllage is not realistic.
R2: Agreed, however, the growth scenarios assessment does not make any ―
policy‖
assumptions. Rather, it is generating data that will assist in making recommendations for the
elected officials to consider, e.g. an increase in taxes.
O3: Also, the assumption that no new debt would be incurred is questionable.
R3: The financial analysis includes the payoff of the existing debt and the debt service for the
$9.8 m the Township is borrowing this summer. Incurring debt is a policy decision, so no
assumptions about increased debt service were made. However, the financial analysis does
discuss the borrowing capacity over the next twenty five years for each scenario. The financial
analysis was also separated into ―
operational‖ and ―
capital‖, given that how a municipality pays
for capital expenditures is much more policy-driven (i.e. through borrowing).
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O4: Although not under the Township‘s control, the freezing of property assessments at 1967
values can be argued to be malfeasance on the part of Butler County.
R4: Agreed, but unfortunately out of our control. The County is looking at a possible solution.
O5: It is noted that residential growth is the primary driver of the retail market and office growth
is the primary driver of the hotel market. However, the traffic analysis shows a substantial
amount of external trips that will impact both land uses. On this same point, it is noted that the
scenarios A and C do not reflect this. Why?
R5: While the Township completed a full update to our traffic model, SPC background traffic
data was used for the surrounding municipalities. The basis of the traffic model was the same
for all scenarios. The differences arise only from the changes in land use assumptions for each
of the three scenarios.
O6: On page 13, the standard of police staffing is stated as 1.3 per 1,000 population. However,
on page 31 this ratio is permitted to drop as low as .93.
R6: The police staffing projections were based on the Chiefs Association formula (calls for
service) and comparison to similarly situated municipalities. The reduction in per capita staffing
is only a reflection of an efficiency achieved as the population density grows. We saw similar
efficiencies in other areas.
O7: Is it realistic that given the growth projections that volunteer fire service can be maintained?
R7: We have a very positive relationship with our fire department. Simply put, the Township
handles capital costs so the fireman can fight fires instead of running bingos. In turn, fire safety
is handled by an all volunteer force. The company is in the process of updating their strategic
plan and is actively involved in our planning process as well. The Cranberry Plan will include
recommendations that will help ensure high quality fire protection.
O8: The chart on page 35 re: Scenario D (no growth) does not consider that surpluses in years
2008 through 2018 could be saved to offset deficits in years 2019 through 2025.
R8: We are still crunching the numbers on the No Growth Scenario. There are some issues
with the numbers. I am hoping to get the final analysis this week.

Traffic
O9: Because the analysis was limited to seven corridors, were assumptions made to ramp up
to a more comprehensive analysis?
R9: As you can imagine, the scoping meetings at the beginning of the process were
exhaustive, particularly for the traffic component. The traffic engineers were very apprehensive
about doing something this detailed for a planning project. After hours of discussion, we settled
on the seven corridors given that it would be unrealistic to properly analyze every corridor and
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intersection in the Township without spending hundreds of thousands of dollars. As part of this
effort, however, we did a full update to our traffic model, which will allow us to roll right into a full
update to our transportation impact fee program. We updated the capital improvements plan
last year, but will begin a full update next year.
O10: On page 5, the tendency of engineers to over build is evident in the assumptions made in
the example. What is the impact of this tendency on the overall cost estimates?
R10: We have reviewed the projections and cost estimates with the traffic engineers and
should have revised analysis/numbers soon.
O11: Utility relocations and possible right of way acquisitions are not included in the cost
estimates. These costs, especially utility relocations, can be substantial.
R11: The directive given to the traffic engineers was to generate ballpark figures for the sole
purpose of doing ―
order of magnitude‖ cost comparisons. The focus of the exercise was to
compare A to B to C, so the specifics of the utility relocation was not absolutely necessary, plus
the consultant cost to generate the numbers would have been exorbitant as compared to the
benefit of doing them.
O12: It is not clear how public cost estimates can be reduced via impact fees.
R12: We are working on quantifying impact fee income based on the growth projections.
O13: Because year 2000 land use data were used, how was this projected to the years 2007
and 2020? Straight line?
R13: Not sure what you mean by this, we can discuss in person.

TIER 1 RECOMMENDATIONS: CRANBERRY TOWNSHIP GROWTH
SCENARIOS
1. ―
What do we want Cranberry to be like?‖ should be the theme of public meetings on the
plan. Although this lacks the quantitative precision of the scenario analyses it is the
most important question. All else should follow from the vision of the Township‘s future
and be in step with the new principles for Cranberry‘s sustainable development...
2. Today, and under the growth scenarios, the assumption as expressed in zoning is that
the entire Township is to be developed. This, of course, is the traditional position of
most municipalities. Instead, it is recommended that this be turned on its head by first
identifying those places that should be preserved. Examples include farms, vistas,
woods, streams and wetlands, steep slopes, and other places of historic, cultural or
aesthetic importance to the community‘s character.
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MUNICIPAL FISCAL HEALTH
A significant element in Cranberry Township‘s future is its ability to generate the revenues that it
needs without overburdening taxpayers and to manage cost of providing services to the
residents, businesses and visitors in the Township. Cranberry Township enjoys high property
values and personal incomes. These assets have led to a steady increase in tax revenues
without regular tax rate increases. These revenues have enabled Cranberry to provide a wide
array of services to the residents and businesses within Cranberry.
At some time in the future there may be an inflection point where the growth in revenues slows
without a similar slowing in expenditure increases. If the municipality reaches that point, it will
be faced with the challenge of changing the way that it does businesses. Because of the
existing development potential within Cranberry, this inflection point is years into the future. It
would behoove municipal officials to keep this potential point in mind and be ready to prepare
for a change in the way the municipality does business.
At the present time, the municipality is enjoying financial health and there is no indication that
there will be any dramatic changes in the near future.
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1. Revenues per Capita

REVENUES PER CAPITA GENERAL FUND
Formula:

Trend:
Generally upward

General Fund Revenues (2007 dollars)
Population
2000

General Fund Operating Revenues

$

Consumer price index (CPI) for the Pittsburgh Region
Operating Revenues (constant dollars)
Population
Net Operating Revenues per capita (constant dollars)

$

2001

8,927,439 $

2002

10,287,443 $

2003

10,220,392 $

2004

11,403,445 $

2005

12,917,504 $

2006

13,874,607 $

14,810,605

168.0

172.5

174.0

177.5

183.0

189.8

195.7

$10,706,709

$12,015,912

$11,834,685

$12,944,227

$14,222,172

$14,728,648

$15,248,263

23,625

24,330

24,931

25,600

26,376

27,011

28,073

453

$

494

$

475 $

506 $

539 $

545 $

543

Revenues per Capita
$600
$575
$550
$525
$500
$475
$450
$425
$400
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

A steady increase in revenues per capita can provide a municipality with the resources needed to keep up with inflation. During the period 2000
through 2006, revenues per capita in constant 2007 dollars have gone up from $453 to $543. This is a clear indicator that Cranberry‘s general
fund revenues are increasing at a rate above inflation.
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2. General Fund Expenses per Capita
Stable or declining expenditures per capita can be an indication that the municipality is controlling costs. Since 2003, in constant, 2007, dollars,
expenditures per capita have been declining.

Formula:

Trend:
Declining since 2003

Operating Expenditures (2007 dollars)
Population
2000

General Fund Operating Expenditures

$

Consumer price index (CPI) for the Municipality's Area
Operating Expenditures (constant dollars)
Population
Expenditures per Capita (constant dollars)

$

2001

2002

2003

2004

8,503,840 $

9,496,953 $

168.0

172.5

174.0

177.5

183.0

189.8

195.7

$9,989,886

$9,932,633

$10,996,980

$12,635,635

$12,830,947

$12,682,769

$12,352,264

23,625

24,330

24,931

25,600

26,376

27,011

28,073

$

408

$

441

$

494

11,653,903 $

2006

8,329,739 $

423

11,131,585 $

2005

$

486

$

11,947,358 $

470

$

11,997,727

440

Expenses Per Capita
$600
$575
$550
$525
$500
$475
$450
$425
$400
2000

2001
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3. Operating Position
Operating position is measure of a municipality‘s ability to balance its budget on an annual basis, to generate and maintain reserves, and be able
to pay bills in a timely fashion. If annual revenues exceed expenditures on a regular basis, the municipality will have the reserves it needs to meet
its obligations and meet unexpected challenges. Cranberry‘s annual general fund revenues have exceeded annual general fund expenditures.

Formula:

Trend:
Revenues have exceeded
Expenditures

Expenditures
Revenues
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Expenditures

$

9,496,953 $

11,131,585 $

11,653,903 $

11,947,358 $

11,997,727

Revenues

$

10,220,392 $

11,403,445 $

12,917,504 $

13,874,607 $

14,810,605

Operating Position

0.93

0.98

0.90

0.86

0.81

Operating Position
1.50

1.25

1.00

0.75

0.50
2002

2003
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4. Taxes as a Percent of Revenues
This factor reveals whether a municipality is becoming or has become heavily dependent on tax revenues. A high dependence on tax revenues
can indicate that the municipality is using tax revenues to support services that should be supported with fees, charges and intergovernmental
revenues. In Cranberry‘s case, the government is not heavily dependent on tax revenues.

Formula:

Trend:
The trend has been relatively stable

Tax Revenues
Total Revenues
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Tax Revenues

$

8,113,467 $

8,691,765 $

10,236,036 $

10,152,665 $

11,207,198

Total Revenues

$

10,220,392 $

11,403,445 $

12,917,504 $

13,874,607 $

14,810,605

Taxes as a Percent of Revenues

79%

76%

79%

73%

76%

Taxes as a Percent of Revenues
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5. Taxable Property Values
The property tax is one of the major revenue sources for most municipalities in Pennsylvania. Butler County, as with many counties in
Pennsylvania uses the base year method to determine taxable property values. With this method, increases in the real estate tax base come
primarily from new construction. Taxable property values have increased in Cranberry due to new development. During the period 2002 through
2008, the increases have fluctuated from a high of 5.15 percent in 2002 to a low 1.7 percent in 2005. In 2008, the certified assessments increased
by 3.01 percent over 2007.
Formula:

Trend:
Property Values have increased

Change in Value from Prior Year
Prior Year Value
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Current Year Value

$

213,630,905 $

221,724,276 $

230,520,469 $

234,439,214 $

241,555,768 $

246,140,040 $

253,559,072

Prior Year Value

$

202,931,482 $

213,630,905 $

221,724,276 $

230,520,469 $

234,439,214 $

241,555,768 $

246,140,040

Change in Value

$

10,699,423 $

8,093,371 $

8,796,193 $

3,918,745 $

7,116,554 $

4,584,272 $

7,419,032

Percent Change in Taxable Value

5.15%

3.79%

3.97%

1.70%

3.04%

1.90%

3.01%

Percent Change in Property Value
10.00%
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6. Market Property Values
Market property values have increased at a rate above the increase in taxable property values. The increases in market property
values are made up of new construction and increases in individual property values. Market property values can be estimated based
on sales. Because Butler County uses a base year assessment method, the Township will not be able to take full advantage of the
growth in individual property values without a reassessment. The rates of increase in both market values and taxable values have
slowed in the last four years compared to earlier years.
Formula:

Trend:
Market Values have increased

Change in Value from Prior Year
Prior Year Value
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

Current Year Value

$1,924,814,454

$1,979,997,785

$2,217,606,912

$2,320,948,219

$2,463,868,834

$2,564,779,217

$2,642,085,530

Prior Year Value

$1,720,858,967

$1,924,814,454

$1,979,997,785

$2,217,606,912

$2,320,948,219

$2,463,868,834

$2,564,779,217

Change in Value

$203,955,487

$55,183,331

$237,609,127

$103,341,307

$142,920,615

$100,910,383

$77,306,313

Percent Change in Market Value

11.85%

2.87%

12.00%

4.66%

6.16%

4.10%

3.01%

Percent Change in Market Value
19.00%

14.00%

9.00%

4.00%

-1.00%
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7. Fiscal Capacity

This factor, expressed as taxable property values per capita, raises a number of questions. A decrease in property values per
capital can be due to a combination of decreasing values and increasing population. An increase in values per capita can be due
to increasing values and decreasing population. In Cranberry‘s case, the decrease in values per capita is due to the increasing
population within the Township. The rate of increase in the population is greater than the rate of increase in values. A
combination of continuing increases in population, accompanied by increasing demands for services, and a slowing of
development, accompanied by slower growth in assessed values, could force the Township to either cut services or increase the
property tax rate. Because of the base year assessment method, the only way to capture the increases in individual property
values is with rate increases. There can be moderating factors. As municipalities grow, the government can achieve economies
of scale and the cost of services on a per capita basis may decline. The Township may be able to stretch existing resources to
provide services to a growing population.
Formula:

Trend:
Property Value per capita is decreasing
Due to population increases

Assessed Property Value
Population
2002

Assessed Property Value

$

2003

213,630,905 $

Population

24,931

Assessed Value Per Capita

$

2004

221,724,276 $
25,600

8,569 $

2005

230,520,469 $
26,376

8,661 $

8,740 $

2006

234,439,214 $
27,011
8,679 $

2007

241,555,768 $
28,073
8,605 $

2008

246,140,040 $
29,135

253,559,072
30,197

8,448 $

Assessed Property Value Per Capita
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8,000
7,000
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5,000
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8,397

8. Property Tax Resources
This factor shows how much additional revenue is potentially available from the property tax. The ability to raise additional property
tax revenue is an important part of fiscal health for all local governments. During the period 2002 through 2008, Cranberry has
raised its general purpose millage once, from 9.25 mills in 2003 to 10.7 mills in 2004. The maximum general purpose rate that the
Township can levy is 30 mills. The current general purpose rate leaves the Township with $4,893,000 in additional property tax
resources. The total rate in 2008 with special purpose millages of 2.5 for fire and 1.0 for the library is 14.2 mills. This millage makes
up a small portion of the 171.35 mill combined property tax rate of the municipality, the school district and the county. The rate is
slightly above the median municipal rate of 11.6 mills for the nine municipalities within the Seneca Valley School District.

Formula:

Trend:
Property Tax Resources increasing
Due to increases in taxable value

Remaining General Millage Times Revenues per Mill
2002

Maximum Tax Limit
Current General Purpose Millage Rate
Mills Available

2003

$

Available Property Tax Resources

$

2005

2006

2007

2008

30

30

30

30

30

30

30

9.25

9.25

10.7

10.7

10.7

10.7

10.7

20.75

Value of One Mill

2004

213,631

20.75
$

221,724

4,432,841 $

19.3
$

4,600,779 $

230,520

19.3
$

4,449,045 $

234,439

19.3
$

4,524,677 $

241,556

19.3
$

4,662,026 $

246,140

19.3
$

253,559

4,750,503 $

4,893,690

Available Property Tax Resources
$6,000,000

$5,500,000

$5,000,000

$4,500,000

$4,000,000
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2003
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9. Current Property Tax Collection Rate
This factor can reveal something about the efficiency of the local government and the health of the community. The high current
property tax collection rate of 98 to 99 percent indicates that the Township is vigorously pursuing property tax collections and that the
property owners in the community have the resources to pay their property taxes.

Formula:

Trend:
Collection rates have remained high

Current Collections
Current levy
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Current Collections

$

2,684,448 $

2,783,234 $

3,213,225 $

3,288,234 $

3,381,137 $

3,436,902

Current Levy

$

2,723,815 $

2,827,007 $

3,273,411 $

3,329,058 $

3,430,113 $

3,495,210

Current Property Tax Collection Rate

99%

98%

98%

2006

2007

99%

99%

98%

Current Property Tax Collection Rate
125%

115%

105%

95%

85%

75%
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2003
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10. Intergovernmental Revenues
This factor reveals whether a municipality is becoming or has become heavily dependent on revenue from other levels of
government. Over-dependence can be dangerous since outside funding sources may withdraw their funding or reduce their level of
support. Intergovernmental revenues have been increasing, but they constitute only four and a half to five percent of general fund
revenues. In 2006, these revenues were $670,008. This is the equivalent to less than three mills of property tax revenues.
Formula:

Trend:
The trend has been relatively stable

Intergovernmental Revenues
Total Revenues
2002

2003

General Fund Intergovernmental Revenues

$

498,431 $

Total General Fund Revenues

$

10,220,392 $

Intergovernmental Revenues as Percent of Total Revenues

2004

564,524

$

11,403,445 $

4.9%

5.0%

2005

663,142

$

12,917,504 $
5.1%

2006

$

670,008

13,874,607 $

620,362

14,810,605

4.5%

4.5%

Intergovernmental Revenues as Percent of Total Revenues
10.00%

7.50%

5.00%

2.50%

0.00%
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2003
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11. Charges for Services
Municipalities can use charges for services to support the services that are enjoyed by specific individuals. Charges for services can
reduce the tax burden on all tax-payers. In Cranberry, charges for services have fluctuated as a percent of general fund revenues
from a high of 15.4 percent in 2003 to a low of 11.7 percent in 2002. In 2006, the percentage was 11.8. Part of the decline is due to
increases in general fund revenues from other sources. This may be an indicator of the need to reassess the fees and charges that
the Township levies.
Formula:

Trend:
The trend has been relatively stable

Departmental Revenues
Total Revenues
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

General Fund Charges For Services

$

1,193,262 $

1,750,822 $

1,583,501 $

2,127,380 $

1,754,823

Total General Fund Revenues

$

10,220,392 $

11,403,445 $

12,917,504 $

13,874,607 $

14,810,605

Charges for Services as Percent of Total Revenue

11.7%

15.4%

12.3%

15.3%

11.8%

Departmental Earnings and Charges as Percent of Total Revenues
20%
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12. Local Employment
Local employment and changes in local employment is an indictor of the health of the local economy. It can have a direct impact on
revenues through the earned income tax and local services tax for residents who are employed in the municipality and in the local
services tax for commuters. It can have an indirect impact through the property taxes paid by the employers. The trend in local
employment based on the occupation privilege, emergency and municipal services and local services tax collections has been
upward. On an annual basis, the use of these tax collections can be less than satisfactory because of the changes in legislation and
the delays in remittances from employers of the last quarter collections into the following year. In the longer term, these collections
can provide a clear indicator of changes in collections. In Cranberry‘s case, the trend has been upward.

Formula:

Trend:
Generally upward

Change in Employment
Employment in Prior Year
2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Current Employment - based on OP/EMST collections

19,411

19,292

20,125

19,234

21,702

20,215

24,176

Prior Year Employment

19,187

19,411

19,292

20,125

19,234

21,702

20,215

Change in Employment

224

(119)

833

(891)

2,468

(1,487)

3,961

12.83%

-6.85%

19.60%

Percent Change in Employment
1.17%
-0.61%
4.32%
-4.43%
Note: The employment numbers are based on OP/EMST collections. Because of the lag in collections, the rate change in 2006 was not fully felt until 2007
Percent Change in Local Employment
20%
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13. Personal Income
Personal income is another important indicator of fiscal health. A steady increase in personal income at a rate above the rate of
inflation indicates that the local tax base is growing. In Cranberry, the increases in personal income have been on an upward path.

Formula:

Trend:
Generally upward

Change in Personal Income
Personal Income in Prior Year
2001

Earned Income Based on Earned Income Collections

$

School District Ratio Earned Income to Personal Income
Imputed Personal Income
Change in Personal Income

2002

639,952,000 $

2003

654,879,600 $

2004

676,008,600 $

2005

722,021,200 $

2006

780,974,000 $

2007

835,957,000 $

912,808,600

0.940

0.940

0.947

0.933

0.940

0.940

0.940

680,800,000

696,680,426

713,697,294

774,240,509

831,208,630

889,533,347

971,310,353

15,880,426

17,016,869

60,543,215

56,968,121

58,324,717

81,777,006

Percent Change in Personal Income
2.33%
2.44%
8.48%
Note: The earned income figures are based on earned income collections. They are not adjusted for delinquencies and collections from residents of other states.

7.36%

7.02%

9.19%

Percent Change in Personal Income
20%
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14. Construction Activity
Construction activity is an indicator of the future growth in taxable property values. Permit values have fluctuated year-to-year. The
general trend has been upward with an exceptionally high value in 2005. Since then, the value has been decreasing to the levels of
five or six years ago. Further decreases could be an indicator of a slowing in property value growth.

Formula:

Trend:
Generally upward until 2006

Change in Permit Value
Permit Value in Prior Year
2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Permit Value in Current Year

$

61,383,687 $

76,496,027 $

76,923,127 $

61,659,740 $

56,195,946 $

107,294,028 $

75,938,648 $

66,368,854

Permit Value in Prior Year

$

72,210,905 $

61,383,687 $

76,496,027 $

76,923,127 $

61,659,740 $

56,195,946 $

107,294,028 $

75,938,648

Change in Value

$

(10,827,218) $

15,112,340 $

427,100

(15,263,387) $

(5,463,794) $

51,098,082 $

(31,355,380) $

(9,569,794)

Percent Change in Value

-14.99%

24.62%

0.56%

$

-19.84%

-8.86%

90.93%

-29.22%

-12.60%

Percent Change in Permit Value
150%
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50%
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15. Long Term Debt per Capita

Formula:

Trend:
Slightly downward

Year-End Debt
Population

Year-End Debt

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

16,317,937 $

18,821,358 $

17,609,640 $

16,782,763 $

15,435,725

24,931

25,600

26,376

27,011

28,073

655

735

668

621

550

$

Population
Debt Per Capita

Debt Per Capita
1000

750

500

250

0
2002

2003
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16. Long Term Debt
Municipalities can rely on debt to provide the resources they need for the capital projects that will be enjoyed by residents in years to
come. Growing municipalities can rely on debt to build the infrastructure they need to serve growing number of residents. The risk,
of course, is assuming responsibility for long-term debt based on the expectation that the growth will continue and provide the
revenues to retire the debt.
In Cranberry, year-end debt and debt on a per capita basis has been declining. Debt as a percent of assessed real estate valuation
is also declining.
Formula:

Trend:
High, but decreasing

Net Bonded Debt
Assessed Real Estate Valuation
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

Net Bonded Debt

$

16,317,937 $

18,821,358 $

17,609,640 $

16,782,763 $

15,435,725 $

-

Assessed Taxable Real Estate Valuation

$

213,630,905 $

221,724,276 $

230,520,469 $

234,439,214 $

241,555,768 $

246,140,040

Debt as Percent of Valuation

7.64%

8.49%

7.64%

7.16%

6.39%

Long Term Debt as Percent of Real Estate Valuation
10.00%
9.00%
8.00%
7.00%
6.00%
5.00%
4.00%
3.00%
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17. Debt Service Costs
Debt service can be described as the annual installments due on past expenditures. Debt service costs, if they become a significant portion of
annual expenditures, can limit the resources needed to meet present operating costs. There is not set rule of thumb on what constitutes high debt
services costs because the ability to cope with these costs can vary from municipality to municipality. Generally, debt analysts believe that a ratio
of up to 10% debt to operating revenues is acceptable. Debt service in excess of 15% - 20% of operating revenues can be considered a potential
problem.
Cranberry‘ debt service
costs have exceeded
ten percent of general
fund revenues.
Fortunately, they are
declining as a percent of
revenues. This decline,
however, is due to the
increase in revenues.
The Township should
consider any additional
debt carefully.

Formula:

Trend:
High, but decreasing

Debt Service
Total Revenues
2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Debt Service

$

1,337,889 $

1,412,768 $

1,696,986 $

1,692,641 $

1,798,766

Total Revenues

$

10,220,392 $

11,403,445 $

12,917,504 $

13,874,607 $

14,810,605

Debt Service as Percent of Revenues

13%

12%

13%

12%

Debt Service Costs as Percent of Revenue
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12%

OUTLOOK
Cranberry has been able to manage its finances and maintain a position that will enable it to do
well in the future. Of course, the rapid commercial and residential development has provided
the Township with a growing tax base. The Municipality has been able to use this tax base to
generate the funds needed to build the infrastructure needed to support increasing demands for
services.
There are, however, some areas that should receive regular attention:
Cranberry has used debt to finance its infrastructure. As long as there is growth in revenues,
the municipality should be in a position to handle the debt without difficulty. As growth slows,
however, this debt could become a burden and use resources that would be otherwise needed
to support current operations.
There are costs that over the long term can have a major impact on the ability of the
municipality to sustain its operations. For example, a current investment in reducing energy
costs will produce recurring savings in the years to come. Other areas were today‘s decisions
can have long term implications include benefits offered to employees in labor contracts, the
use of debt financing, the consideration of life-cycle costs in purchasing equipment, the
introduction of new equipment and employee training.
In the short term, it may be difficult to manage these costs, in the longer term; however, the
ability of the municipality to manage these costs will determine how well the municipality is able
to continue to provide services to the residents, businesses and visitors in the Township.

RECOMMENDATION
The municipality should develop a financial sustainability report that identifies these costs, the
potential future changes in these costs based on today‘s decisions, and the potential impact that
these costs could have on the Township‘s future.
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APPENDIX A: SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY SOLUTIONS TEAM

Coreen Casadei
Collective Efforts, LLC
462 Perry Highway, 2nd Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15229
412-459-0114
Fax 412-459-0117
ccasadei@collectiveefforts.com
www.collectiveefforts.com/
Lynn Colosi
Clear View Strategies
158 48th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15201
412-683-3684
Fax 412-325-8686
lcolosi@clearviewstrategies.com
www.clearviewstrategies.com/

David R. Grupp
Director of Sales - Renewable Energy
Strategic Energy
Two Gateway Center
9th Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15222
412-644-3081
dgrupp@strategicenergy.com
www.strategicenergy.com
Phyllis G. Hartman, SPHR
PGHR Consulting, Inc.
P.O. Box 63
Ingomar, PA 15127
412-367-7555
pghr@pghrconsulting.com
www.pghrconsulting.com

Court Gould, Executive Director
Sustainable Pittsburgh
425 Sixth Avenue, Suite 1335
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
(412) 258-6643
fax (412) 258-6645
cgould@sustainablepittsburgh.org
www.sustainablepittsburgh.org

Susan G. Hockenberry, Executive Director
Local Government Academy
800 Allegheny Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15233
412-237-3171
Fax 412-237-3139
shockenberry@localgovernmentacademy.orgw
ww.localgovernmentacademy.org
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Dave Mazza
Regional Director
Pennsylvania Resources Council
64 S. 14th Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
412- 431-4449 X209
Fax: 412-488-7492
davem@ccicenter.org
www.prc.org/
Matthew M. Mehalik, Ph.D.
Program Manager
Sustainable Pittsburgh
425 Sixth Avenue, Suite 1335
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
412-258-6644
Fax 412-258-6645
mmehalik@sustainablepittsburgh.org
www.sustainablepittsburgh.org
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Ray Reaves
Reaves and Associates
5859 Beacon Street, Unit 303
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
412-422-7877
rayreaves1@msn.com
Gregory A. Wozniak, CEM
G.A. Wozniak & Associates
Energy Management & Consulting
1773 Barr Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15205
412-919-0909
ga.wozniak@verizon.net
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APPENDIX B: EXPLORING THE MEANING OF SUSTAINABILITY
By: Sustainable Pittsburgh
The most widespread, common meaning for the terms ―
sustainability‖ and ―
sustainable
development‖ come from the Brundland Commission Report from the United Nations. According
to this report, sustainable development "meets the needs of the present generation without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (Brundtland
Commission 1987).
In the ensuing twenty years since this definition has been introduced, many people and
organizations have explored what it means. Complexities abound in terms of the choices that
individuals, corporations, governments, and other organizations need to make from this
perspective. For example, just asking the question, ―
how far into the future do we need to
project, in order to consider the needs of future generations?‖ is inherently complex. Such
choices inherently affect the autonomy and well-being of those who come after us, as well as
those of us who are here now.
Despite these complexities, pragmatic approaches that embrace the notion of sustainability are
being brought to fore by people, all types of companies, organizations, and governments
because doing well by doing right is its promise. For example, we see that consumer
preferences are lining up to favor companies that are good stewards of people and community,
the environment and profits. Good stewards of all three of these concepts are following a triple
bottom-line approach to sustainable development
Sustainable development has emerged as a way of thinking and pursuing innovation that
continually asks questions, connects the dots, and makes course corrections to make things
better today and over the long haul. Such a process involves understanding how things work
and how they are connected together. This requires a systems approach to finding problems
and lasting solutions. Systems approaches look for how our lives have rich interconnections
with economic, environmental, and social factors, and then finding ways of integrating these
interconnections in new ways that encompass a balance among them. As a result, the process
of sustainable development takes hold where economic, social equity and environmental needs
are simultaneously addressed.
Frequently, the term ―
sustainability‖ gets mistakenly associated with notions of environmental
performance, exclusive of economic and social considerations. This situation comes about
because environmental considerations in the past have been an underappreciated aspect of the
systems that support our lives. Everything we know, use, and consume ultimately comes from
nature. Our world economy relies entirely on natural capital: sunlight, wood, oil, water, oxygen,
carbon dioxide, nitrogen, plants, animals, soil, metals, and many other things. Because of this
foundation of our economy, we are able to organize ourselves in wonderfully diverse and rich
societies all around the globe. Nature truly remains at the core in the pursuit of sustainable
development.
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The Native American credo of "don't eat your seed corn,‖ Dr. Seuss' (1971) The Lorax, and
William Forster Lloyd's (1833) ―
Tragedy of the Unregulated Commons‖ also illustrate
dimensions of sustainable development. For the first item, obviously if someone consumed the
seed needed for next year‘s planting, today‘s small meal comes at the expense of being able to
produce food entirely in the future. In The Lorax, deforestation and devastation remain once all
of the resource trees are removed for consumption without planning for their replenishment.
The commons metaphor describes a pasture shared by local herders who want to maximize
their yield and so will increase their herd size whenever possible. The dilemma is that as each
herder individually gains as each grazing animal is added, the pasture is slightly degraded.
The situation illustrates how it is easy to be caught in an individual race to accumulate the most
before overgrazing collapses the whole resource for all other herders. All three clearly illustrate
examples that are not sustainable.
What are some systems level issues that jeopardize the commons? Consider Jared Diamond's
book, ―
Collapse‖ (2005) that identifies five factors that contribute to collapse of a civilization:
climate change, hostile neighbors, trade partners or outside sources of essential goods that go
sour, environmental problems, and, finally, a society's response to its problems. The first four
may or may not prove significant in each society's demise, Diamond claims, but the fifth always
does. The salient point, of course, is that a society's response to environmental problems is
completely within its control, which is not always true of the other factors. In other words, as his
subtitle puts it, a society can choose to succeed or fail.
Other systems factors that contribute toward making sustainable choices include ensuring we
avoid:
An economy that is overly reliant on distant resources controlled by someone else -such as oil.
An economy that rewards things that make life worse, such as lower prices for products
that harm; or not accounting for externalities or carrying costs which tend to pervert the
free hand of the market.
Having exclusively a short term view of gain over a long term view of prosperity.
Social values that allow bad things to happen, or just plain apathy.
Overpopulation, loss of biodiversity and human cultural diversity.
Exploitation of resources at a rate faster than they can replenish themselves.
Messing with nature at a rate faster than it can cleanse our ill deeds or regenerate itself.
Not investing in future alternatives if today's actions will come to haunt us tomorrow.
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The commons is not your great grandfather's pasture anymore - with issues of famine,
genocide, war, drought, poverty, hunger, monopolies, the collapsing or fisheries, and climate
change. As we grow in number and the world shrinks, the world's problems hit closer to home-the commons becomes more real and less distant. Recognizing and embracing this reality is
key to the pursuit of sustainability. Fortunately, getting it right, means that everybody wins. This
is one reason enlightened enterprises are hotly pursuing sustainable solutions and innovations.
Another reason is that sustainability provides an edge, as it fundamentally requires addressing
the complexities of managing an enterprise. Organizations continually struggle in today‘s
business and governance environment to anticipate and respond to rapidly-changing market
conditions, to align and focus the necessities of what makes that enterprise profitable and
functional, and to discover new ways of distinguishing themselves from their competitors.
Sustainability is, therefore, what happens as a result of the choices that an organization makes
and how it operates. Sustainability is not a coherent philosophy, panacea or a mechanism that
in itself directs the choices that a firm makes or how it operates. Sustainability follows from the
culture of practice within an organization that allows that organization to continue, adapt, and
thrive, despite continuous challenges. The ultimate goal for an organization that embraces the
concept of sustainability is therefore creating this culture of practice—an integrated functioning
of resources (such as material items), energy, people, ideas, and information, all aligned
according to the perspective that the main goal of the enterprise is to ensure that the
organization can adapt to complex changes and prosper. People and firms that accomplish this
feat will build capacity to adapt and shape the competitive landscape across not just
environmental issues but other imperatives in their industries. People and firms that do not
accomplish this feat will place themselves at risk in the future. A direct analog to this
perspective is that quality products are what emerge from a business that invests in building the
capacity to produce quality products. Toyota is widely recognized and respected as such a
business.
Sustainability is certainly not a gimmick nor a fleeting fad or trend. Its payoffs and practicalities
converge, and the results speak to the very survival of companies, communities, and people.
No wonder more and more people are embracing a system of values that is in sync with
sustainable development. This is indeed a good thing as quite simply, the planet is not capable
of supporting, among all peoples of the globe, the level of materialism and consumption
common in the U.S. today. The limits and severe strains we increasingly place on the material
and energy mechanisms that govern the world are visible. Increasing costs and social unrest in
the face of higher demands and dwindling resources, as well as the potential irreplaceable loss
of many dimensions of the complex ecosystem of the planet, remind us of the commons we
share. These trends are creating new constraints on people‘s lives and current business
practices; they also represent new opportunities -- sustainability's promise of doing well by
doing right -- for those who build the capacities for responding to them.
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APPENDIX C: UPGRADING LIGHTING SOURCES
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APPENDIX D: MAJOR RECYCLING MANUFACTURERS/SUPPLIERS OF
CONTAINERS AND EQUIPMENT
ONLINE RESOURCES
For more information on Resource Management contracts, visit the EPA‘s Resource
Management website at http://www.epa.gov/wastewise/wrr/rm.htm
For information on the PET co-mingled materials recycling bottles that will be used in Cranberry
common areas visit the PFI Innovations website at
http://www.pfinnovation.com/products/?type=app_recycling
For information on the American Beverage Association‘s ―
We Got Plans for Your Bottles and
Cans‖ recycling campaign visit http://www.recycleitnow.net/
For information on PA universal waste legislation, fluorescent tube disposal, and recyclers visit
the link to the PA DEP website at
http://www.depweb.state.pa.us/landrecwaste/cwp/view.asp?A=1242&Q=462304
For information on recycling rechargeable batteries visit Rechargeable Battery Recycling
Corporation website at http://www.rbrc.org/call2recycle/
For national recycling information based on zip code visit http://www.earth911.org/master.asp

GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Allegheny County Health Department (ACHD) Recycling Division – 3901 Penn Avenue, Building
#5, Pittsburgh, PA 15224 Phone: 412-578-8047.
http://www.achd.net/progstartfolder/recyclingstart.html
PA Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) – 400 Waterfront Drive, Pittsburgh, PA
15222-4745 Phone: (412) 442-4130.
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/DEPUTATE/AIRWASTE/WM/recycle/Recycle.htm
United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - http://www.epa.gov/msw/recycle.htm

LOCAL NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS
Construction Junction (used building materials, fixtures, displays) – Mike Gable, Executive
Director, 214 N. Lexington, Pittsburgh, PA 15208 Phone: (412) 243-5025.
www.constructionjunction.org
Greater Pittsburgh Community Food Bank (food donations) – 1 North Linden,
Duquesne, PA 15110 Phone: (412) 460-FOOD http://www.pittsburghfoodbank.org/
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Pennsylvania Resources Council (recycling and waste reduction information) – 64 South 14th
Street, Pittsburgh, PA 15203 Phone: (412) 488-7490. http://www.prc.org/

RECYCLING HAULERS AND CONTRACTORS
Abitibi Consolidated (mixed papers recycling) – Ellen Keefe, Area Manager, PO Box 607,
Carnegie, PA 15106 Phone: (412) 279-3001. http://www.paperretriever.com/
ACHD Recycling Directory (a directory published by the Allegheny County Health Department
that contains information on metal, waste grease, and pallet recyclers among others) http://www.achd.net/waste/pubs/pdf/RRD.pdf
Associated Paper Stock (plastic wrap hauler) – Tom Yanko, North Lima, OH Phone: (330) 5495311.
Reclamere (computers, electronics, data destruction) – Joe Harford, VP of Sales and Marketing,
905 Pennsylvania Avenue, Tyrone, PA 16686 Phone: (814) 684-5505.
http://www.reclamere.com
Recycle It (co-mingled materials) - Chris Buccigrossi, owner, Phone: (412) 242-4030.

BUYERS
AERT (plastic wrap buyer) – David Dunning, Phone: (202) 841-1144.
Trex Corporation (plastic wrap buyer) – Ray Hampton, Winchester, VA Phone: (540) 974-0638.
Little Tikes Corporation (plastic wrap buyer) – Jim Galvin, Hudson, OH Phone: (330) 650-3134.

EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
Associated Paper Stock (new and used balers) – Tom Yanko, North Lima, OH Phone: (330)
549-5311.
Busch Systems (recycling containers) - http://www.buschsystems.com/carts.html
Keysan (recycling containers and supplies) - http://www.keysan.com/
Toter Corporation (recycling containers) - http://www.toter.com/section_home.asp?ID=226
Zarn Corporation (recycling containers) - http://www.zarn.com/xc95desc.htm
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APPENDIX E: WASTE AND RECYCLING REFERENCES/RESOURCES OF
USE TO CRANBERRY
Recycling Technical Assistance Grant – up to $7,500 may be awarded to help upgrade
recycling programs to meet or exceed the 35 percent recycling goal of the Commonwealth.
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/wm/recycle/tech_rpts/proj_sum.htm
Section 902, Recycling Grants -- Covering up to 90 percent of eligible recycling development
and implementation expenses, these grants available through the Department of Environmental
Protection could prove useful in Cranberry‘s efforts to procure adequate recycling containers.
For guidelines see:
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/wm/recycle/document/Grants.htm
Information on Full Cost Accounting (a method of identifying, summing, and reporting the
actual costs of solid waste management) – http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/nonhw/muncpl/fullcost/whatis.htm
Cardboard Balers (new and refurbished):
-Associated Paper Stock (new and used balers) – Tom Yanko, North Lima, OH Phone: (330)
549-5311.
-The American Baler Company – Bellevue, OH. 1-800-843-7512
-B E Equipment, Quakertown, PA – 215-536-0700
-Industrial Quick Source (comparison of suppliers/types of balers) http://www.iqsdirectory.com/trash-compactors/
Potential buyers of baled OCC:

STANSON PAPER PROCESSING LLC
876 R I LAMPUS AVE
SPRINGDALE, PA 15144
724-275-7285
Recycle Management (multiple Pittsburgh area locations):
Carnegie: 412-429-8522
Pittsburgh: 412-771-4105
Beaver County: 724-758-2755
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Atlas Waste Paper
2329 Wharton Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15203
412-431-5329
Pittsburgh Recycling Services
50 Vespucius Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15207
412-420-6000

Available Funding for the Implementation of a Yard-Waste Composting Facility:
The Composting Infrastructure Development Grant: Grant monies are available for both nonprofit and for-profit businesses to cover the costs of starting and establishing a sustainable
composting program. The costs associated with start-up can include site analysis, organic
waste audits to assess potential influx of material, construction of a fence to enclose the site,
the labor associated with maintaining the site, and the actual Applications become available in
May of each year. The deadline for 2008 proposals is July 18.With an average award amount of
$60,000, Cranberry could investigate the possibility of hiring a team to perform a thorough site
and cost assessment and pursue funding for 2009. Information and guidelines can be reviewed
online at: http://www.dep.state.pa.us/grantscenter/ProgramSummary.asp?ID=91
Basic Information on the Science of Composting:
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/composting/by_compost.htm
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/composting/science.htm
Information on Operating a Composting Facility:
http://compost.css.cornell.edu/Factsheets/FactsheetTOC.html
PA Laws and Statutes on Composting:
http://164.156.71.80/VWRQ.asp?docid=2087d8407c0e00000000051700000517&context=2&ba
cklink=WXOD.aspx?fs=2087d8407c0e00008000051400000514&ft=1 (log in as ‗guest‘).
Windrow Composting: http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/composting/windrow.htm
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Example of a Township partnering with a Local Farm to implement yard waste
composting:
http://www.dep.state.pa.us/dep/deputate/airwaste/wm/recycle/tech_rpts/West_Brandwine.pdf
Vermicomposting: Pennsylvania Resources Council: http://www.prc.org
Resources for E-Waste disposal:
Reclamere
905 Pennsylvania Avenue
Tyrone, PA 16686
814-684-5505
E Loop LLC
3513 Lashan Drive
Murrysville, PA 15668
724-325-1326
www.eloopllc.com
neldrige@eloopllc.com
Nike Re-use a Shoe program: http://www.letmeplay.com/reuseashoe/locations/usa.html
Denim recycling program: http://www.cottoninc.com/Recycling-cotton/COTTON-FROM-BLUETO-GREEN-PROGRAM/
Recycling Equipment and Supplies:
-Suburban Equipment Company (recycling and waste containers): www.subeq.com
-Busch Systems (recycling containers) - http://www.buschsystems.com/carts.html
-Keysan (recycling containers and supplies) - http://www.keysan.com/
-Clear Containers (bags for paper, cans, and bottle are visible)
http://www.clearstreamrecycler.com
-Toter Corporation (recycling containers) - http://www.toter.com
Other Useful links:
Aluminum Association
900 19th St. NW, Suite 300
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Washington, DC 20006
Phone: 202 862-5100
Fax: 202 862-5164
American Forest and Paper Association
1111 19th Street, NW, Suite 800
Washington, DC 20036
Phone: 202 463-2700
American Plastics Council
1801 K Street, NW, Suite 701-L
Washington, DC 20006-1301
Phone: 800-2-HELP-90
Association of Post consumer Plastic Recyclers
1300 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, VA 22209
Phone: 703- 741-5578
Fax: 703-741-5646
Container Recycling Institute
89 East Lake Shore Trail
Glastonbury, CT 06033
Phone: 202-263-0999
Glass Packaging Institute
740 East 52nd Street
Indianapolis, IN 46205
Phone: 317 283-1603
Fax: 317 923-9906
Institute for Local Self-Reliance
2425 18th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20009
Phone: 202 232-4108
Fax: 202 332-0463
Institute for Scrap Recycling Industries
1325 G Street, NW, Suite 1000
Washington, DC 20005
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Phone: 202 737-1770
Fax: 202 626-0900
National Association for PET Container Resources (NAPCOR)
PO Box 1327
Sonoma, CA 95476
Phone: (707) 996-4207
Fax: (707) 935-1998
National Recycling Coalition
1727 King Street, Suite 105
Alexandria, VA 22314-2720
Phone: 703 683-9025
Fax: 703 683-9026
Polystyrene Packaging Council
1801 K Street NW, Suite 600K
Washington, DC 20006-1301
Phone: 202 974-5321
Fax: 202 296-7354
Rechargeable Battery Recycling Corporation
1000 Parkwood Circle
Suite 450
Atlanta, GA 30339
Phone: 678-419-9990
Fax: 678-419-9986
Steel Recycling Institute
680 Andersen Drive
Pittsburgh, PA 15220-2700
Phone: 412 922-2772, 800 876-7274
Fax: 412 922-3213
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APPENDIX F: ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFERABLE PURCHASING (EPP)
REFERENCES AND RESOURCES
Governmental Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Programs:
Environmental Preferable Purchasing from the U.S. EPA (http://www.epa.gov/epp/): This
site helps green vendors, businesses large and small, municipalities, and consumers to:
-

Find and evaluate information about green products and services

-

Identify federal green buying requirements

-

Calculate the costs and benefits of purchasing choices

-

Manage green purchasing processes.

The sections most helpful for a fledgling program include:
-

Finding and evaluating green products and services

-

Hands on tools for green purchasing, publications, and related links

Comprehensive Procurement Guidelines Product Resource Guides
(http://www.epa.gov/cpg/factshts.htm): A series of product resource guides summarizing
information on the CPG program; EPA's recovered materials content recommendations;
case studies from around the country; and key resources, associations, and websites.
2007 Buy Recycled Series: Construction Products
(www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/construct.pdf
<http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/construct.pdf>)
2007 Buy Recycled Series: Landscaping Products
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/landscape.pdf)
2007 Buy Recycled Series: Miscellaneous Products
(www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/miscell.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/miscell.pdf)
2007 Buy Recycled Series: Nonpaper Office Products
(www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/nonpaper.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/epaoswer/non-hw/procure/pdf/nonpaper.pdf)
King County, WA, Purchasing Department (http://www.metrokc.gov/oppis/recyclea.html):
This site explicitly outlines an EPP program implemented by a county in the state of
Washington. Their 2007 environmental purchasing annual report can be found on the above
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web site. The report details their challenges, opportunities, purchase detail, saving
summary, and supporting program elements.

Alameda County, CA, EPP (http://www.stopwaste.org/home/index.asp): This is a web site
designed to inform the public of Alameda County in California how to reduce their waste
stream residents, businesses, and schools. Available on their website are environmentally
preferable purchasing facts sheets for products ranging from janitorial products to
transportation by country officials.
Massachusetts Environmental Preferable Purchasing
(http://www.mass.gov/?pageID=osdsubtopic&L=3&L0=Home&L1=Buy+from+a+Contract&L2
=Environmentally+Preferable+Products+(EPP)+Procurement+Program&sid=Aosd):
(A comprehensive description of an EPP program implemented by the state of
Massachusetts.) From their site, you can obtain information about the benefits of EPPs,
guides, tools, events and more.

Federal Programs & Guidance:
Energy Star Buildings Program (http://www.epa.gov/greenlights.html/): An innovative
voluntary pollution prevention program designed to promote energy efficient buildings. The
U.S. EPA sponsors this program.
Federal ENERGY STAR® Programs (http://www.energystar.gov/): A voluntary partnership
between the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the private sector, to promote the
manufacture and use of energy efficient equipment (e.g., computers, printers, copiers, fax
machines, exit signs etc.)
Federal Guidelines for Procurement of Recycled Products (http://www.epa.gov/cpg):
Outlines Federal standards for 39 recycled products in 8 categories: construction products,
landscaping products, non-paper office products, paper and paper products, park and
recreation products, transportation products, vehicular products, and miscellaneous
products.

National Initiatives:
ICLEI - Local Governments for Sustainability (http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=983): Is an
international association of local governments and national and regional local government
organizations that have made a commitment to sustainable development. ICLEI provides
technical consulting, training, and information services to build capacity, share knowledge,
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and support local government in the implementation of sustainable cost-effective
development at the local level.
Responsible Purchasing Network (http://www.responsiblepurchasing.org/) The Responsible
Purchasing Network is a diverse network of stakeholders that promotes and practices
responsible purchasing by identifying best practices, developing effective purchasing tools,
educating the market and utilizing its collective purchasing power to maximize
environmental stewardship, protect human health and support local and global
sustainability.

National & Local Nonprofit Organizations:
NWF Great Lakes (http://www.glrppr.org/docs/NWF-EPP-Report-Feb-07.pdf) An excellent
overview of EPP policies, what to include, what to look for (generally), and a sample EPP
policy:
Green Seal (http://greenseal.org/): is an independent non-profit organization that promotes
the manufacturing, purchasing, and use of environmentally responsible products and
services. They set standards and perform third-party certification of products and services
that cause less toxic pollution and waste, conserve resources and habitats, and minimize
global warming and ozone depletion
Northeast Recycling Council (http://www.nerc.org/): Established in 1987 by the Eastern
Regional Conference of the Council of State Governments to ensure the long-term viability
of recycling in the Northeast while maximizing its full
Conserve a Tree (http://www.conservatree.com/): This web site provides interested parties
expert advice and leadership on environmentally friendly paper choices. The site is
beneficial for experienced or large-volume purchasers and new and small-scale purchasers.
The U.S. Green Building Council (http://www.usgbc.org/): A nonprofit consensus coalition
promoting the understanding, development and accelerated implementation of "Green
Building" policies, programs, technologies, standards and design practices.
National Associates of Counties (NACo) (http://www.naco.org/counties/counties/index.cfm):
Information on county EPP programs and to order the Local Government Environmental
Purchasing Starter Kit, a useful resource for governments trying to implement EPP programs.
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POSSIBLE EPP PRODUCTS
Included in this appendix is a list of possible environmentally friendly products that Office Depot
offers. The products below can be substituted for products currently being used at facilities in
Cranberry Township. They include: office paper, office and business envelopes, writing pads,
notebooks, clipboards, manila and color folders, file folders and jackets, index cards, desk
accessories, binders, calendars, planners, and breakroom and janitorial supplies. The list details
the particular product, the price, and the recycle content.

Paper:

Office and
Business
Envelopes:

$6.89

$7.29

$10.39

$71.99

$77.99

$2.49

Office
Depot®
Brand Inkjet
Paper, 24
Lb., 113
Brightness, 8
1/2" x 11",
Ream Of 500
Sheets

Office
Depot®
Brand Laser
Paper, 24
Lb., 113
Brightness, 8
1/2" x 11",
Ream Of 500
Sheets

35% recycled

35%
Recycled

OFFICE
DEPOT®
BRAND
PREMIUM
COLOR
LASER
PAPER, 8 1/2"
X 11", 28 LB.,
115
BRIGHTNESS,
REAM OF 500
SHEETS

Office
Depot®
Brand
Professional
Heavyweight
Color Copy
Paper, 8 1/2"
x 11", 28 Lb.,
115
Brightness,
Case Of 8
Reams

Office
Depot®
Brand
Professional
Heavyweight
Color Copy
Paper, 11" x
17", 28 Lb.,
115
Brightness,
Case Of 4
Reams

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
CollegeRuled Filler
Paper, 11" x
8 1/2", 3-Hole
Punched,
Pack Of 100
50% recycled

20%
RECYCLED

20% recycled

20% recycled

$6.29

$10.49

$9.79

$14.69

$9.79

$15.69

Office
Depot®
Brand Clasp
#90 Recycled
Envelopes,
9" x 12", 28
Lb., Brown
Kraft, Box Of
100

Office Depot®
Brand Clasp #97
Recycled
Envelopes, 10" x
13", 28 Lb.,
Brown Kraft, Box
Of 100

Office
Depot®
Brand Clasp
Recycled #55
Envelopes,
6" x 9", 28
Lb., Brown
Kraft, Box Of
100
20%Recycled

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Clasp
Envelopes,
#93, 9 1/2" x
12 1/2",
Brown Kraft,
Pack Of 100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Clasp
Envelopes,
#63, 6 1/2" x
9 1/2", Brown
Kraft, Pack
Of 100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Clasp
Envelopes,
#98, 10" x
15", Brown
Kraft, Pack
Of 100

20%Recycled

20%Recycled

20%Recycled

$9.29
Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
White Wove
Envelopes,
#10 (4 1/8" x
9 1/2"),
White, Pack
Of 250
20%Recycled

20%Recycled

20%
Recycled
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Paper, 1
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9 1/2" x 11",
Clean Edge,
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White, Box
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Office and
Business
Envelopes
Continued:

Writing Pads,
Notebooks &
Clipboards:

$18.89

$17.79

$10.49

$23.09

$25.19

Office
Depot®
Brand Clasp
#110
Recycled
Envelopes,
12" x 15 1/2",
28 Lb.,
Brown Kraft,
Box Of 100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Clasp
Envelopes,
#105, 11 1/2"
x 14 1/2",
Brown Kraft,
Pack Of 100

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Clasp Envelopes,
#75, 7 1/2" x 10
1/2", Brown Kraft,
Pack Of 100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Large Format
Kraft
Envelopes,
9" x 12",
Brown, Pack
Of 250

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Large Format
Kraft
Envelopes,
10" x 13",
Brown, Pack
Of 250

20%
Recycled

20%Recycled

20%Recycled

20%Recycled

$4.89

$2.39

$3.29

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Plastic
Clipboard,
Letter-Size,
Black

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Fashion
Composition
Book, 100
Pages, 7 1/2"
x 9 3/4",
Black

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Fashion
Notebook,
Assorted Colors
(No Color
Choice), 1
Subject, 8" x 10
1/2", 70 Pages

60%
Recycled

20% Recycled

100% Recycled

100%
Recycled
Manila
Classification
Folders:

$32.39

$37.59

$35.09

$45.49

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Manila
Classification
Folders, 1
Divider, 1
Partition, 8
1/2" x 11",

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Manila
Classification
Folders, 2
Divider, 2
Partition, 8
1/2" x 11",

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Manila
Classification
Folders, 1 Divider,
1 Partition, 8 1/2"
x 14", Box Of 10

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Manila
Classification
Folders, 2
Divider, 2
Partition, 8
1/2" x 14",

10% recycled
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Color
Classification
Folders:

Expanded
File Pockets:

Continued:

Box Of 10

Box Of 10

Box Of 10

10%
Recycled

10%
Recycled

$3.79

$3.29

$3.99

$4.29

$4.39

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Pressboard
Classification
Folder, 2
Dividers, 6
Partitions,
Letter Size,
Red/Brown

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Pressboard
Classification
Folder, 1
Divider, 4
Partitions,
Letter Size,
Green

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Pressboard
Classification
Folder, 2 Dividers,
6 Partitions,
Letter Size,
Green

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Pressboard
Classification
Folder, 3
Dividers, 8
Partitions,
Letter Size,
Red/Brown

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Pressboard
Classification
Folder, 3
Dividers, 8
Partitions,
Letter Size,
Green

30%Recycled

30%Recycled

30%Recycled

30%Recycled

$11.49

$2.29

$24.29

$14.99

$2.49

$1.69

$3.79

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Color File
Pockets, 3
1/2"
Expansion,
Letter Size,
Assorted
Colors

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Expanding
File Cabinet
Pocket, 3
1/2"
Expansion, 8
1/2" x 11",
Brown

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Pressboard
Folders Without
Fasteners, 1"
Expansion,
Letter-Size,
Green, Pack Of
25

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Color File
Pockets, 3
1/2"
Expansion,
Legal Size,
Assorted
Colors

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Heavy-Duty
Expanding
File Pocket, 8
1/2" x 11", 5
1/4"
Expansion

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled File
Retention
Jacket

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Extra-Wide
File Cabinet
Pockets, 5
1/4"
Expansion, 8
1/2" x 14"

10%
Recycled

10%
Recycled

$1.79

$43.19

$2.09

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Expanding
File Project

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Pressboard
Folders

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Expanding File
Project Pocket, 8
1/2" x 11", 3 1/2"
Expansion, Green

30% recycled

10% Recycled

10%
Recycled
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Pocket, 8
1/2" x 11", 3
1/2"
Expansion,
Manila
10%
Recycled
Expanding
Files:

Without
Fasteners, 1"
Expansion,
Legal-Size,
Green, Pack
Of 25

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

$11.99

$16.99

$35.49

$12.99

$5.99

$5.99

$2.89

Office
Depot®
Brand
Xtralife™
Recycled
Expanding
File, Letter
Size, A To Z,
21 Pockets,
No Flap

Office
Depot®
Brand
Xtralife™
Recycled
Expanding
File, Letter
Size, 1-31,
No Flap

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Expanding Blue
Pressboard
Folders, 1"
Expansion, 8 1/2"
x 11", Box Of 25

Office
Depot®
Brand
Xtralife™
Recycled
Expanding
File, Letter
Size,
Monthly, 12
Pockets, No
Flap

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Secure
Expanding
File Folders,
Letter Size,
Manila, Box
Of 24

Office
Depot®
Brand
Xtralife™
Recycled
Expanding
Wallets, 5
1/4"
Expansion,
Legal Size

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Standard
Accordion®
Wallet, Letter
Size, 8 1/2" x
11"

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled
File Folders:

$7.99

$9.99

$14.39

$10.99

$8.29

$4.39

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Manila File
Folders, 1/3
Cut, Letter
Size, Box Of
100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Manila File
Folders, 1/3
Cut, Legal
Size, Box Of
100

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Top-Tab Color
File Folders, 3/4"
Capacity, LetterSize, Spring
Colors, Box Of
100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Manila File
Folders,
Straight Cut,
Letter Size,
Box Of 100

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Top-Tab
Color File
Folders, 3/4"
Capacity,
Letter-Size,
Assorted, Box
Of 24

Office
Depot®
Brand
Moisture
Resistant
Recycled
Folder, 2
Dividers, 8
1/2" x 11",
Dark Blue

10% Recycled

10%Recycled

30%Recycled

10%Recycled
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File Jackets:

$38.99

$7.29

$43.99

$37.99

$34.99

$41.99

$40.99

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Expanding
File Jacket,
2" Capacity,
Letter Size,
Manila, Box
Of 50

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Expanding
File Jacket,
2" Capacity,
Letter Size,
Manila, Pack
Of 10

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Expanding File
Jacket, 2"
Capacity, Legal
Size, Manila, Box
Of 50

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Expanding
File Jacket,
1" Capacity,
Letter Size,
Manila, Box
Of 50

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
ReinforcedTab File
Jackets, Flat,
8 1/2" x 11",
Manila, Box
Of 100

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Expanding
File Jacket,
1" Capacity,
Legal Size,
Manila, Box
Of 50

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
ReinforcedTab File
Jackets, Flat,
8 1/2" x 14",
Manila, Box
Of 100

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

Hanging

$10.99

$10.99

$26.99

$10.99

File Folders:

Office
Depot®
Brand
PremiumQuality
Recycled
Color
Hanging
Folders, 1/5–
Cut Tabs,
Letter Size,
Spring
Colors, Box
Of 25

Office
Depot®
Brand
PremiumQuality
Recycled
Color
Hanging
Folders, 1/5–
Cut Tabs,
Letter Size,
Blue, Box Of
25

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Standard Green
Box-Bottom
Hanging Folders,
2" Expansion, 8
1/2" x 11",
Standard Green,
Pack Of 25

Office
Depot®
Brand
PremiumQuality
Recycled
Color
Hanging
Folders, 1/5–
Cut Tabs,
Letter Size,
Fall Colors,
Box Of 25

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled

10%Recycled
Index Cards:

$2.89

$1.79

$1.29

Office
Depot®
Brand White
Recycled
Index Cards,
Ruled, 3" x
5", Pack Of
500

Office
Depot®
Brand White
Recycled
Index Cards,
Ruled, 4" x
6", Pack Of
100

Office Depot®
Brand White
Recycled Index
Cards, Unruled,
3" x 5", Pack Of
100

10%

10%

10% Recycled
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Binders and
Accessories:

Recycled

Recycled

$13.59

$9.59

$19.99

$5.99

$ .99

$3.69

$3.69

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled DRing View
Binder, 3"
Ring, White

Office
Depot® NoGap
Recycled
Locking
Round Ring
View Binder
with Stacked
Pockets, 3"
Rings, 480Sheet
Capacity,
White

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
D-Ring View
Binder, 5" Ring,
White

Office
Depot® NoGap
Recycled
Locking
Round Ring
View Binder
with Stacked
Pockets, 1
1/2" Rings,
280-Sheet
Capacity,
White

Office
Depot®
Brand Big
Tab Recycled
Insertable
Dividers, 5Tab,
Multicolor,
Buff Paper, 8
1/2" x 11"

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Insertable
Dividers, 8Tab,
Multicolor,
Pack Of 4

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Insertable
Dividers, 8Tab, Clear,
Pack Of 12

40%
Recycled

40% Recycled

40%
Recycled
Desk
Accessories:

20%
Recycled

20%
Recycled

20%
Recycled

40%
Recycled

$7.99

$8.79

$2.99

$5.09

$24.99

$11.59

$46.79

Snap-N-Store
Recycled
Desk Trays,
Black, Pack
Of 2

Snap-N-Store
Recycled 3Tier Desk
Sorter, Black

Snap-N-Store
Recycled Pencil
Cup, Black

Snap-NStore™
Recycled
Mini Media
File, 6"H x
4"W x 6"D,
Black

OFFICE
DEPOT®
BRAND
RECYCLED
DESK
PAD, 19" X
24",
BLACK

Eldon®
Recycled
Stackable
Letter Trays,
Side
Loading,
Black, Pack
Of 6

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Horizontal
Legal-Size 6Tier
Organizer
With Handle,
Black

60%
Recycled

60% Recycled

60%
Recycled

60%
Recycled
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Desk
Accessories
Continued:

Calendars
and
Planners:

$4.59

$7.49

$28.49

$.99

$16.59

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Drawer
Organizer,
Black

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Deluxe Desk
Organizer,
Black

Office Depot®
Brand Recycled
Combo
Vertical/Horizontal
Organizer, Black

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Business
Card Holder,
Black

30%
Recycled

30%
Recycled

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Wall Files,
Letter Size,
Black, Pack
Of 3

$11.99

$9.99

At-AGlance®
DayMinder®
Monthly
Recycled
Planner, 6
7/8" x 8 3/4",
Black,
JanuaryDecember
2008

At-AGlance®
Black
Compact
Desk
Calendar
Base For 3" x
3 3/4"
Calendar

30% Recycled

30%
Recycled

30%
Recycled

30%
Recycled

30%
Recycled
Breakroom
& Janitorial:

$24.99

$21.99

$25.99

$22.99

$23.99

$10.99

$39.99

ENVIRO
PATROL®
Restroom
Cleaner, 1
Gallon

ENVIRO
PATROL®
Neutral
Cleaner, 1
Gallon

Enviro Patrol®
Glass & Surface
Cleaner, 1 Gal.

ENVIRO
PATROL®
MultiPurpose
Cleaner, 1
Gallon

Marcal® "At
Home & In
The Office"
Recycled
Toilet Tissue,
White

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Paper
Towels, Roll
Of 180
Towels, Case
Of 6 Rolls

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Folded Paper
Towels,
White MultiFold, Pack Of
250 Towels,
Carton Of 16
Packs
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Breakroom &
Janitorial
Continued:

$34.99

$5.99

$32.99

$79.99

$17.99

$18.79

$59.99

Office
Depot®
Brand
Recycled
Paper
Towels, Roll
Of 85
Towels, Case
Of 30 Rolls

Marcal®
Recycled
Luncheon
Napkins,
Single-Ply,
Pack Of 400

Scott® Surpass
Recycled 2-Ply
Facial Tissue,
Box Of 100, Case
Of 30

Scott® Kraft
Hardwound
Recycled Roll
Towels, Case
Of 12 Rolls

Webster
Reclaim
100™
Recycled
Trash Can
Liners, 13
Gallons, .80
Mil Thick, 24"
x 31", White,
Box Of 150

Webster
Reclaim
100™
Recycled
Trash Can
Liners, 33
Gallons, 1.1
Mil Thick, 32
1/2" x 40",
Black, Box Of
80

Webster
Reclaim
100™
Recycled
Trash Can
Liners, 55-60
Gallons, 1.35
Mil Thick, 38"
x 58", Black,
Box Of 100

Breakroom &
Janitorial
Continued:

$46.19

$16.79

$95.29

Webster
Reclaim
100™
Recycled
Trash Can
Liners, 7-10
Gallons, .75
Mil Thick, 24"
x 23", Black,
Box Of 500

Safco®
Recycled
Round
Wastebasket,
5 7/8
Gallons,
Sand

Rubbermaid®
Square Brute®
Big Wheel® "We
Recycle"
Container, 50
Gallons, 46 4/5"H
x 23 3/10"W x 23
5/8"D, Blue
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Oregon‟s List of Thirty-One Product Sustainability Indicators
Below is Oregon‘s list of thirty-one product sustainability indicators, along with guiding
questions. Note: Consider the attribute appropriate for the product or service to be
purchased.
Sustainable products have lower life cycle cost instead of lowest first cost.
Sustainable products are reused before disposal (surplus cross agency).
Sustainable products strike a balance between environmental, economic and equity
parts of sustainability without significantly harming one of the other parts.
Sustainable products come from enterprises that have incorporated sustainability
concepts into their organizations.
Sustainable products and services come from enterprises that have better environmental
performance.
Sustainable products have more post-consumer recycled content than other products.
Sustainable products have more reusability/refurbishability/reparability content (not down
cycling).
Sustainable products (such as adhesives and solvents) utilize water-based chemicals
during manufacturing.
Sustainable products emit or off-gas the less (TVOC, formaldehyde, total aldehydes,
vehicle exhaust).
Sustainable products are contain less, and are manufactured with less ozone depleting
substances (CFC/HCFC).
Sustainable products have longer warranties.
Sustainable products are packaged in materials that are recyclable and reusable by the
product user.
Sustainable products generate the least hazardous waste by weight during
manufacturing.
Sustainable products contain the least hazardous materials (such as mercury).
Sustainable products are those that have been refurbished over new provided the
refurbished/remanufactured product meets the same product and sustainability
specifications as a new sustainable product.
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Sustainable products and services lead to increased sustainability knowledge. Investing
in state employees and contractors education on sustainable is beneficial.
Sustainable products are sold by businesses that address social equity.
Sustainable wood products are grown in a sustainable manner (maintaining biodiversity).
Sustainable products are made from materials that are nontoxic or organic materials and
are biodegradable.
Sustainable products produce the least toxins during life cycle.
Sustainable products are more durable.
Sustainable products require the less maintenance. Maintain equipment properly and
use as directed and safely.
Sustainable activities and use of more sustainable products can be encouraged through
personal economic incentive or disincentives.
Sustainable products provide the right result and use less energy.
Sustainable products are certified by creditable existing certification programs if
certification is available.
Sustainable products and service enable increased operational efficiency.
Sustainable products reflect actual costs and place cost with users.
Sustainable products provide the greatest recyclables.
Sustainable products use less natural capital (irreplaceable natural resources) to
produce.
Sustainable products or services are manufactured and sold by manufactures and
businesses using sustainable processes.
Sustainable products and services purchased locally contribute to local economic
stability.
By converting product attributes into guiding questions, a purchaser may use a series of
questions as a guide to assist in the preparation of sustainable sourcing approaches. Asking
and answering each question as appropriate for the product or category of products to be
purchased should cause the product specification and evaluation process to consider and
include appropriate sustainability attributes. Additional questions may be warranted. Some
of the questions may not fit the particular product to be purchased.
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Guiding Questions:
1) Is there an alternative product or system available that could be used or refurbished that
will substitute for the purchase of this product that would be more aligned with
sustainable sourcing values?
2) How does this product or can this product be made to conserve energy?
3) How does this product generate waste? Is there a product that can be used that will
generate less waste?
4) How is this product packaged? Are there packaging alternatives that can be specified to
reduce waste and reduce natural resources used to package the product?
5) Are these products already available within the state system that could avoid purchasing
a new product?
6) What natural resources are consumed in the process of manufacturing the product? Are
there products that extract fewer natural resources during their manufacture that should
be considered?
7) What energy is consumed in the shipping of the product? Are there shipping alternatives
that consume less energy?
8) Do these products release toxic material during their life cycle? If so, what can be done
to minimize the release of toxics? Are products available that do not release toxics into
the environment?
9) What is the life cycle cost of the product? Would a total cost of the product to include
operating costs, energy costs, training costs, durability and other costs that can be
objectively quantified result in better value to the State and less cost to the State than
first cost?
10) What has the supplier done to incorporate sustainable practices in their manufacturing
and business operations? Are there purchasing choices we can make that will foster
sustainability from suppliers?
11) Will the purchasing decision anticipated to come from this procurement have a positive
impact on the community? ]

Massachusetts‟ Environmental Specifications for PCs and Peripheral
Massachusetts‘ Statewide Contract for PCs and peripherals requires vendors to offer Energy
Star®-compliant equipment. In addition, the Request for Response (RFR) for the contract allows
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vendors to earn extra points by meeting one or more of the following ―
desirable‖ environmental
specifications
1. Components are not manufactured or assembled using the following toxic/hazardous
ingredients:
a. CFC or HCFC compounds included on the A, B and C annex of the ―
Montreal
Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer‖
b. chlorinated solvents
c. cadmium in any part of the CRT, electronic components, batteries for backup or
internal clocks (not to exceed 25 mg/kg total) photo semiconductors, or in packaging
or packaging ink
d. mercury in the background lighting system, batteries and other electronic
components
e. selenium, unless equipment can be returned to manufacturer
f.

flame retardant materials in any plastic components which contain any organically
bound chlorine or bromide

2. Recycled content (preferably post-consumer content) is used in plastic components,
CRT glass, and/or other components.
3. Packaging has some or all of the following characteristics:
a. made from recycled content, which meets or exceeds all federal and state recycled
content guidelines (currently 35% post-consumer for all corrugated cardboard)
b. minimizes or eliminates the use of polystyrene or other difficult to recycle materials
c. minimizes or eliminates the use of disposable containers, such as cardboard boxes
d. provides for a return program where packaging can be returned to a specific location
for recycling
e. manuals are printed on recycled content paper which meets or exceed federal and
state guidelines for recycled content (currently 30% post-consumer content)
f.

contains materials which are easily recyclable in Massachusetts

4. Computers are easily upgraded due to modular design, an expandable memory, or other
feature.
5. Computers are designed for reuse or recycling.
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6.

Take-back provisions are offered, preferably at no cost to contract users.

7. Equipment minimizes impacts on worker health and safety in the
following ways:
a. equipment is ergonomic in design, including visual legibility and image stability
b. equipment reduces eye strain or other repetitive motion aliments
c. monitors reduce exposure to magnetic and electric fields, and x-ray radiation
8. Computers have received certification from third-party certifying organizations, such as
TCO, Blue Angel, ISO 14,000 or others
9. Bidders demonstrate that they and/or manufacturers are actively pursuing additional
ways of minimizing their environmental impacts at manufacturing, assembly, warehouse,
distribution and/or other facilities, including, but not limited to:
a. toxics use reduction and/or waste prevention efforts
b. recycling and/or reuse (including the current recycling, reuse and/or remanufacture
of computer equipment by or for Bidder)
c. energy efficiency
d. natural resource conservation

Sample EPP Resolution
Below is the sample EPP Resolution published in the State of Minnesota‘s Environmentally
Preferable Purchasing Guide. See www.swmcb.org/EPPG/App_B.asp.

SUBJECT
(Name of jurisdiction) Environmentally Preferable Purchasing Resolution

EFFECTIVE DATE: ____________
TABLE OF CONTENTS:
Subject

Section 1.0

Page 1

Purpose

Section 2.0

Page 1
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Definitions

Section 3.0

Page 1

Background

Section 4.0

Page 2

General Policies

Section 5.0

Page 2

Research, Planning, and
Education

Section 6.0

Page 3

Sample Specifications

Section 7.0

Page 3

Performance and Availability

Section 8.0

Page 4

PURPOSE
The goal of this policy is to encourage and increase the use of environmentally preferable
products and services in (jurisdiction). By including environmental considerations in purchasing
decisions, (jurisdiction) can promote practices that improve public and worker health, conserve
natural resources, and reward environmentally conscious manufacturers, while remaining
fiscally responsible.

DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this resolution, the following definitions shall apply:
"Available locally" means that one or more businesses within the county/city or
immediate surrounding areas are able to provide goods and services in a timely manner,
and in sufficient quantity and quality to meet a specific department/agency need.
"Biodegradable" means the ability of a substance, material, or product ingredient to
readily decompose by the action of microbes.
"Chlorofluorocarbon, (CFC)" refers to the family of compounds of chlorine, fluorine, and
carbon. CFC‘s contribute to the depletion of the stratospheric ozone layer, and have
been used as an ingredient for refrigerants, solvents, and for blowing plastic-foam
insulation and packaging. The Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone
Layer calls for complete elimination of CFC production.
"Environmentally preferable products and services" as defined by Presidential Executive
Order 13101, means products and services that have a lesser or reduced effect on
human health and the environment when compared to competing products and services
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that serve the same purpose. This applies to raw material acquisition, as well as product
manufacturing, distribution, use, maintenance, and disposal.
"Green building practices" means the incorporation of environmental, health, and waste
prevention criteria in building design, site-planning and preparation, materials
acquisition, construction or remodeling, deconstruction, and waste disposal.
"Integrated pest management" means the use of a combination of pest control methods
including improved sanitation, mechanical, physical, biological, or chemical means.
"Post-consumer recycled material" refers to material that has served its intended use
and has been discarded for disposal or recovery, having completed its life as a
consumer item, and is used as a raw material for new products.
"Practicable" means satisfactory and within reason when considering price,
performance, availability, compatibility with specified operation, and public safety.
"Price-preference" means a percentage of increase in price that (jurisdiction) will pay to
obtain a designated product or service.
"Processed-chlorine free paper" refers to paper that is manufactured using a percentage
of post-consumer recycled paper fiber (that may contain residues of chlorine) and is
whitened without adding chlorine or chlorine derivatives.
"Rainforest hardwood/tropical wood" means wood that originates from trees grown in a
rainforest.
"Recyclable" refers to a material or product that can be reprocessed, remanufactured, or
reused.

BACKGROUND
Local and state governments, combined, purchase more than $1 trillion of goods and services
each year. Many of these products contribute to problems in the overall environment, including
contamination of the air and water, and depletion of environmental resources. In some
instances, products require special waste disposal and reporting procedures which can be
cumbersome and expensive. Furthermore, local government employees using these products
may be exposed to compounds that are potentially harmful to their health.
(Jurisdiction) has an opportunity to serve as a community model for environmental leadership by
incorporating a plan of action that will conserve precious resources such as water, raw
materials, and energy, reduce the use of hazardous substances, and potentially improve the
environmental quality of the region. By incorporating environmental considerations in public
purchasing, (jurisdiction) can reduce its burden on the local and global environment, remove
unnecessary hazards from its operations, protect public health, reduce costs and liabilities, and
help develop markets for environmentally responsible products.
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GENERAL POLICIES
The Office of (Procurement, County/City Manager, and/or Environment, etc.) shall coordinate
the establishment of a special interdepartmental Environmental Purchasing Task Force
(hereinafter "the Task Force") including one representative from public administration
(County/City Manager, Commissioner, Freeholder, City Council member, etc.), representatives
from purchasing, parks and recreation, environmental services, construction/property
management, vehicle/equipment maintenance, and other relevant departments/operations to (1)
identify opportunities for environmental purchasing initiatives, (2) provide a forum for open
discussion by affected personnel, and (3) educate and inform staff about the environmental
purchasing program. The Task Force shall meet quarterly following the adoption of this policy.
The Task Force shall designate an Environmental Purchasing Coordinator(s) (hereinafter "the
Coordinator") to provide oversight to the Task Force, discuss with individual departments
opportunities to increase environmental purchasing where relevant, coordinate outreach/training
for staff, report to jurisdiction leadership, and provide general support to maintain the
environmental purchasing program.
By (date), the Task Force shall encourage a minimum of one department to perform a pilot or
demonstration study of environmentally preferable purchasing. The following departments and
operations are potential sites for environmental purchasing demonstrations: vehicle/equipment
maintenance, construction/property management, parks and recreation, janitorial services,
public works, pest control, or administration. The Coordinator(s) shall provide technical/logistical
assistance to help said departments incorporate environmentally preferable products into their
operations. Results of initial pilot studies shall be evaluated and reported to (jurisdiction
governing body). As feasible, all departments are encouraged to advance environmental
purchasing for their specific operations by initiating pilot studies.
Based on the results of the pilot studies, all departments, offices, and agencies shall use, and
require their contractors and consultants to use, environmentally preferable products where
practicable no later than (date).

RESEARCH, PLANNING, AND EDUCATION
The Environmental Purchasing Task Force shall research opportunities to (a) expand the
purchase of environmentally preferable products; (b) identify environmentally preferable
alternatives; (c) recommend goals, where practicable, to practice alternative processes within
(jurisdiction) operations that will reduce the use/disposal of hazardous substances and will
promote resource conservation; and (d) collect and maintain up-to-date information regarding
manufacturers, vendors, and other sources for locating/ordering environmentally preferable
products. The Task Force and/or Coordinator(s) shall provide applicable information to
departments.
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The Coordinator(s) shall submit annual reports to the (governing entity) by (date) regarding the
status of this policy‘s implementation. This report shall include total purchases of
environmentally preferable products by each department, results of designated product
evaluations, and the financial status for implementation of this policy including indirect and direct
costs/savings.
Relevant departments, offices, and agencies shall assign staff to:
ensure that contracting procedures do not discriminate against reusable, recycled, or
environmentally preferable products without justification;
evaluate environmentally preferable products to determine the extent to which they may
be used by the agency and its contractors;
review and revise contracting procedures to maximize the specification of designated
environmentally preferable products where practicable;
facilitate data collection on purchases of designated environmentally preferable products
by the agency and its contractors and report the data to the Environmentally Preferable
Purchasing Coordinator(s) by (date) each year for inclusion in the annual report to the
(jurisdiction governing entity).

PERFORMANCE, PRICE, AND AVAILABILITY
Nothing contained in this policy shall be construed as requiring a department or contractor to procure

products that do not perform adequately for their intended use, exclude adequate competition,
or are not available at a reasonable price in a reasonable period of time.
Note:
This resolution should be tailored to suit the individual needs and circumstances of your
community.
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APPENDIX G: PARKING ASSESSMENT
Cranberry Department

Office Hours

Administration

7:30 a.m. – 5 p.m., M-F

Parks & Recreation

7 a.m. – 9 p.m., M-Th; 7 a.m. – 5 p.m., F; 10 a.m. – 4 p.m., Sat and Sun

Police

7 a.m. – 5 p.m., M-Sun

Tenants
Chamber of Commerce

9 a.m. – 4 p.m., M-F

Library

10 a.m. – 9 p.m., M-Th; 10 a.m. – 5 p.m., F; 10 a.m. – 4 p.m., Sat

Rep. Metcalfe‘s Office

9 a.m. – 4:30 p.m., M-F

Sen. Orie‘s Office

9 a.m. – 4:30 p.m., M-F

Tax Office

9 a.m. – 9 p.m., M; 9 a.m. – 4-:30 p.m., T, W, Th; 9 a.m. – 3 p.m. F
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Cranberry
Department

Full-Time
Employees

Part-Time
Employees

Codes

4

1

Communication

0

2

Community
Development

3

0

CSR

3

2

Engineering

4

0

Executive

5

0

Finance

5

0

Human Resources

3

0

Information
Technologies

6

1

Interns (summer
only)

6

0

Parks & Recreation

8

6

Planning

1

0

Police

14

1
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Tax

1

0

Subtotal

63

13

Chamber of
Commerce

3

1

Library

6

13

Rep. Metcalfe‘s
Office

2

0

Sen. Orie‘s Office

2

0

Tax Office

1

1

Subtotal

14

15

77

28

Tenants

TOTAL
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Employee Parking
Areas
Employee Spill-Over Area

Time of Day

Observations

7 a.m. – 8 a.m.

Two cars parked in the front lot
Most of the Police parking area was full
A couple, very few, cars parked in the employee designated area
Cardboard crushing bins occupy about five parking spaces
One hide-n-rider parked her car and carpooled with another driver

8 a.m. – 9 a.m.

Two different cars parked in the front lot
Employee designated area became mostly full
About 4-5 people destined for Parks & Recreation‘s exercise class
arrived and utilized spaces
The front-half of the back lot was about 80 percent full
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9 a.m. – 10 a.m.

Front lot was about 60 percent full
At about 9:20 a.m. the front portion of the back lot was almost full

10 a.m. – 11a.m.

Same activity level as previous

11 a.m. - Noon

Same activity level as previous
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